From: Commanding Officer
To: Commandant of the Marine Corps (Code AO3D)
Via: (1) Commanding General, 3d Marine Division (Rein) FMF, (Attn: AC of S, G-3)
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PART I
ORGANIZATIONAL DATA

DESIGNATION
3d Reconnaissance Battalion

COMANCNER
LTCOL A.H. PERRY
19 Dec 68 - 31 Dec 68

SUBORDINATE UNITS

H&S Company
1STLT R.M. HARDEN
01 Dec 68 - 31 Dec 68
1STLT L.B. WALKER
29 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

Company A
1STLT G.L. JOINER
24 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68
1STLT J.P. HUCHLI
19 Sep 68 - 31 Dec 68

Company E
1STLT J.J. McKnight
29 Sep 68 - 31 Dec 68
1STLT J.H. COURTER
17 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

Company C
CPT B.E. DAVIS
1 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

Company D
CPT J.H. COURTER
17 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

Company E
CPT R.W. HOLM
17 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

ATTACHED UNITS

3d Force Reconnaissance Company
MAJ W.F. SNYDER
1STLT R.M. HARDEN
10 May 68 - 01 Dec 68
1STLT L.F. HARDEN
01 Dec 68 - 31 Dec 68

LOCATION
1-31 Dec 68 - Quang Tri - 3d Reconnaissance Battalion and attached
3d Force Reconnaissance Company

Executive Officer
MAJ F.L. GOULD
23 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

Operations Officer
MAJ F.L. GOULD
10 Sep 68 - 31 Dec 68

S-3 Officer
MAJ W.F. SNYDER
01 Dec 68 - 31 Dec 68

Intelligence Officer
1STLT R.D. WEBB
20 Oct 68 - 31 Dec 68

S-2 Officer
NONE ASSIGNED
30 Oct 68 - 09 Dec 68

Adjutant
1STLT C.A. THOMPSON
09 Dec 68 - 31 Dec 68

Adjutant
1STLT C. STRONG JR.
02 Nov 68 - 31 Dec 68

Average Monthly Strength (Includes 3d Force Reconnaissance Company)

USMC
OFFICERS 36
ENLISTED 616

USN
OFFICERS 1
ENLISTED 49
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Co. A During the reporting period, Company A conducted 27 patrols averaging 6.2 days with an average of 7.7 men per patrol. The company made 10 sightings of 39 enemy and eight contacts with 67 enemy resulting in 11 enemy KIA(C). There was three USMC KIA's, eight USMC WIA's. The company also captured some documents. The company fired eight artillery missions of 365 rounds. The company also utilized two air strikes.

Co. B During the reporting period, Company B conducted 35 patrols averaging 3.8 days with an average of 5.1 men per patrol. The company made 11 sightings of 73 enemy and 14 contacts with 67 enemy resulting in two enemy KIA(C). They also captured one POW. The company captured one AK-47, one 82mm mortar tube, 17PS, and also many documents. The company fired 16 artillery missions of 192 rounds. The company utilized two air strikes.

Co. C During the reporting period, Company C conducted 20 patrols averaging 3.9 days with an average of 6.4 men per patrol. The company made three sightings of six enemy and 10 contacts with 44 enemy resulting in 13 enemy KIA(C). There was one USMC WIA. The company also captured many documents. The company fired 18 artillery missions of 766 rounds. The company also utilized five air strikes. The company also killed one tiger that attacked one of the team.

Co. D During the reporting period, Company D conducted 32 patrols averaging 3.8 days with an average of 6.1 men per patrol. The company made 10 sightings of 97 enemy and 10 contacts with 48 enemy resulting in nine enemy KIA(C). There were two USMC WIA. The company also captured many documents. The company fired four artillery missions of 286 rounds.

Co. E During the reporting period, Company E conducted 38 patrols averaging 4.1 days with an average of 6.5 men per patrol. The company made six sightings of 14 enemy and seven contacts with 17 enemy. There were four USMC WIA. The company fired 13 artillery missions of 217 rounds. The company also utilized one air strike.

3d Force Co. During the reporting period, 3d Force Recon Company conducted 34 patrols averaging 4.2 days with an average of 4.9 men per patrol. The company made 14 sightings of 57 enemy and eight contacts with 60 enemy resulting in 16 enemy KIA(C). There was one USMC WIA. The company captured two AK-47 and many documents. The company fired seven artillery missions of 83 rounds. The company also utilized five air strikes.

H&S Co. During the reporting period the SCUBA Section conducted 12 SCUBA missions in support of the 3d Marine Division, two SCUBA mission in support of the 3d Marine Regiment and one body search mission for the Ninth Marine Regiment for a total of 15 SCUBA Missions. For the eighth consecutive month, this section cleared and helped defend the Quang Tri River Bridge by maintaining a three man SCUBA team continuously at the bridge.
a. **Combat Missions Assigned.** The 3d Reconnaissance Battalion and the attached 3d Force Reconnaissance Company conducted Reconnaissance Operations, STINGRAY Operations, and other operations as directed within the Division area of responsibility (3d MarDiv 1-67).

b. **Significant Operations Conducted.** Units of this Battalion have participated in operations KENTUCKY, SCOTLAND II, NANKING, DAWSON RIVER, and MASHALL MOUNTAIN. Units of this Battalion also participated in operation SAN ANTONIO, and PIKES PEAK I in support of the 1st Brigade Fifth Mech Inf Division, U.S. ARMY.

c. **Casualties Inflicted on the Enemy.** During the reporting period, there were 51 enemy KIA (C). The Battalion captured numerous documents, three AK 47's, one PPS and one 82mm mortar tube.

d. **Casualties Sustained.** The Battalion sustained three USMC KIA, and 16 USMC WIA during the reporting period.

e. **New Techniques Employed.** Nothing significant to report.

f. **Command Relations.** On 12 December 1968 the 3d Marine Regiment assumed ORCON of 1ST Platoon Co. A, 5TH Reconnaissance Battalion and 1ST Platoon, Co. E 1ST Reconnaissance Battalion.

g. **Equipment.** Nothing significant to report.

h. **Logistics.** Nothing significant to report.

i. **Civic Action.** All personnel joining the Battalion were given a class in the Personal Response Program by the Battalion Sergeant Major.

j. **Administration.** Nothing significant to report.

k. **Personnel.** 13 December 1968 LTCOL A.H. FERRY, USMC assigned duty as 3d Reconnaissance Battalion Commanding Officer vice LTCOL D.R. FENG, USMC.
   01 December 1968 MAJOR W.F. SNYDER, USMC assigned duty as Operations Officer vice MAJOR F.L. GOULD, USMC.
   01 December 1968 1STLT L.E. WALKER, USMC assigned duty as H&S Company, Commanding Officer vice 1STLT R.H. HARDEN, USMC.
   01 December 1968 1STLT J.J. MCKNIGHT, USMC assigned duty as Company B, Commanding Officer vice 1STLT J.F. ECHLIT, USMC.
   01 December 1968 1STLT R.M. HARDEN, USMC assigned duty as Commanding Officer 3d Force Reconnaissance Company vice MAJOR W.F. SNYDER.
   09 December 1968 1STLT C.A. THOMPSON, USMC, assigned duty as Battalion S-4 Officer.
I. Weather. During the month of December, the weather for the most part was good with a decrease in temperature and a decrease in precipitation. The temperature ranged from a low of 70°F to a high of 85°F. Wind velocity decreased from November to an average of 10 knots in December.

m. Fire Support. The Battalion's Reconnaissance Teams directed 66 Fire Missions for a total of 1909 rounds.

n. Air Support. The Battalion Reconnaissance Teams utilized 15 air strikes on targets of opportunity. (This does not include the fixed wing strikes employed for initial insertions in an unsecure area).

o. Activation/Deactivation/Redesignation. Nothing significant to report.

p. Training. Training was conducted on a continuous basis. Newly joined personnel are instructed via the Battalion Training and Familiarization School in all aspects peculiar to reconnaissance, weapons, demolition, artillery, etc. An information orientation class on Vietnam is conducted by the Battalion Sergeant Major. The M-16 Rifle is Fam-Fired and zeroed during the period. Company training is conducted along these same lines, but on a more detailed level pursuant with the experience gained in combat. Nine personnel graduated from the U.S. NAVY SCUBA School in the Philippines, six personnel graduated from the U.S. ARMY RECON School in Nha Trang, Vietnam. During the reporting period schools were conducted at the location given:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCUE: School</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Subic Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECONDO School</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nha Trang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Advisory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Okinawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic AID School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Okinawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese Language</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Da Nang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scout Sniper School</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quang Tri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNCO School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quang Tri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

q. Communication. The following radio relay sites were manned by the Battalion during this reporting period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME DESIGNATOR</th>
<th>GRID</th>
<th>AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIGHTING MAD</td>
<td>YD 305433</td>
<td>AI TU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXTROT</td>
<td>YD 001434</td>
<td>VANDERGRIFT COMBAT BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLF</td>
<td>YD 009232</td>
<td>Long Ha Mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCAR</td>
<td>YD 736692</td>
<td>CUA VIET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIAT</td>
<td>YD 62797</td>
<td>BAKER No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMEO</td>
<td>XD 844455</td>
<td>HILL 920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STELLA</td>
<td>XD 976559</td>
<td>THOK SON LAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACO</td>
<td>YD 26797</td>
<td>DONG HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTOR</td>
<td>YD 135646</td>
<td>C-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>YD 09737</td>
<td>HILL 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMA</td>
<td>YD 111705</td>
<td>CON THIEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
r. Intelligence Summary

Enemy activity increased substantially during the month of December. Reconnaissance patrols continued to make significant sightings. Activity west of Ca Lu continues to increase as does activity in the Khe Sanh Area. There also has been an increase in activity in Base Area 101 and Da Krong Valley. Reconnaissance sightings and contact west of Quang Tri Combat Base also indicates a continued increase of enemy activity in this area.
SEQUENTIAL LISTING OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

OpO 2210-68 (3A3) 060030H Dec 68 (070112Z). Team observed 50 cal position shooting at helo. Team called fire mission resulting in four secondary explosions. Team heard movement and voices. Team called fire mission. Team sighted flashlites calling fire mission. Later team sighted smoke and called fire mission, resulting in secondary explosion and small arms cooking off. Team saw two VC/NVA attempt to put out fire and pick up a black box 3x1x2 ft. AO ran two air strikes resulting in two secondary explosions and one secondary fire. Team later made contact with four VC/NVA. AO ran air strikes resulting in one killed by air. Reaction force came in, reaction force and team set in for the night, they then received 20 rounds of 60mm, SAF, and M-79 rounds resulting in FL KIA and six team members WIA. Team was extracted with negative fire incident.

OpO 2219-68 (1C3) 071030H Dec 68 (080212Z). Team after being inserted into LZ went about 300 meters to Hill 764, team observed some bunkers and at the same time they observed one NVA. The NVA had an AK-47 and fired three shots at team, team returned fire resulting in one NVA KIA (C). Team moved from area and observed five more VC/NVA. Team broke contact and moved into bomb crater and set in a 360°. Team then called in a fire mission of six rounds. AO came on station and directed fixed wing, fixed wing and AO took auto weapon fire from the area all around team. AO told team they had enemy coming toward there position. Team called more fire missions with good coverage. Extract helo's and gunships took fire on extraction. The enemy wore khakis with a yellow shield patch on the left shoulder.

OpO 2220-68 (3B1) 131920H Dec 68 (140502Z). Team heard voices of two groups of enemy approaching from north to south, about 100 meters apart. Team threw CS Grenades at both groups and attempted to get a prisoner, at this time, team heard three more enemy approaching from the west, team initiated contact, and enemy withdraw, leaving a 82mm tube which the team retrieved. Team then moved west, and south, where they engaged two more enemy, with CS Grenades, and SAF, resulting in one enemy POW.

OpO 2221-68 (3B2) 131505H Dec 68 (140507Z). Team while walking north on trail saw one VC/NVA about 20 feet from them, team initiated contact with one VC/NVA (KIA) (C). Team broke contact and moved about 50 meters away. Team called AO on station. Team went back to get the body when the AO said that the enemy were moving in on them. Team stripped the body and left it in the bomb crater. Helicopters and gunships received SAF on extraction.

OpO 2222-68 (4-1) 131920H Dec 68 (190229Z). Prior to insertion six air strikes were run, transports then went into LZ, upon insertion, team leader, and point man, initiated contact with one VC/NVA, resulting in one enemy KIA, mission was aborted. Helicopters took SAF, and 50 cal fire while in LZ.

OpO 2228-68 181830H Dec 68 (200205Z). From the 12th through 18th, team heard sporadic carbine fire from sun up to sun down, team estimates approximately 20 NVA/VC moving through area daily in groups of two to four. Team also heard stationary mortar fire, north of RZ on the 12th and 13th from 1900H to 2100H.
Op 2252-68 201100H Dec 68 (210223Z). Extraction trucks observed four NVA/VC moving in a south west direction, called fire mission, results unknown. Also saw three NVA/VC moving in north east direction gunships made runs, results unknown.

Op 2257-68 202000H Dec 68 (220535Z). Team had continuous movement to their rear (south east) team moved into harborsite, and about five minutes later had movement in a 360°. Team then observed six NVA/VC in front of their claymore. Team fired claymore resulting in six enemy KIA's. Team also found eight 82mm and nine 60mm rounds.

Op 101-D-68 (2B1) 231800H Dec 68 (220212Z). Team heard voices, and observed three NVA/VC moving in a northern direction, enemy then turned and walked toward team. Team initiated contact resulting in three enemy KIA's (c). Team then moved to a new location, where they had movement in a 360°. Gunships came on station and worked out. Extraction helicopter came on station and extracted the team, upon extraction helicopters received five rounds of SAF.

Op 390-D-68 (1C3) 230300H Dec 68 (210215Z). Team had movement 20 meters to west and 100 meters to north, called fire mission on both, movement ceased. Later movement began again, fire mission called and movement ceased. Results unknown, 211000H team observed some type of enemy position, called air strikes of napalm, and fire mission with two secondary explosions. 221600H, team saw two NVA/VC. Team called fire mission and air strikes, results unknown. 221900H, team in harbor site, Tiger attacked one man, dragging him off, team killed tiger, team call med-evac, team extracted.

Op 2676-68 (3A2) (3A3) 280930H Dec 68 (300914Z). Radio Relay. Two Marines collecting logs in order to fortify bunkers, detonated an enemy booby trap, resulting in two friendly KIA's. 282100H, team heard heavy movement in a 360°, team initiated contact with SAf and 60mm, team received SAF, and Chi-Coms, resulting in two WIA's (minor). First light team checked area where heaviest volume of fire was coming from and found blood stains on the LZ, they also found where the barb wire had been cut at several places. 291300H, team saw two VC/NVA, the teams Kit Carson Scout attempted twice to talk the enemy into surrendering, or Chieu Hoi, with negative results, at this time team fired 60mm, resulting in two enemy KIA's (c). As estimated enemy platoon had been probing the relay for the past several weeks. NOTE: This is not a complete debrief.

Op 2299-68 (1C2) 302030H Dec 68 (310623Z). 271930H, team in harborsite had movement about fifteen meters away, of possibly five NVA/VC, who had set-up a harborsite. 280800H, team checked out area and found food containers similar to U.S. type "Long Rations", with foreign writing on some, (not oriental) container was green, with purple lettering. 282100H, team observed a mortar round, fired from Co Roc Ridge, team also observed two lights, similar to strobe lights, on Co Roc Ridge, these lights were seen every night at about 2200H.
3017/30H, team was moving to their harbor site, when point man observed one VC/NVA, at about 25 meters. The enemy saw the team, and ran away in an easterly direction. Team checked the area, and found, four M-33 grenades, and ass pack, a K-bar with a day/night flare attached, two "U" rings with repelling rope attached, ten M-16 magazines, a medical pouch, and air panel, one pair of bush gloves, a poncho liner, five canteens, one CS grenade, and "H" harness. All of the above gear, was new, and U.S. made. About 15 meters from this area the team found, a poncho liner, ass pack with the name R.W. BRIN on same, four M-33 grenades, one CS Grenade, a rain jacket, D ring with repelling rope, 10 M-16 magazines, H harness, and four canteens. All of the above gear was U.S. made. Team was unable to return with the gear due to being in contact as they boarded the extract helicopters. 3017/30H, Team had set up a 360° when the K-79 man, observed one VC/NVA run from a bunker, result one enemy KIA. Team still in 360° had another enemy come to within three feet of them, team leader fired results one enemy KIA. About fifteen minutes later the team had heavy movement, the enemy threw a grenade, resulting in one Marine WIA. Again, the enemy moved to within three feet of team, team initiated contact, result one enemy KIA. During extraction, helicopters received heavy volume of S.F.
PART IV
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

1 (1) Patrol Order 2210-68 of 070147Z December 68 (3A3)
1 (2) Patrol Order 2219-68 of 080512Z December 68 (1C3)
1 (3) Patrol Order 2230-68 of 140505Z December 68 (3B1)
1 (4) Patrol Order 2242-68 of 140507Z December 68 (3B2)
1 (5) Patrol Order 2254-68 of 190229Z December 68 (4-1)
1 (6) Patrol Order 2228-68 of 200205Z December 68 (3B3)
1 (7) Patrol Order 2252-68 of 210223Z December 68 (1J2)
1 (8) Patrol Order 2257-68 of 220535Z December 68 (2D1)
1 (9) Patrol Order 401-D-68 of 240211Z December 68 (2D1)
1 (10) Patrol Order 390-D-68 of 240215Z December 68 (1C3)
1 (11) Patrol Order RADIO RELAY 2074-68 of 300941Z December 68 (3A2) & (3A3)
1 (12) Patrol Order 2299-68 of 310623Z December 68 (1C2)
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Additional supporting documents added 4 Mar 69
See Index next 6 pages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATROL ORDER</th>
<th>2206-68</th>
<th>OF 110529Z</th>
<th>DEC 68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2179-68</td>
<td>OF 110531Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2203-68</td>
<td>OF 110533Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>327-D-68</td>
<td>OF 110535Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2224-68</td>
<td>OF 110537Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>358-D-68</td>
<td>OF 110539Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>340-D-68</td>
<td>OF 110541Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>337-D-68</td>
<td>OF 110543Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2204-68</td>
<td>OF 121009Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2216-68</td>
<td>OF 121013Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2215-68</td>
<td>OF 140501Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2221-68</td>
<td>OF 140503Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2233-68</td>
<td>OF 170231Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2238-68</td>
<td>OF 170233Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2235-68</td>
<td>OF 170227Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2260-68</td>
<td>OF 180201Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2247-68</td>
<td>OF 180203Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2245-68</td>
<td>OF 180205Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2239-68</td>
<td>OF 180207Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2223-68</td>
<td>OF 180209Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2172-68</td>
<td>OF 180221Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2250-68</td>
<td>OF 190225Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2227-68</td>
<td>OF 190223Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2240-68</td>
<td>OF 190227Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2254-68</td>
<td>OF 190229Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2228-68</td>
<td>OF 200205Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>386-D-68</td>
<td>OF 200207Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2220-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200209Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>373-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200211Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2248-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200213Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>368-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200215Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>369-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200217Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>348-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>200219Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2241-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>201057Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2252-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>210225Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2258-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>210227Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>402-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>220537Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2251-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>220539Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2246-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>220709Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2253-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>230231Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>401-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>240211Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2255-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>240213Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>390-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>240215Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2292-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260553Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2287-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260555Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>381-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260557Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>383-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260559Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>385-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260601Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2290-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260603Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>380-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260605Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2286-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260607Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>378-D-68</td>
<td>OF</td>
<td>260609Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DECLASSIFIED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATROL ORDER</th>
<th>388-D-68</th>
<th>OF 260611Z</th>
<th>DEC 68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2285-68</td>
<td>OF 270141Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>404-D-68</td>
<td>OF 270145Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2262-68</td>
<td>OF 270147Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2293-68</td>
<td>OF 270149Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2272-68</td>
<td>OF 270151Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2294-68</td>
<td>OF 271001Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2309-68</td>
<td>OF 300937Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2308-68</td>
<td>OF 300939Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2295-68</td>
<td>OF 300935Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>RADIO RELAY OF 300941Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2296-68</td>
<td>OF 300943Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2280-68</td>
<td>OF 310113Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2298-68</td>
<td>OF 310611Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2270-68</td>
<td>OF 310613Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2287-68</td>
<td>OF 310615Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2259-68</td>
<td>OF 310617Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>410-D-68</td>
<td>OF 310619Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2284-68</td>
<td>OF 310621Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2299-68</td>
<td>OF 310623Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNCLASSIFIED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**

- **SEARCH FOR MISSING GOVERNMENT PROPERTY** 010125Z DEC 68
- **COMBAT LOSSES** 010229Z DEC 68
- **EXTENSION OF EMERGENCY LEAVE** 030537Z DEC 68
- **MILSTRIP REQUISITIONS FOLLOW-UPS** 050127Z DEC 68
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP CANCELLATION</td>
<td>050129Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECONCILIATION RESPONSE</td>
<td>050131Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUPS</td>
<td>100945Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP CANCELLATIONS</td>
<td>100947Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUPS</td>
<td>100949Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFC FRANCIS R. COLLINS</td>
<td>160139Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP CANCELLATIONS</td>
<td>171041Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP CANCELLATIONS</td>
<td>171045Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUPS</td>
<td>290133Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIFICATION OF RADIO SET AN/PDC - 47</td>
<td>290147Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUBA SCHOOL</td>
<td>301115Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAVE STATUS CASE OF SGT JOHNNY DICKERSON</td>
<td>301117Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2168-68</td>
<td>OF 010225Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPSTAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>OF 020527Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECON PATROL PLAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>OF 070159Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPSTAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>OF 180159Z</td>
<td>DEC 68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ENCLOSURE (1)**
DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTING: O 701 473 2 DEC 68

FX: CC THIRD M A R DIV
TO: CC XXV CORPS HQ

INFO: CC ONE ZERO ONE AND OTHER DIV

REF: TASK FORCE HMO.

PERF BOE FIFTH INF DIV (RECH)
NORTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES

H/3 THRES HUE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORGE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DEERFERN (7 MEN) CPO 221 0-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 040930H/060830H (47 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD141503 TO YD138504 TO YD141503 UL 1352 LR 1550

4. TERRAIN: STEEP SLOPES, HEAVY CANOPY 40 TO 80FT HIGH WITH THICK UNDERBRUSH OR HILL TOPS, SCATTERED PATCHES OF ELEPHANT GRASS ALONG FINGERS AND IN VALLEYS. MOVEMENT 200 METERS PER HOUR. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT YD139505 OBS 360

5. HLS: YD140504 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, IS SADDLE WITH ELEPHANT GRASS. BEST APPROACH IS SOUTHWEST WITH NO OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 041300H TM OBS 50 CAL FSN VIC 129502 SHOOTING AT HELO, TM CALLED FM WITH EXCELLENT COVERAGE RESULTING IN FOUR SEC EXPLO.

ONE POSH SEC EXPLO. 050100H TM HEARD MOVEMENT AND VOICES FROM 146606 TO YD137519. TM CALLED FIRE HSN. 055000H TM SIGHTED PROB.

FLASHLIGHT AT YD139507 CALLED FIRE HSN. 051100H TM SIGHTED SMOKE AT YD146507 CALLED FIRE HSN RESULTING IN SECONDARY EXPLO.

SMALL ARMS AMMO FOUND COOKING OFF. 051347H TWO VC/WVA TRIED TO PUT OUT FIRE AND PICKED UP BLACK BOX 3 X 1 X 2 FT. NO RAN TWO

AIR STRIKES RESULTING IN TWO SEC EXPLO AND ONE SEC FIRE.
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G-2

DECLASSIFIED
051420H TM IN CONTACT WITH THREE-FOUR VC/NVA FIRING SA FROM TREELINE VIC 144504 AND THREE-FOUR VC/NVA AT 139505. AO RAN

AIR STRIKE ON BOTH PSN RESULTING IN ONE KIA CONFIRMED. CONTACT BROKEN, REACTION FORCE INSERTED. 051430H AO RAN AIR STRIKE AT YD145508 RESULTING IN NUMEROUS SEC EXPLO AND SA COOK-OFF. 051445H AO RAN AIR STRIKE AT 145505 RESULTING IN SEC EXPLO. TM/REACTION MOVED TO 139509 AND SET-UP NIGHT PSN. 052100H TM HEARD TWO DOGS AT YD139515 CALLED FIRE PSN. 052200H TM AGAIN HEARD TWO DOGS AT YD140510. 052400H TM RECEIVED 20 RDS COMM, SAF AND M79 ROUNDS RESULTING IN PL KIA; SIX TM MBRs WIA. TM REQUESTED MED EVAC. 060300H GUNSHIPS STRAPPED EN PSNS AND COMP MED EN. 060200H TM RECEIVED 30 RDS OF HYP EST 105MM FM SOUTHWEST. ALL FRIENDLIES FIRING IN DETACH AT TIME. ROUNDS EXCHANGED LANDED FISHED FROM TM ON SOUTHWEST AND WORKED AROUND TO THE NORTHWEST.

7. OTHER INFO: REACTION FORCE ACTIVITIES AND CAS PENDING.
EN UNIFORM/EQUIP; M16I UNIF, PACKS, HELMETS, ETC.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2210-68

CON 485 RELEASED BY LFB - TM 07046 RHE 068

PAGE TWO OF TWO PAGES
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U) BARRISTER 1 CB

JPCZ REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT OPO-2219-68

071030 H, TEAM FLIP-FLOPED WITH DUNBAR COUNTY, AT (ID 661527)
TEAM THEN MOVED ABOUT 300M, TO HILL 764, PATROL LEADER, AND
ASSISTANT PATROL LEADER, UPON CHECKING OUT THE AREA, OBSERVED
THREE NVA, AND HEARD AN AK-47, SAFETY CLICK OFF, AT THIS TIME
THEY SAW AN NVA, RAISE UP AND FIRE THREE ROUNDS, THEY RETURNED
FIRE, RESULTING IN ONE NVA, KIA. TEAM BROKE CONTACT AND MOVED TO
THE SOUTH, TO THE TOP OF HILL 764, AT THIS POINT THEY USED A
TRAIL, FIVE FT. TO SIX FT. WIDE, THE TRAIL APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN
CUT, AT THIS POINT THEY OBSERVED FIVE NVA, WHO APPEARED TO HAVE NO
CONCERN AT ALL, THE ENEMY HAD NO WEAPONS, OR 762 GEAR, TEAM INITIATED
CONTACT AND THEN MOVED EAST FROM HILL 764, TO A DUMP CRATER, AND SET
UP A 360. TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION OF SIX ROUNDS, GOOD COVERAGE,
TWO SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS, AND ALSO MUFFLED EXPLOSIONS. AO, CAME ON
STATION, AND DIRECTED FIXED WING, ANOTHER AO CAME ON STATION, AND
WHILE DIRECTING FIXED WING, TOOK AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE. ALL AIR
CRAFT IN THE AREA, TOOK FIRE FROM THE GROUND.
AFTER THE AIR STRIKES WERE RUN, THE TEAM OBSERVED MANY OF THE ENEMY, RUNNING FROM HILL 764, TEAM THEN MOVED EAST, TO (XD 6755160)

A. THIS TIME THEY OBSERVED THE ENEMY COMING TOWARD THEM FROM HILL 764. TEAM CALLED MORE AIR STRIKES, AND MOVED TO EXTRACT POINT,

(XD 677519) AT THIS AREA TEAM HAD COVENANT BUT OBSERVED NOTHING. TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION ON (XD 675515) AO THEN CAME ON STATION,

AND CONTINUED RUNNING AIR STRIKES. ABOUT 1800 H, EXTRACT HELO'S CAME ON STATION AND EXTRACTED TEAM. UPON EXTRACTION, THE HELO'S TOOK A HIGH VOLUME OF SMALL ARMS FIRE AND AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE, FROM HILL 764. THE ENEMY WERE WEARING KHAKI UNIFORMS, WITH A

SOLID YELLOW SHIELD TYPE PATCH ON THE LEFT SHOULDER, NEAR THE SHOULDER SEAM. THE UNIFORMS WERE CLEAN, AND THE TROOPS, HAD FRESH

HAIRCUTS, AND APPEARED TO BE WELL FED. ALL HAD ON BLACK BOOTS, EXCEPT FOR ONE WEARING BROWN SHOES. ALL THE ENEMY WERE CARRYING

AK-47'S. FOUR OF THE ENEMY WERE WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, NO COVERS, LONG HAIR, NO SHOULDER PATCHES, NO PACKS, CARTRIDGE BELTS,

OR CAMOUFLAGE. ABOUT 1300 H, THE TEAM HEARD WHISTLING FROM THE TOP OF HILL 764, THE TEAM'S RADIO OPERATOR ALSO HEARD WHISTLING, ON

HIS HAND SET, INTERFERRING WITH HIS COMM WITH ROMEO AO, ALSO HAD INTERFERENCE ON HIS RADIO. TEAM CHANGED THEIR FREQUENCY, AND INTERFERENCE CEASED.

GP-4
IT
CCN 596 RELEASED TIME 1845 DEC 68
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT

1. RECON TEAM: OLD GULO EL (6 MAN)  OPD  2230
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 100930 H/131920 H  (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM WENT TO E2 FROM GR, THEN RECON PATROLS, AND RETURNED TO YDL 0070 LR 0266

4. TERRAIN: MODERATE STEEP HILLS, EXTREMELY THICK UNDERGROWTH, SHOR.

5. HILLS: NONE
6. ENEMY: 131645 H, AT (YD 008695) TEAM CROSSED STREAM WEST TO FACING AND STOPPED TO GET WATER, WHEN THEY HEARD VOICES, COMING FROM SOUTH.

TO SOUTH, ABOUT 100m, AFRTE, TEAM THREW CS GRENADES, AT BOTH GROUPS, WHILE THE LULL COULD AND KILLED AROUND, THE TEAM WENT DOWN WEST.

TO GET A PRISONER, TEAM THEN HEARD ABOUT THREE MORE ENEMIES, APPROACH FROM THE EAST, THE TEAM FIRED AT MOMENT, THE ENEMY FLEEING.

THEY PULLED THE FIRST MAN DOWN AT INTO THE BANK AND ACROSS THE FLIRE, LEAVING BEHIND A 82mm TUBE AND A PACK, WHICH THE TEAM RECOVERED.

TEAM THEN HAD ACCESS TO THE NORTHEAST, NEGATIVE CONTACT. TEAM THEN MOVED TO THE WEST, ABOUT 75m, CROSSED THE STREAM, THEN MOVED SOUTH.

DECLASSIFIED
ALONG THE RIVER TO THEIR LZ. AT THE LZ THE TEAM HAD TWO ENEMY, 
FALLING TO THE TEAM PROSE, AND THEN THREW ROCKS TO THE EAST,
NEGATIVE ACTION. THE TEAM TOSSED CS GRENADES AND CALLED TO CHIBI 
NOI, TO THE ENEMY, THE ENEMY DID NOT RESPOND. THE TEAM CONTINUED 
TO TALK TO ENEMY, AT THIS TIME THE ENEMY THREW AN M-26 GRENADE AT 
THE TEAM, ONE MEMB RS OF THE TEAM GRAINED THE GRENADE AND THREW IT OUT 
OF RANGE, WHERE IT EXPLODED. TEAM THEN BEGAN FILING AT THE ENEMY, 
AT THIS TIME THEY OBSERVED ONE ENEMY FALL WOUNDED DOWN THE SLOPE.
THEY THEN OBSERVED THE ENEMY RAISE HIS HEAD, AT THIS TIME 
TWO OF THE TEAM MEMBERS TOOK HIM PRISONER. EXTRACTION HELO'S, CAME 
ON STATION AND EXTRACTED THE TEAM. KILLED ONE ENEMY FOW.
7. OTHER INFO: 121130H, AT (YD 003694) TEAM FOUND ABOUT 12 UNIQUE, ON 
THE HILLSIDE, THAT CONTAINED, MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL GEAR, A POSSIBLE 
MAP CASE SIZE 12 IN. LONG AND 2IN. IN DIAMETER, MADE OF METAL, ALSO
LETAL BOXES, WITH HANDLES. THE UNIQUE WERE "A" FRAME CONSTRUCTED, 
APPROXIMATELY SIX FT. WIDE AND FOUR FT. HIGHLY SIX FT. LONG.
101430H, AT (YD 996695) TEAM FOUND A TRACKED VEHICLE, ABOUT THREE 
OR FOUR O'CLOCK, THE FRONT WAS SIMILAR TO THAT OF AN "OTTER", 
AT THE BACK WAS SHAPED LIKE A SIX BY SIX HBD.
GP-4

CCN 1139 RELEASD BY 1139 TIME 1139 16 DEC 68
PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
IMMEDIATE/Routine 140507Z DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE ALLORNE DIV
CG TAS FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (KIECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINETH MARINES
TWENTY-SEVENTH MARINES
MAG THREE LINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR; JUANG TIRE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

SECRET

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BLEND 3 B 2 (8 MEN) OPO-2242-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 130830 H/131505 H (4 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM WENT TO LZ, FROM .91, RAN RECON PATROL, AND RETURNED TO .91. UL 0270 LR 0468

4. TERR IN: RIDGE LINE, TO LOW HILLS, RIGHT FT. TO TWELVE FT. HILLS, MIXTURE OF ELEPHANT GRASS AND SCHRUB, NO CANOPY, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. NO OIF SITES.
5. HLZ'S: NONE FOR CH-46'S. HUEY'S, ONLY ON KOLL, AREA IS FLAT, NO

APPROACH OBSTACLES. (YD 33702)

6. ENEMY: 131300 H, AT (YD 039699) TEAM WALKING NORTH ON TRAIL, SPOTTED.

ONE VC/HVA, APREACHING THEM, AT ABOUT 20 FT. THE ENEMY HAD TURNED TO TALK TO ANOTHER ENEMY, WHO WAS NOT IN SIGHT. TEAM INITIATED CONTACT

RESULTING IN ONE ENEMY KIA. TEAM BROKE CONTACT AND MOVED ABOUT 20M TO THE NORTH, AND ABOUT FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER RETURNED TO GET THE BODY

AT THIS TIME THE TEAM WAS ADVISED BY AN AO, THAT THERE WAS ENEMY, ABOUT 100M, TO THE EAST AND THAT THEY WERE CLOSING IN ON THE TEAM

POSITION. THE TEAM STRIPPED THE BODY AND LEFT IT IN A TOMB CRATER, AND MOVED TO THEIR LZ.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
TEAM RECEIVED A GRENADE TO THE EAR, WITH NEGATIVE CASUALTIES.
TEAM WAS EXTRACTED. UPON EXTRACTION, THE GUNSHIPS AND HELO'S
RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE. THE ENEMY WERE WEARING GREEN UTILITIES,
CAMO RIDGE BELTS, CARRYING AK-47'S, AND A COOKING POT, SIZE TWO FT.
IN DIAMETER, AND EIGHT IN. DEEP. THE UNIFORMS WERE IN ALMOST NEW
CONDITION, AND THE ENEMY APPEARED TO BE IN VERY GOOD HEALTH.

7. OTHER INFO: TRAILS INDICATE HEAVY USE BY THE ENEMY.
GP-4
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CCN 1138 RELEASED 11/29/68
TIME 010242H DEC 68
PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
G-2
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS OIB

INFO:
CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TA SR FORCE HELICOPTER
FIRST BDL EIGHT INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
M.G. THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD REGON IV
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
HEAVY DEBRIS/REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL
RECON TEAM ON DRIVING TEST (5 MEN) O.P. 2254

PRIOR TO INSERTION ON RUN A/S WITH 6 RUNS, TRANSPORTS WENT
INTO LZ TO INSERT TM. AS TM LDR STARTED OFF HELICOPTER

POINT SAW ONE NVA/VC IN THREE, TM INITIATED SAF, MEN
ABORTED. A/S RUN. TM SAF RESULTED IN THREE KIA (2)

HELICOPTER TOOK SAF ABD 50 CAL WHILE IN LZ. TM EST APPROX 20
IN LZ. TRAILS IN AREA INDICATE POSSIBLE BASE CAMP IN
AREA. IN WEARING DARK CLOTHING WITH WEB GEAR.

GP-4
CONFIDENTIAL

COMM 1559 REEDED BY C.M. PERRY TIME DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON

Received 21 Dec 1968

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. \( \text{VSCN TEAM BIG HIT (7 MAN) COP 2226} \)
2. \( \text{DARKNESS/NO LIGHTS COP 121535/181835 (147 HOURS)} \)
3. \( \text{ROADS: (YD 360 269) TO (YD 350 372) TO (YD 340 270) TO (YD 347 269) TO (YD 353 260) TO (YD 356 269) UL 342 268 UL 352 269} \)
4. \( \text{THREAT: STEEP HILLS, DOUGLAS OAKS TO WINDY PT. SCARCE HUNTING CONDITIONS THICK VEGETATION, NO CROSTHT 200 MTRS.} \)

FOR HOURS COP R AND CONTINUES GOOD NO OP STAN. NO OIL COM IN 2 L. STREAM IN GRID SUGAR 3462 13 N. TRAIL FM

(YD 341 271)民眾 1 TO SE. APPROACH ONE MILE, HAND PACKED DIRT, NOT US D RECENTLY.

5. \( \text{HUBS: (YD 360 269) SITES WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OH-43. BEST APPROACH SE TO N. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.} \)

6. \( \text{ENEMY: NO SIGNINGS OR CONTACTS.} \)

7. \( \text{CHART IN: 12TH THROUGH 15TH TM FLYING SPEED 600} \)
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26 0285

DECLASSIFIED
CARRELL WENT ABOUT 1045 HRS ON 13TH AND 15TH TO HEARD TWO TO THREE BIRDS OR A FIRE IN A DISTANCE TO NORTH. TM HEARD

THE BIRDS PERIODICALLY MOVING IN ALL DIRECTIONS. TM ESTIMATES
APPROX TWENTY MOVING THROUGH AREA DAILY IN GROUPS OF

10 TO 20. TM ALSO HEARD STATIONARY NOISE NORTH OF R2 ON
THE FOURTH AND FIFTEENTH FM 1900H TO 2100H. TM OBS LIGHTS ON

NIGHTS OF 13TH AND 15TH. LIGHTS WOULD BLINK ON AND OFF ALL
NIGHT. TM OBS ALL IN DAY TO BE CLIFF AT TD 355272. TM

ALSO OBS SOIL LIGHTS TO MOVE DOWN HILL TO 355272.

CP-4

OP-2228

RE 1651 RELEASED BY CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: OAK TREE 1A2 (6 MIN) OPN 2252.
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 160500H/201100H (10 1/2 HOURS).

3. ROUTE: E1: (TD249384) TO (TD249486) TO (TD234466) TO
   (TD248484) UL 2347 LR 2545.

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILL WITH OCCASIONAL CLIFFS.
   THICK UNDERGROWTH AND ELATHY GRASS 4-8 FT HIGH, TREES TO
   20FT IN CLUMPS HOSTLY ALONG STREAMS AND ON SIDES OF HILL.
   COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD. CP SITE AT (TD234466) OBS 360.

5. HILLS: SITE AT (TD234466) WILL ACCOMODATE (1) CH-46
   SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360
   APPROACH OBSTACLE NONE.
A T (TD244465) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (20) CH-46'S SITE IS
   VALLEY, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360,
   APPROACH OBSTACLE NONE.
6. EVERY 2100TH AT (YD249486) EXTRACTION TRUCKS OBS 4
NVA/TG AT (YD249479) MOVING IN SW DIR. TRUCK CMDR CALLED TM
FOR ARMY. APPROX 1000TH TM WAS CONTACTED BY TRUCKS. ARMY
CALLED WITH GOOD COVERAGE. TRUCKS FIRED M-79 AND 50 CAL
WHILE TRYING TO CONTACT TM. NVA RES. GUN UTILITIES WITH
BUSH COVER ON. HELMETS PACES OBS, POSSIBLE CARRYING TO FAR
TO IDENTIFY.
161000TH TM AT (YD255476) SAW THREE NVA/TG AT (YD255477)
MOVING IN NS DIRECTION. EN WEARING GREEN UTILITIES. TWO
WERE CARRYING LONG HEAVY OBJ. APPEARED TO BE TURE. GUNSHIP
MADE RUN WITH NVA RES.
7. OTHER INF: HIGHTAR POSITION AT (YD236466) W/FIGHTING
HOLPES.

GP-4

OP-2252

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

CM 1722 RELEASED BY: H. H. Perry
TIME 1400H DEC 68
SECRET

DECLASSIFIED

•

GO 611

SECRET

DECISSIFIED

•

IN.

DJRO1ITB

[Image 18x18 to 594x774]

SUP

CONN

---

IN.

DI

[Image 18x18 to 594x774]

1. WECS FLIGHT SECURITY: TICL WICKLE (6 MEI), 0259, 2257.

2. DATES: INCL. APPROX. 1650 LST APR 2020.

3. APPROX 300 MILES PER HOUR, FAIR OVR AND COND. AIR.

4. DISSECTING ABOUT 1000 MILES PER HOUR, FAIR OVR AND COND. AIR.

1650 LST APR 2020

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED

•

IN.

DJRO1ITB

[Image 18x18 to 594x774]
THE MOVEMENT CAME IN VERY CLOSE TO THIS POSITION. TM THEN SAW SIX NVA/VC IN FRONT OF THIS CLAYMORE, TM FIRED CLAYMORE AND SAW ALL SIX NVA/VC GO DOWN. TM THEN MOVED TO HEL TO BE EXTRACTED. RESULTS: SIX KIA CONFIRMED.

7) OTHER INFO: TM FOUND FIVE 82MM AND TWO 60MM MORTAR BOUNDS AT (YD 143729), ALSO FOUND THREE 82MM MORTAR BOUNDS AT (YD 148739) - NEGATIVE ACTION.

GP-4
OFO 2257

BT

CON 1854 RELEASED 21 DEC 68
FM: CO THIRD MA R DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: CO ONE ZERO CHE A IRBORNE DIV
CO TA SK FORCE HOTEL
TA SK FORCE BRAVO
THIRD MA RINES
FOURTH MA RINES
NINTH MA RINES
TWELFTH MA RINES
MAC THREE NINE
SR. PROVINCE A DIV QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORSCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTI AL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CLEMSON SQO 21 (8 MEN) OPO 4013D
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 211400H/231600H (52 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: PH (YD178258) TO (YD177257) TO (YD 1726 LR 1924).
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK VEGETATION, GOOD COVER AND

CONCEALMENT, OP. SITE AT (YD176257) OBSERVE NORTH TO SOUTHEST. AT (YD
AT (YD178256) OBSERVE WEST TO SOUTH.

5. HLZ'S AT (YD176257) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE
IS HILL 472, BEST A PPROACH IS FROM SOUTH TO EAST, A PPROACH
OBSHACLES NONE.
6. ENEMY: 231040H TEAM AT (YD177256) HEARD THE CAS RATTLE
TO THEIR WEST, FIVE TO TEN MINUTES LATER, HEARD CAS RATTLE
TO THEIR SOUTH, NEGATIVE RESULTS ON MOVEMENT. 23151H AT
(YD177257) TEAM HEARD VOICES, MOVING IN A NORTH DIRECTION,
TEAM THEN OBSERVED THREE CQ/VNA, ENEMY THEN TURNED AND WALKED

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
TOWARD THE TEAM INITIATED CONTACT RESULTING IN THREE ENEMY KIA, TEAM RECEIVED ONE OF THE BODY AND RECOVERED BY FIRE

CALLED FIRE MISSION, AND BOYED TO (ID177257) AT THIS LOCATION THE TEAM HAD MOVEMENT AT 360. GUNSHIPS CAME ON STATION AND WORKED OUT. EXTRACTION HELOS CAME ON STATION AND EXTRACTED TEAM. UPON EXTRACTION, HELO'S RECEIVED FIVE BOUNDS OF SMALL ARMS FIRE, THE DEAD ENEMY WAS WEARING A BLACK PITH HELMET, APPARENTLY NEW, BLACK SHIRT, AND BIZAKI TROUSERS, HO-CHI-MINH SANDALS, A HAMMOCK, AN IMPROVED PACK AND AN FPS. THE OTHERS TWO ENEMY WERE WEARING BIZAKI'S AND UNOBSERVED WEAPONS, THE TEAM OBSERVED THE ENEMY THAT WAS KILLED HAD A FRESH HAIRCUT, CLEAN TRIMMED FINGER NAILS, NO CALLOUS ON HANDS, WAS CLEAN SHAVED, APPEARED TO BE WELL FED, IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION. HIS CLOTHES WERE DRY, ALTHOUGH IT HAD BEEN RAINING IN THE PA ST 24 HOURS.

A RICE BOWL WAS FOUND AND HAD RICE THAT LOOK ONLY A FEW HRS OLD. 7. OTHER INFO: NONE.

OP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OCTOBER 401-D

RELEASED BY ___ TIME ___H DEC 68

page 2 of 2 pages
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 240215 2 Dec 69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS EDB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCES BRADY
THIRD MARDEN
FIFTH INF DIV (MARY)
FOURTH MAR DIV
TENTH MARDEN
MA & THREE NINE
SL. PROVINCE A DJISOR QUA NG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCES RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON REPORT (D)

1. RECON TEAM AT RANDS (6 HRS) 0600-1200

2. DIRECTIONS GIVEN: 0600-1200 61 HOURS.

3. ROUTE: KM (X074546) TO (X077354) TO (X077454)
UL 7655 LR 7753

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILL, VERY HEAVY UNDERGROWTH AND LUMBER
GRASS, TO 7-8FT. SCATTERED CANOPY IN VALLEY, THICK ON HILLS

5. DIRECTION TO COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD. OP SITES AT (X077354)
OBS N AND S IN VALLEY AND E AND W IN VALLEY (X079555) OBS

6. HILLS AT (X070741) OBS 360.

5. HILLS AT (X077354) SITE WILL A COMMODE ONE CH-46

6. SIGHT: X200CH AT (X077354) WN HAD MOVEMENT TO WEST 200
AND TO NORTH 200. TM CALLED ANY MEN ON BOTH. MOVEMENT MOVED

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

240215

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

OFF. A RYO MEN CHASED, MOVEMENT AGAIN MOVED IN TOWARD TM. CALLED REP. 7 TO ANY MEN, MOVEMENT TOO OFF AND CHASED. NO MOVEMENT.

RES.
211000H TM NOTIFIED BY A O THAT, 30 CAL FIRE AT OV-10 AT

(XD/82563) MID ACTION.
211000H AT (XD/81548) TM OBS WHAT APPEARED TO BE SOME TYPE

ON POS. CALLED A/S WITH NAPIAM WITH NEG RES. CALLED FIRE MEN WITH TWO SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS.

221600H DEC 68 TM PSN (XD773547) (XD773548) TM SAW TWO NVA/VC SITTING ON HILL TOP. CALLED FIRE MEN A ND AIR STRIKES. NVA/VC

MOVED OVER HILL TO NORTH AFTER FIRST ROUND IMPACTED. TM HEARD ONE MG N SIREN FM A IN SIREN.

212300H AT (XD773547) TM HAD MOVEMENT FM NORTH, WEST, E AND SOUTI. CALLED A RTO, MOVEMENT CONTINUED UNTIL 220300H NEG RES.

220800H AT (XD773547) HAD MOVEMENT TO WEST AND NORTH. AO ON STATION REPORTED NUMEROUS TRAILS TO WEST. CALLED F/M AS

MOVEMENT CONTINUED THROUGHOUT THE DAY. NEG RES.
221900H TM AT (XD774546) SITTING IN HARBOR SITE. TM RECEIVED CALL FROM MEDIC IIIH ORDERED HIM OFF. TM KILLED TM CALLED FOR MED IN A/O. TM EXTRACTED.

201500H TM STEPPED P ON GRAVEL MINE AT (XD773547). SEARCH ON A RTO FAILED TO REVEAL ANY MORE.

7. OPC FR INFO: NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UNIFORMS W/NATURAL CALIFROLAGE, NO PACK ON HELMET, WINS UNOBS.

GP-6
BY

ON 2004 RELEASED BY: TMD KRC DEC 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS HQ
INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV

TO TASK FORCE HUSTO
FIRST BATTALION, 5TH MAR DIV (MCH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE HIND
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT IN AREA OF PATROL
RECON TEAM: DESERT SAND AND DESERT TEAM 3A2 3A3 (SO MM) 2074

UL 0928 IN 1037 HILL 619 RADIO RELAY
EVENTS THAT OCCURRED ON HILL 619

ABOUT 2009HOURS TWO MARINES WORKING AS SECURITY FOR THE RADIO RELAY,
WERE COLLECTING LOGS IN ORDER TO FORTIFY BUNKERS, WHILE TWO OTHER
MARINES WERE PROVIDING SECURITY FOR THEM AT A DISTANCE OF ABOUT
75M. WHEN THE TWO PROVIDING SECURITY HEARD AN EXPLOSION, AN INVEST-
IGATION AT THE SCENE OF THE EXPLOSION REVEALED THAT APPARENTLY
THE TWO MARINES COLLECTING LOGS, HAD TRIPPED AN EXPLOSION BOoby TRAP.

RESULTING IN TWO MARINES KIA'S. ABOUT TWO MINUTES LATER NEAR ONE
HELICOPTER WAS ON THE SCENE, THERE WAS HEAVY FIRE RECEIVED

BY THE HELICOPTER.

2021 UTC RELAY BEGAN TO RECEIVE HEAVY MOVEMENT AROUND THEIR POSITION
IN A 360, TEAM BEGAN FIRING THEIR 60MM, FOR ILLUMINATION AND
CALLED FIRE MISSION, WHICH TOOK 15 MINUTES AND CONTINUED EVERY
30 MINUTES THE REST OF THE NIGHT, TEAM RECEIVED CHI-COM'S AND SAP FROM 2100H TO 2300H, RESULTING IN TWO MARINES WIA'S (MINOR)

2300H, TEAM CHECKED OUT AREA, WHERE THE HEAVIEST VOLUME OF FIRE WAS COMING FROM, AND FOUND BLOOD STAINS ON THE LE, AND ALSO THAT THE BARBED WIRE, HAD BEEN CUT IN SEVERAL PLACES. TEAM CHECKED OUT HELO PAD, AND RETURNED TO HILL.

291300H, ONE TEAM MEMBER OBSERVED ONE VC/NVA WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, AND NO WEAPONS OBSERVED AT THIS TIME THE TEAM ATTEMPTED TO TALK TO THE ENEMY IN ORDER TO HAVE HIM GIVE ROI, WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS AT THIS TIME TEAM OBSERVED ANOTHER ENEMY, IN THE SAME AREA WITH THE FIRST ENEMY, ROV, AGAIN TRIED TO TALK TO THE ENEMY WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS, AT THIS TIME TEAM FIRED THEIR GUN, RESULTING IN TWO ENEMY KIA'S.

TEAM WAS THEN ADVISED MED IN AC HELOS, WERE COMING, GUNSHIPS CAME ON SCATION, AND WORKED OUT OVER THE AREA, UNTIL, THE MED WAS ARRIVED UPON EXTRACITION OF CASUALTIES, HELO'S RECEIVED SAP.

AN ESTIMATED PLATOON HAS BEEN FLOWING THIS AREA, FOR THE PAST SEVERAL WEEKS, TEAM FOR THE PAST SEVERAL DAYS HAS HEARD WOOD CHOPPING AND TREES FALLING, 291315H, TEAM OBSERVED TREES FALLING AT (1D093577), MAJOR ENEMY ACTION. THIS IS THE SAME AREA WHERE THE TWO VC/NVA WERE KILLED.

OP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OCN RELEASED BY TIME DEC 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (U)

1. RECON THA M SI PH HAE AR 1 0 2 (5 MILES) 270990 H/132030 H

2. DATE INSETED/EXTRACTED: 270990 H/132030 H

3. ROUTE: FM: (XD 744376) TO (XD 744376) TO (XD 753364) TO (XD 747350)

4. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS WITH PINE FOREST, THICK CANOPY, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITE AT (XD 747350) OBSERVED NORTH NORTH-

5. SITE (XD 747350) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OR-46, SITE IS HILLY, WITH PINE FOREST, THICK CANOPY, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

6. MOVEMENT: 271100H, AT (XD 753362) TEAM OBSERVED THREE CAMP TENTS, NO CAMP

7. SITE, BUT WAS UNABLE TO LOCATE THE OPI. SITE AT (XD 744376) TEAM

8. OBSERVED A BATTLE PINE READY TO BE RECAPTURED, POSSIBLY NEW:

9. SITE (XD 747350) HAD SET UP A HARBOR SITE, 260900 H, TEAM CHECKED OUT HARBOR SITE, AND FOUND FOOD CONTAINERS, SIMILAR TO US TYPE FOOD RATIONS, WITH FOREIGN

10. WRITING ON 9A MS, (NOT ORIGINAL) CONTAINER WAS GREEN WITH PURPLE LETTERING.

11. TEAM HEARD A POSSIBLE 106 RUGGED RIFLE FIRE:

12. TWO ROUNDS, INTO THE AREA OF THEIR OLD HARBOR SITE, FIRE CAME FROM THE

13. TEAM CONTACTED FORTRO, WHO STATED THAT THERE WERE NO FRIENDLY

14. FIRING IN THE AREA.
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

THIS TEAM OBSERVED A PAPER ROUND FIELD FROM 600 YARD RANGE, AND ALSO OBSERVED TWO LIGHTS, SIMILAR TO STARS LIGHTS.

ON 00 ROG RIDGE, THESE LIGHTS WERE SEEN EVERY NIGHT AT ABOUT 2200 H. 301730 Z, TEAM WAS MOVING TO THEIR HARBOR SITE, WHEN POINT MAN SAW ONE VO/IVA, AT A ABOUT 25M, THEN THE ENEMY SHOT THE TEAM, AND RAISED IN AN EAST DIRECTION. TEAM CHEWED AREA, AND FOUND, FOUR M-16 GUNNERS, AN ASS


Page 2 of 3 Pages
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CONFIDENTIAL
7. OTHER INFO: 291600 E, AC (XD 747363) TEAM FOUND A BUNKER COMPLEX, CONSISTING OF NUMEROUS FIGHTING HOLES, AND TUNNELS, ONE BUNKER APPEARED TO BE A PASSING AREA, AND ONE WAS AN APPARENT AID STATION, CONTAINING EMPTY MORPHINE BOTTLES, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS MEDICAL GEAR.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 2546 RELEASED BY TIME 31.900

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

RECEIVED ROUTE 0205117E 2 DEC 68

FROM: 3RD MAR DIV
TO: 3RD MAR DIV

RECEIVED: 30 MAY 1968

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORTING BRIEF (1)

1. RECON TEAM: DRAW DAGGER "B" (9 MEN) OPO 2178-68
2. DATE TiPR/EXTRACT D: 26016/010600H (144 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 285577) TO (YD 243536) TO (YD 285573) UL 2455

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS WITH LOW GRASS AND BRUSH, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

5. HILLS: (YD 243546) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TEN OH-65'S AND IS A PLATE AREA WITH LOW GRASS, 360 APPROACH AND NO OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: NONE

CP-4

OPO 2178-68

CONFIDENTIAL

RECEIVED BY: [Signature]

TIME: 020734 H DEC 68

2178-68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE PRIORITY 02083357 ZDDG68

FM: GG THIRD H/R DIV
To: CG XXIV CORPS H/Q
INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
FIRST BDE, FIFTH INF DIV (H/SC)
TWELFTH MARINES
M & T THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CHURCH VIEW 3-1 (FIVE MEN) O 0 2174-68

2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACT: 271520H0766/011445HD269 (96hrs)

3. ROUTE: FM YD322367 TO YD329367 TO YD325366 UL 3237 LR 3435

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, DEPOLLISHED CANOPY 40 TO 50 FT.
POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT. GP SITS YD323368 OBS SOUTH TO SE.

YD334367 OBS SOUTH TO SOUTHEAST, YD333374 OBS 360. RATE OF
MOVEMENT 500 METERS PER HOUR.

5. HILZ'S: YD329367 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46, IS HILLTOP WITH
CAPTAIN SLOPE APPROACH 360.

6. TM OBS FOUR NVA TO THEIR SOUTHEAST AT 500 MTERS. EN WEARING
KHAKI UNIFORMS CARRING AK-47S. YD323366 TIME 271720H0766.

EN MOVING ALONG TRAIL AT FAST WALK, WHILE TM IN SAME POS,
HARD HAMMERING, SAYING AND TALKING AT YD329362. CALLED FIRE

MEN, NOD RES. 011445HD269 AT YD329367 TM OBS TWO NVA W/O WINGS
THOMAS HUNTER. 30M SOUTH OF POS. EN WEARING KHAKI, MOVED FROM SIGHT AS EXTRACTION
HELICOPTER SET IN HILZ. NO ACTION, NO FIRE INCIDENT.

7. OTHER INFO: TRAIL ACTIVITY SHOWS MODERATE USAGE.

GP-4
1605
CONFIDENTIAL
G-2
2174-68
DECLASSIFIED

DATE: DEC 68

DECONTENTE
RECON OBSERVATION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DRENN DILLIGER & E. (6MEC) CPO-2187-68
2. DATE ENTERED/EXTRACTED: 30 DEC 800 H/03 DEC 800 H (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FT (YD 285525) TO (YD 283516) TO (YD 281501) TO (YD 285525)
UL 2752 LR 2950

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, LOW BRUSH, FAIR COVER AND CONCEAL-
MENT. CP: SITE AT (YD 262541) OBSERVE 360

5. HLGCS: AT (YD 265577) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE 10 CV-25S, SITE IS
FLAT AREA, BEST APPROACH IS 360, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

GP-4
CONFIDENTIAL
CPO-2187-68

DECLASSIFIED
DATE/OUTLINE: 030243 7 DEC 68

TO: CG XXIV CORPS

INFO: FIRST DEE FIFTH INF DIV (13 CH)
FIFTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
K.G THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE VIV
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD BRIG RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON ELEMENT REPORTS (U)

1. R CON TD: STREEL RID (7 MILE) OPO 2177
2. DATE INSEEN/EXTRACTED: 260900H/020900H (144 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM: (YD 185565) TO (YD 185569) TO (YD 188588) UL: 1955 LR: 2255

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, WITH LOW CANOPY SIX FEET HIGH. R.T.E. OP MOVEMENT WAS 800 K. HRS PER HRS. POOR COV AND CONCENTRATION.
5. SITES AT (YD 191549) CAN OBSERVE 360. OP AT (YD 202545) CAN OBSERVE 360.

6. HLZ'S: (YD 211544) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (6) CH-46. TERRAIN IS FLAT WITH NO AIR ROACH OBSTACLES. FST APPROACH IS 360.

7. ENEMY: NONE
8. OTHER INFO: NONE

OFO 2177

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

3d Recon Bn S/C No. 6174-64
Copy 3 of 3

DECLASSIFIED

FM: O3 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HEB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE 5TH INF DIV (HMON)
THIRD INF DIV
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAJ THREE HILLS
SRG PROVINCE ADVISOR (JANU THI)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT

AMANDA 3 D 1 (6 HM) 0216-60-68
0216-60-65 (TO 0250) TEAM, WHILE BEING INSERTED, WERE ABOUT
THIRTY FT. OFF THE GROUND WHEN THEY BEGAN RECEIVING SMALL ARMS
FIRE. TEAM MEMBERS OBSERVED SEVEN VC/NA, WEARING GREEN VISIBILITIES

HELICOPTER RECEIVED ONE ROUND OF SMALL ARMS FIRE, GUNSHIPS WORKED OUT
OVER THE AREA, RESULTS UNKNOWN. TEAM BELIEVES THAT THE MISSION WAS

FILLING THEIR CONTAINERS, AT A NEARBY STREAM, MISSION WAS ABORTED.

GP-4 2160-60

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

TIME AND ROUTINE 030241Z 2 Nov 68

FROM: O-3 THIRD MAR DIV

TO: O-3 XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: O-3 ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV

O-3 TASK FORC HOTEL

FIRST BUS FROM O-1 DIV (NACH)

THIRD MARINES

FIFTH MARINES

12TH MARINES

TENTH MARINES

9TH MARINES

SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI

THIRD RECON 6B

THIRD FORC MAR CH 30

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT

AMERICAN BEAUTY 2C2 (G MWN) OPO=2141-68

021130 H. MT (XO 639627) TEAM WAS BEING INSERTED, HELO HAD LANDED, WHEN THEY BEGAN RECEIVING SMALL ARMS FIRE FROM (XO 843625) AND

(XO 836625). TEAM AND HELO CREW RETURNED FIRE, RESULTING IN ONE ENEMY KIA, FOR THE HELO CREW, AND TWO ENEMY KIA'S, FOR THE RECON

TEAM. HELO'S THEN LEFT THE AREA. UPON EXTRACTION, TEAM OBSERVED RANKERS, AT (XO 845623) THE ENEMY WERE WEARING GRAY UTILITIES, AND

BUSH COVERS. MISSION WAS ABORTED. GUNSHIPS WORKED OUT OVER THE AREA.

G-2 OPO=2141-68

CONFIDENTIAL

CGR 14D RELEASED BY PHONE 2145 H NOV 68

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS Hq
INFOR: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MAR)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
HAS THREE NINES
SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR CHANG THI
THIRD ROOM IN
THIRD FORCE recon CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: UNTYPICAL ORDINAL
   (6 HRS) OPO-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 211200 1 NOV/011000 1 DEC (240 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM MISSION WAS NIGHT AIRCHASES.
4. TERRAIN: FLAT RICE PADDIES, POOR COVER AND CO-CELENT.

5. HOURS: AT (YD 225623) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TIV CH-46'S, SITE IS
FLAT AREA, TERRAIN FEATURES RICE PADDIES, BEST APPROACH IS 360

APPROACH OBSCALCES, NONE.
6. ENEMY: 272030 H, TEAM AT (YD 206684) HAD MOVEMENT TO THEIR WEST
NORTH AND SOUTH, TEAM RECEIVED TWO INCOMING CH1-COM GRENADES, TEAM
FIRED M-79, AND THREW GRENADES, THEY THEN BEGUN TO RECEIVE SMALL
GRENADES FIRE, TEAM THEN OBSERVED SIX TO EIGHT ENEMY, APPROXIMATELY
20M, TO THEIR NORTH, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION OF 239 ROUNDS, WITH

GOOD COVERAGE OF THE TARGET. TEAM HEARD SOUNDS COMING FROM THE
IMPACT AREA.

7. OTHER INFO: NONE
OPO-68

CONFIDENTIAL

2158

DECLASSIFIED
RECON OBERT REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: HUFF CMB 5-4 (SEVEN MEB) OPO 2186-68
2. DATE INSPECTED/EXTRACTED: 23133051VC68/02060011268 (112MIS)

3. ROUTE: YD277577 TO YD240559 TO YD 224503 TO YD235506 TO YD229523 TO YD239527 TO YD240559 TO YD277577 UL 2254 IR2451

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING C HILLS WITH 2-3 FT EMERGENT GRASS ON THE HILLS TO 10 FT GRASS IN THE VALLEYS. POOR COVER AND CANISTER RATE OF MOVEMENT 1500 METERS PER HOUR. OPO SITE YD232527 (WS NORTH)

5. HIZ'S: YD227512 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE SIX CH-46, IS HILLTOP
WITH 15 DEGREE SLOPE, BEST APPROACH EAST TO WEST, ATP OBSTACLES IN ONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: NONE

CP-4
BT

CGN 164

CONFIDENTIAL
OPO 2186-68

DECLASSIFIED
IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 050527Z DEC 68

FR: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PEB

INFO: CG ONE ZER0 ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD LAKANS
FOURTH MARINERS
NINTH MARINES
THIRTEENTH MARINES
HAG THREE LINE
SR PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG THI
THIRD RECON IN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: PENGUIN 3 C 2 (7 men) OFO-2162-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 241400 H/031100 H (216 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM MISSION WAS TO SET UP NIGHT AID DUSKES UL 2777
LR 2975

4. TERRAIN: FLAT OPEN SAVANNA AREA, WITH SMALL SAND DUNES, POOR COVER
AND CONCEALMENT. QF. SITE AT (YD 264754) OBSERVATION 360.

5. HLTS: A (YD 290757) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE SIX CH-47'S. SITE IS
A BEACH, TERRAIN FLAT SANDY FLAT SAND, EAST A PROACH, SOUTH TO NORTH,

APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. EEMY: 252100 H NOV, AT (YD 288756) TEAM SPOTTED TWO VC/NVA, WALKING
IN A NORTHEAST DIRECTION, TEAM FOLLOWED FOR 100M, ENEMY MADE CONTACT
TEAM BROKE CONTACT, AND CALLED FIRE MISSION, OR 18 ROUNDS, WITH GOOD
COVER. NOTE, TEAM SEARCHED AREA AT FIRST LIGHT, WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS.
ENEMY WERE CARRYING AK-47'S, GRENADES, NO PACKS OR HELMETS.
O22100 H DEC, AT (YD 282766) TEAM SOTTED ONE VC/NVA LOVING ON TRAIL TO THE NORTHEAST, THAT FOLLOWED, ENEMY THREW GRENADES WOUNDED PATROL LEADER, TEAM BROKE CONTACT, AND CALLED FIRE MISSION OF 30 ROUNDS, WITH GOOD COVERAGE, NEGATIVE RESULTS.
CONFIDENTIAL
SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF RECON D/MARSHALLING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SEVEN 1D1 (SEVEN MEN) OPO 331D-68

2. 04161ZDEC 68 AT YD267208: TWO ROK ON DISPOSITION SAY ONE: EVA/VEC MOVING ALONG TIMELINE 60 METERS TO NORTHEAST. IN LDR INITIATED CONTACT AND RETURNED TO HELO. HELO HOOD SAW OF IX ARTING LS. ON OBS THREE MUSCLE FLASHES IN HELO. MSN ADOPTED. GUNS TIPS INN INS.

UNK RCS.

GP-4
BT

CCN 325 RELEASED BY CONFIDENTIAL OPO 331D-68

DECLASSIFIED
IMMEDIATE/REG UP TIME

STE: CG THIRD MARDIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS MIB
INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE: AIRBORNE DIVISION
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE, FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINETY MARINES
TWENTYFIFTIETH MARINES
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
MAG THREE NINE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO.

CONFIDENTIAL

SPT REPORT IN LIEU OF RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: MEASURY L3 (EIGHT MEN) OPO 328D-68
2. 041500H DEC AT T275330 TM DEBARKED HELO, STARTED TO MOVE.

FROM L3, RECEIVED SAF AND A/G FIRE FROM 75M TO SOUTH. TM SPOTTED TIMES BULLET FLASHERS ALONG FINGER OF HILL. TM AND HELO GUNNER RETURNED FIRE. TM RETURNED TO HELO, MISSION ABORTED. GUNSHIPS RAN MSE AFTER EXTRACTION. UNKNOWN.

CP-4
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CON 324 RELEASED B 1501719 HRC668

CONFIDENTIAL

328D

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEPOTING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAIL: AIRCROSSES 1-2 (LIGHT MEND) 0 TO 306-D-68

2. DATA INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 280900/09312000 (136 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: PH XD73415 TO XD736405 TO XD735405 TO XD734405 TO XD734402 UL 7342 IR 7539

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS AND CLIFFS, LIGHT TO HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, SINGLE AND DOUB LE CAMPER T O 50 FT. RATE OF MOVEMENT 50 FT PER HOUR.

COVER POOR, CONCEALMENT GOOD.

5. HILLS: XD734405 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE 20 CH-464S, SITE IS CRUST OF RIDGE WITH 10 DEGREE SLOPE. NO APPROACH GBS. XD74403 SITE.

WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-464S, SITE IS DOOR OF RIDGE HILL. BEST APPROACH FOR BOTH HILLS IS 360 DEGREES MOUNTAIN TO EASE OF SECOND HILLS.

6. ENTRY: IN CHE.

7. OTHER INFO: EN FOUNDED SIX ROCKET SITES AT XD736405, XD735405 AND XD734401. ROCKETS COMBINED WITH CONTAINERS, ATTACHED TO

HEX BATTERY, AIRING STAKES IN PLACE AROUND TUBES. ALSO IN AREA WAS 100 FDS EXPLOSIVES. APTX 100 BUNKERS AND 40 FIGHTING HOMES

IN SAID AREA. BUNKERS CONSTRUCTED WITH "A" FRAMES AND DOOR BOX BUNKERS. APTX 50 TO 100 BTV ROCKET CANNISTERS IN AREA. IF CT VEN IN AIR.

CONFIDENTIAL

306D

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FOOTBALL STAR 4-1 (4 H.MN) 061330 H/041800 H
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 011330 H/041800 H (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: R. (YD 350433) TO (YD 356420) TO (YD 360430) UL 3444 LR 3642
4. TERRAIN: LOW SLEEP HILLS, LIGHT FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, GOOD COVER AND
   CONCEALMENT, OP. SITES AT (YD 351433) OBSERVE EAST, NORTHEAST, NORTH,
   AT (YD 355425) OBSERVE SOUTH, EAST, WEST.

5. HLZ'S: AT (YD 345431) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FOUR CH-46'S, SITE IS
   VALLEY, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST, APPROACH
   OBSTACLES, NONE, AT (YD 357437) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TEN CH-46'S, SITE
   IS A VALLEY, TERRAIN FEATURES, FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS FROM NORTHEAST,
   APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.
6. ENEMY: 031130 H, AT (YD 351433) TEAM SAW FIVE VC/NVA, WHO WERE MOV-
   ING EAST DOWN A TRAIL AT ABOUT 75M, ARM., ENEMY WERE WEARING BLACK
   FJ'S, FITH HELMETS, PACKS, CARTRIDGE BELTS, AND CARRYING AK-47'S, AND
   H-79. NEGATIVE RESULTS, 041500 H, AT (YD 351433) TEAM SET UP AMMUNI-
   TION, SAW THREE VC/NVA WALKING DOWN TRAIL, FROM SOUTH-EAST TO NORTHEAST.

TEAM INITIATED CONTACT, 13-SUDDEN IN TWO ENEMY KIA'S, AND ONE CAPTURED
AK-47, ONE ENEMY DISAPPEARED DOWN TRAIL. 041630 H, AT (YD 345425)
OBSERVED 12 VC/NVA CROSSING A RIVER. ENEMY WERE EARING MISCELLANEOUS CIVILIAN CLOTHING, WITH HELMETS, AND AK-47'S. TEAM LOST SIGHT OF THE ENEMY WHEN THEY CROSSED THE RIVER. TEAM FELT THE ENEMY WAS AWARE OF THEIR POSITION DUE TO THE ENEMY THAT HAD PREVIOUSLY GOTTEN OUT OF THEIR AL-BUSHU AUG, CALL ON STATION AND DROPPED THREE WHITE PHOSPHORUS ROUNDS. RESULTS, UNKNOWN.

7b OTHER INFO: 020930 H, AT (YD 356421) TEAM HEARD VOICES COMING FROM THEIR SOUTH AT ABOUT 150m TO 200m, AWAY, NEGATIVE ACTION.

021000 H, AT (YD 356425) TEAM FOUND HUMAN SKULL, AND BONES, PANS, AND PAPER CUPS. RETURNED SAME TO 3D RECON TO BE PROCESSED.

030930 H, AT (YD 353428) TEAM SPOTTED FOOTPRINTS ON A TRAIL, RUNNING EAST TO WEST FROM THE STREAM. TRAIL LEAD TO A HATFON SITE OR REST AREA.
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 070147 Z DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXVIII CORPS KB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FORCE THIRD INF DIV (RECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAR THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR GARR TR PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OPERATIONS REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: NIGHT PEP (7 MEN) QPO 221 0-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 040930H/060930H (47 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD141503 TO YD138504 TO YD141503 UL 1352 LR 1550

4. TERRAIN: STEEP SLOPES, HEAVY CANOPY 40 TO 60 FT HIGH WITH THICK UNDERBRUSH ON HILL TOPS, SCATTERED PATCHES OF ELEPHANT GRASS ALONG FGENS AND IN VALLEYS. MOVEMENT 200 METERS PER HOUR. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. O.S. SITE AT YD139505 OBS 360

5. HLG: YD140504 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, IS BADLY WITH ELEPHANT GRASS. BEST APPROACH FREN SOUTHWEST WITH NO OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 041300H TM OBS 50 CAL FSN VIG 123502 SHOOTING AT HALO. TM CALLED FM WITH EXCITING COVERAGE RESULTING IN FOUR SEC EXP.

ONE POS RED EXP. 050100H TM HEARD MOVEMENT AND VOICES FROM 146506 TO YD137519. TM CALLED FIRE MSN. 050500H TM SIGHTED PROB.

FLASHLIGHT AT YD129592 CALLED FIRE MSN. 051200H TM SIGHTED SMOKE AT YD145027 CALLED FIRE MSN RESULTING IN SMOKE EXP.

SMALL ARMS AND COOKING OFF. 051347H TWO VQ/NAV TRIED TO PUT OUT FIRE AND PICKED-UP BLACK BOX 3 X 1 X 2 FT. AO HAT TWO

AIR STRIKES RESULTING IN TWO SEC EXPLO AND ONE SEC FIRE.
CONFIDENTIAL

051430H TM IN CONTACT WITH THIRTEEN-FOUR VC/VNA FIRING 3A FROM TRAILLINE VC 144504 AND THIRTEEN-FOUR VC/VNA AT 139505. AO RAN

AIR STRIKE ON BOTH PAM RESULTING IN ONE KIA CONFIRMED. CONTACT BROKEN, REACTION FORCE INSERTED. 051430H AO RAN AIR STRIKE AT YD145508 RESULTING IN NUMEROUS 3AO EXPL AND 3A COOK-OFF. 051445H AO RAN AIR STRIKE AT 145505 RESULTING IN AA EXPL. TM/REACTION

MOVED TO 139509 AND SET-UP NIGHT PSN. 052100H TM HEARD TWO DOGS AT 20139513 CALLED FIRE HSN. 052200H TM AGAIN HEARD TWO DOGS AT YD140510. 052400H TM RECEIVED 20 RDS 60MM, 3A6 AND M79 ROUNDS RESULTING IN PL KIA; SIX TM MBRS WIA. TM REQUESTED

MED EVAC. 060100H GUNSHIPS STRAFFED EN PSN'S AND COMP MED EVAC. 060200H TM RECEIVED 20 RDS OF 60MM FM SOUTHWEST. ALL FRIENDLY FIRES IN OBJ AT TIME. BOUNDS EXCLUSIVE Landed 300M FROM TM ON SOUTHWEST AND WORKED AROUND TO THE NORTHEAST.

7. OTHER INFO: REACTION FORCE ACTIVITIES AND CAS PENDING. EN UNIFORM/QUIP: WIDE UNIF, PACS, HELMETS, 3A.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
CPO 2210-68

CON 485 RELEASED BY
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DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MARINE
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HUB
INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
      CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
      FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV
      NINTH MARINES
      FOURTH MARINES
      THIRD MARINES
      MAG THREE NINE
      SR ADV JUNG TUK PROVINCE
      THIRD RECON BN
      THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U): SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF

1. RECON TEAM: BLEACH BOY 102 (SIX MEN) OPO 317D-68
2. D/F/COORD: 051100H/ST 214276 UL 2428 LR 2626

3. DUE TO HEAVY CANOPY, NO SUITABLE LZ WITHIN RZ. NEAREST
   LZ APPROX 1500 METERS FROM RZ. HELOS AND GUNSHIPS UPON ENTERING
   LZ DRAW LIGHT SAP, HEN ABORTED.

GP-4

CCN 4G86 RELEASED BY DECLASSIFIED

317D CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 070151 2 DEC 68

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CC XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: CG ONE ZERO CHE AIRBORNE DIV
FIRST BENG THIRTEENTH DIV (MECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORGE RECON Co
CG TASK FORCE HOSTIL

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFS REPORT

1. RECON TEAM: OAK TREE (20 MEN) OPO TC 74 68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 041530H/051530H (22 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: RADIO RELAY SITE AT (YD97378) UL 0938 HR 1037
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, SLOPES TO E, S, N, AND WEST, SHARP
   CLIFFS, HEAVY VEGETATION, COVER AND CONCEALMENT EXCELLENT, O.P. SITE AT (YD97378) OBS 360.
5. HLS: AT (YD97378) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46
   SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH
   FROM SOUTH, OBSTACLES NONE.
6. ENEMY: 011600H 365 6A SAW THREE NVA IN BLAKI UNIFORM,
   PACKS: GUNS UNOBS, TM FIRE SAF AND M-79 WITH REFRAC. RES.
   011600H DUG 60 TM SAW ONE NVA WITH GREEN UNIFORM PACK.
   WEB GEAR, AL-47, TM INITIATED SAF WITH RES.
   191330L DUG 65 TM SAW TWO NVA IN WEEDS, TM INITIATED SAF
   AND MORTAR WITH RES.
   031600H DUG 60 TM SAW ONE NVA IN BLAKI UNIFORM W/PACK.
   WITH UNOBS, TM INITIATED SAF AND M-79 W/ RES.
   THREE SIGHTING FOR DIST NVA MOVE TO E
6.
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

G-2074

CONFIDENTIAL

PAGE 1 OF 2

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

FO: CO 3RD ALL DIV
To: CO I AIN CORPS HQ

INFO: CO 3RD ALL DIV

FO: CO TASK FORCE NHEL

FIRST LST WITH NTH DIV (HELH) 3RD FAEGS
FOURTH MARINES
NORTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES

HQ THREE FLX

SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG N Thái

THIRD BKG CORPS
THIRD BKG RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OBSERVATION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: HORSE 4 E 3 (E KEN)
2. DATE: INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 010930 H/061400 H (120 HRS)

3. ROUTE: (YD 213499) TO (YD 194506) TO (YD 212508) TO (YD 4249)

4. WEATHER: LOW ROLLING HILL, ELEPHANT GRASS, THREE FT. TO FOUR FT. SCATTERED TREES, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITES AT (YD 20807-

503) OBSERVE 360. AT (YD 193499) OBSERVE 360 AT (YD 203505) OBSERVE 360.

5. HLZ'S: AT (YD 208503) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS HILLTOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH

APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE. AT (YD 194503) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS HILLTOP, TERRAIN FEATURES, FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE. AT (YD 199459) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS HILLTOP, TERRAIN FEATURES, FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. L.E.R.Y: 061400 H, AT (YD 194599) TEA OBSERVED THREE VC/VTW.

ACROSS THE HILL TO THE NORTH EAST, NEB REDUCED OBSERVATION, THEN CALLED FOR MISSION, TO P.R.OFF MISSION WAS CANCELLED.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

C-2 2196 C-3
7. OTHER IDX: C31916 H. LEAN AT (YD 2345) FOUND FOOTPRINTS, GIVING DATE, APPEARED TO BE ABOUT TWO OR THREE DAYS OLD.
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DATE/Routine: 070155 Z DEC 66

FROM: CG THIRD BAR DIV

TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE 2ND ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TALS FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BRF FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
T 3RD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
EIGHTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG 3 PLANE LINE
SR PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON HQ
1 3RD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TO AIR: CLIMBING SONG 2 3 1
     (8 MEN) OPO-2191-68

2. DATE INS RKED/EXTRACTED: 011430 H/061615 H
     (120 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM STAYED AT (YD 240367) DUE TO BAD COMM. UL 2339
     LR 2537

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, HEAVY VEGETATION, LOULLE CANOPY, GOOD
     COVER AND CONCEALMENT, NO OP. SITES.

5. HILL Z'S: AT (YD 240367) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ON CH-46, SITE IS
     SIDE OF A HILL, TERRAIN FEATURES GENTLE SLOPES, BEST APPROACH IS
     FROM THE SOUTH, APPROACH OBSTACLES, 30FT. TALLS.

6. EASY: LONE

7. OTHER INFO: ON LOOKING OF 5 D.C., WHEN TEAM CHECKED CLAYMORES,
     THEY FOUND THAT THEY HAD TURNED AROUND.

GP-4
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INTELLIGENCE/ROUTINE 070157 2 DEC 68

FROM: CG 3RD MAR DIV
TO: CG XIV CORPS PHQ

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE ROYAL
FIRST FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
LST THIRLE LINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR (ANGTHI)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD BCT RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OPERATING REPORT (U)

1. DEC 3 TRAIL: BARKWOOD 3 D 2 (4 KM) OPO-334D-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 030930 H/364830 H (120 HRS)
3. ROUTE: RX (XD 981510) TO (XD 974507) TO (XD 966492) TO (XD 977-495) UI. 9651 IR 9849
4. TERRAIN: HIGH STEEP HILLS, THREE FT. TO TWELVE FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, SIX FT. TO TWELVE FT. CANOPY, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT,
   OP. SITE AT (XD 966500) OBSERVE SOUTHEAST. AT (XD 969490) OBSERVE WEST.
5. HELI'S: AT (XD 975429) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FIFTH MARINES CH-46'S, SITE IS FINGER, TERRAIN FEATURES FIVE DEGREE SLOPES, BEST APPROACH IS FROM THE NORTH EAST, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.
6. RELAY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

OPO-334D-68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DATE: 07/05/68

TO: CG XXIV CORPS

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ON AIR CORPS DIV

CG TASK FORCE HOTEL

FIRST BRIG FIFTH INF DIV (RPM)

THIRD MARINES

FOURTH MARINES

NINTH MARINES

TENTH MARINES

1-39 THIRD NINE

SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI

THIRD RECON BN

THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (0)

BARRISTER 1 CB

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT

OFO-2219-68

071030 H, TEAM 14K FLOPPED WITH DUBAR COUNTY, AT (1D 661527)

TEAM THEN MOVED ABOUT 300M TO HILL 764, PATROL LEADER, AND

ASSISTANT PATROL LEADER, UPON CHECKING OUT AREA, OBSERVED

THREE NVA, AND HEARD AND SEEN AN-47, SAWY CLICK OFF, AT THIS TIME

THEY SAW AN NVA, RAISE UP AND FIRE THREE ROUNDS, THEY RETURNED

FIRE, RESULTING IN ONE NVA, KIA. TEAM BROKE CONTACT AND MOVED TO

THE SOUTH, TO THE TOP OF HILL 764, AT THIS POINT THEY USED A

TRAIL, FIVE FT. TO SIX FT. WIDE, THE TRAIL APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN

CUT, AT THIS POINT THEY OBSERVED FIVE NVA WHO APPEARED TO HAVE NO

CONCERN AT ALL, THE ENEMY HAD NO WEAPONS, OR 752 GEAR, TEAM INITIATED

CONTACT AND THEN MOVED EAST FROM HILL 764, TO A DUMB CRATER, AND SET

UP A 360. TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION OF SIX ROUNDS, GOOD COVERAGE,

TWO SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS, AND ALSO MUFFLED EXPLOSIONS. AO, CAKE ON

STATION, AND DIRECTED FIXED MOUNTED, ANOTHER AO, CAKE ON STATION, AND

WHILE DIRECTING FIXED MOUNT, TOOK AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE. ALL AIR,

CRAFT IN THE AREA, TOOK FIRE FROM THE GROUND.
After the air strikes were done, the team observed many of the enemy, running from Hill 764, then moved east, to (xd 6755160)

At this time they observed the enemy coming toward then from Hill 764, team called lone air strikes, and moved to extract point.

(xd 677515) at this area team had constant but observed nothing. Team called fire mission on (xd 675515) ao them came on station, and continued running air strikes. About 1800 H, extract helo's came on station and extracted team. Upon extraction, the helo's took a high volume of small arms fire and automatic weapons fire, from hill 764. The enemy were wearing khaki uniforms, with a solid yellow shield type patch on the left shoulder, near the shoulder seam. The uniforms were clean, and the troops, had fresh haircuts, and appeared to be well fed. All had on black boots, except for one wearing brown shoes. All the enemy were carrying.

AK-47's. Four of the enemy were wearing green uniforms, no covers, long hair, no shoulder patches, no packs, cartridge belts,
or camouflage. About 1300 H, the team heard whistling from the top of Hill 764, the team's radio operator also heard whistling, on his handset, interfering with his com, with Romeo. Also, also had interference on his radio. Team changed their frequency, and interference ceased.
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IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 080523 3 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MA RINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MA THIRDS NINE
SR ADVISOR JIANG TRI PROVIDE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BATTLECITY 1-3 (5 MEM) O-0 2199-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 023000/070735H (140 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: FI YD 195508 TO YD 196565 TO YD 199554 TO YD 195545
   TO YD 200545 TO YD 209665 UL 1955 LR 2153
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, FOUR FT SCRUBS, GOOD COVR AND
   CONCEALMENT. R&A OF MOVEMENT PL DISCERNION. OP SITE YD91545
   OBS 360.
5. HILLS: YD91545 WILL ACCOMODATE FOUR CH-46S AND IS HILLSITE
   SITE IS FLAT TOP 360 APPROXIMATELY 10 OBS.
6. NEM: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: CG 041715H TO AT YD 201545 OBS THREE GUNSHIPS
   RECEIVING SAF FI YD 205544. TN CALLED FIRE MSN, GOOD COVRAGE
   NEB RES.
OP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
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IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 0245/2 2 DEC 68

From: CC THIRD LR DIV
To: CC XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: CG ONE 230 ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CC TASK FORC HILL
FIRST BDE THIRD INF DIV (NORTH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH NA RIFLES
TWO NA RIFLES
NA & THREE RIFLE
SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG NGUYEN
THIRD RCON 1A
THIRD FORC: RCON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RCON DEBRIEFING REPORT (b)

1. RECON TEAM: SUELL RIM 6-3 (5 MEN) OPO-2211-68
2. DATE INSCRIBED: APR 9/68 (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: (YD 247485) TO (YD 265511) TO (YD 266502) TO (YD 260030)
UL 2652 LR 2850

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SMALL SCHOOLS, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT
OP. SITE 5 (YD 270030) OBSERVE 360

5. HILLS: AT (YD 275007) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE THREE OH-46'S, SITE IS
PLATEAU, BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTH, APPROACH OBSCURED, NIMBLE

6. ENEMY: 072130H, AT (YD 270030) TEAM IN THE HARBOR SITE HEARD MOVEMENT,
A BOUT FIFTEEN METERS, TO THE SOUTH, THEN BEGAN THREATENING, AND
SOLDIERS FIRE, TEAM 6 TO 10 CO AT TEAM, HEARING DARK UTILITIES,
NO HATTS, PAJAK, ORROPONS. TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION, AND EMNMY
SOLDIER close TO THE TEAM DURING TEAM CALLED ARMY TO TEAM IN 50m.
0800 20 H, CONTACT WAS BROKEN, EMNMY DID NOT RETURN FIRE, RESULTS UNKNOWN.

7. OTHER INFO: INVESTIGATION OF THE AREA DISCLOSED THAT THE EMNMY WERE
WEARING U.S. TYPE JUNGLE BOOTS.

CP-4
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CONFIDENTIAL
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RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON T. AR: LITTLE GULL 1 II 5 (11 HRS) OFO-2208-68

2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 051030 H/060940 H (71 HRS)

3. ROUTE: 11 (YD 105413) TO (YD 195416) TO (YD 192433) TO (YD 185421) TO (YD 186438) TO (YD 186435) UL 1644 IR 2042

4. TERRAIN: ADBONANCE OF FRUIT AND BURLAS, THROUGHOUT THE RZ, ROLLING HILLS, WITH TWO FT. TO FIVE FT. ELEVATION GRASS, 20 TO 50YR. CANOPY

5. HI3Z: A T (YD 186422) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS

OLD F 9 10, ON HILL, BEST APPROACH IS 270 DEGREES, APPROACH ON ACRES, HIGH GROUND NOMINATION.

CONFIDENTIAL

7. OTHER INFO: DURING THE PERIOD OF 051030 H, AND 060940 H, LITTLE GULL FOUND NUMEROUS TRAILS IN THEIR RZ, WHICH ARE NOT INDICATED ON THEIR MAP,

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES 2208-
TRAIL ACTIVITY WAS HEAVY AND IN SOME AREAS TRAILS HAD BEEN USED IN THE PAST SIX HOURS, THE FOOTPRINTS APPEARED TO MOVING IN A NORTH WEST DIRECTION. DUE TO THE HEAVY TRAIL ACTIVITY AND PATTERNS, IT IS BELIEVED THAT A BASE CAMP, EXCIP AT (YD 192417) AND (YD 197413)

IN ADDITION, AT 071430 H, THE TEAM FOUND A GRAVE, WITH TWO BODIES, WRAPPED IN BURLAP, AND ESTIMATED AT TEN TO FIFTEEN DAYS OLD.

GP-4  
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IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 0905 23 DEC 68

FM: 03 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 03 XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: 03 ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
03 TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIRST INF DIV (IRKOR)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT:
RECON TEAM: HUMMINGBIRD 157 (6 MEN) OPO 359-D

TM AT 0912 HUMMINGBIRD RC (11423444). TM LDR AND TWO
MEN DEBARRED HELO, RETURNED SAFELY TO HQ. EST 1015 Hr.

TM OBS TWO EN WEARING DARK GREEN UTIL, DUSK COVERS, PACKS
AND AK-47. HELO LIFTED OUT OF LZ LEAVING THREE MRS OF

TM CONTINUED FIRE FIGURE FOR APPROX TEN MIN. HELO RE-
TURNED FOR MRS TM REMAINING IN LZ. HELO HELD APPROX

THREE RDS THRU LOWER REAR SECTION RESULTING IN TWO WIA
(11424). GUNSHIPS CALLED, HELICOPTER LDR SAT SAFE

APPROX 18 IN Wide WELLED UP, RUNNING S TO N. TM
RECIPIENT FIRE FROM THIS TRAIL. MEN ABANDONED.

OP-4

OPO 359-D

CONFIDENTIAL

359D
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 210225Z DEC 68

FM: THIRD MAR DIV
TO: XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TA SK FORC BUL
TASK FORC BRAVO
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORC RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

Spc: REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT.
RECON TEAM: CLEMSON SCoG 231 (6 MEn) CPO 758-D

UL 7664 LR 7862
TM ON INSCRIPTION 2:1450H A T (X7646g7) SAW THREE MVA

FROM TO NORTHE, ONE CARRIED WN, ALL WORE GREEN UTILITIES,
PACES, HELMETS WtF OBS. TM INITIATED CONTACT FM A/C OBS.

LEAD MAN WITH WN TO FALL, OTHER TWO RAN TOW-HILL, CRAWL
OBS WHAT APPEARED TO BE BUNKERS ON E SIDE OF HILLO,

HILL ABORTED, TERRA IN III AREA EXTREMELY ROCKY WITH THERS
20-30 FT HIGH ON SLOPES. POSSIBLE GOOD HILLO AT (X769669)

IN VA LAY.

CP: 4

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
MISSION ROUTINE 110539 2 DEC 68

FROM: CO 3RD MA R DIV
TO: CO ATTY CORPS HA

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BGD FIFTH INF DIV (Mech)
THIRD MA RILES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAC THIRDS NINE
MR. PROVOST ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: NCO/INFANTRY 3 E 1 (5 MIN) OPC-2206-68
2. DATE INSUPE/DEBRIEF 040000 11/100000 H (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM WENT TO SET UP ANCHORAGE, AND RETURN TO 0-4 DAILY, UL 2874 IN 2771

4. CHALLENGE: SAND WINDS, STILLS, POOR COVER AND CONF NUPT, NO OP. SITES.
5. HILS: AT (YD 300729) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE THE CH-46'S, SITE IS FLAT AND SANDY, BEST APPROACH, 360. APPROACH USUAL, NONE.
6. SNARL: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: 062130 H, T (YD 297329) TEAM FOUND ONE SET OF FOOT PRINTS MOVING FROM SOUTH/EAST TO NORTH/WEST, APPEARED TO BE ABOUT ONE WEEK OLD.

OP-4
MT

CON 811 RSL RED BY DAS H TINu 11/25 H DOC 68 2206 CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
IN: 03 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 00 XXIV CORPS MID
INFO: 00 ONE 2 30 ONE AIRBORNE DIV
00 TASK FORCE HJNL
FIRST BDE WTH THM DIV (1:4)
THIRD PA XINS.
FOURTH MARLBS
NINTH MARLBS
TENTH MARLBS
HIC 3 TIMES AHEM
SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUAN THI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD RECON RECON 00

CONFIDENTIAL
ADDS RECONING RPT (U)

1. R CON TEAM: CONSTITUTION 1 B 3 (7 HRS) 0100-2179-68
2. DATE IN PARTY/EXIT 00.270000 11 MAR/101700 3RD (360 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM'S MISSION WAS TO HUN RIGHT ASSAILES, AT ODA VITI
UL 2567 IN 2763

4. TERRAIN: HIGH PADDIES, LOW BRUSH, POOR COVER AND OBSTRUCTION.

5. HLF'S: AT (TD 269643) SITE WILL ASSEMBLE TEAM ON 968, SITE IS
HIGH PA DVY, BEST APPROACH IS 360, APPROACH OBSTACLES, PHONE.

6. EVENT: 02:0000, TEAM SET UP AT NOW, AT (TD 269643) ABOUT 2330 H.

TA: LEADER OBSERVED THREE VC/ＮＡ, ON THE TRAIL, PUTTING IN AN AT MID.
TEAM CALLED FOR FIST MISSION, FIRE MISSION WAS TO LAST, TEAM SET OFF
A BUSY WITH UNFORTUNATE RESULTS, WHEN THE TEAM CHECKED OUT THE AREA THEY
FOUND ONE STUB TACTICIAN ON ONE PACK, ONE CHI-OOM, ONE NOODLE, AND ONE GAS
OF COOKED RICE. ALL OF THIS GEAR WAS NOT USED AT ODA REPAIR AT (TD 276
665) TEAM OBSERVED NUMEROUS BUNKERS AND FIGHTING JOCES, THE BUNKER
WERE WEARINGمع تات Covers, 1113. UTILITY, PACKS, AND THEIR PACKS APPEARED
TO HAVE NO POLOID CO PACK ON TRAIL

OP-4
670 870 REL: DS 870 2179 2179-68
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE HELLEN
FIRST BDE FIRST INF DIV (HIDEM)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG TAMES LINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD MARINE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DUSLIFE (10 H.H.)
   CPO-2203-68 (2 A 2)

2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 0300 11/10 70 H
   (146 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM'S ASSIGNMENT WAS TO SET UP NIGHT AIRSHIPS, AT CUA VIEI.
   UL 2972    LR 5069

4. TERRAIN: FLAT ONE RICE PADDY'S, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

5. HILL'S STAT (YD 305695) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TIN CH-46'S, SITE IS
   RICE PADDY, BEST APPROACH IS 360, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFORMATION
   CP-4

CP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

CPO-2203-68

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

EVEN TEAM, MANILA 301, DZO 327-D
2. DICE INSETED/EXTRACTION W/0800R/100700R (147 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: 24 HR ROYAL KINGS AND RETURNED DAILY TO
CORRECTION TO 17115

4. TERRAIN: WILD SAND DUNES, VEGETATION 2 FT DEEP
ALONG BEACH. W/0 SAND DUNES, LOW COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

5. REMARK: (YD 27.759) OBS 13 560


WEAPONS. TM RETURN TO CORRECTION. TM 0900 1010 07
0100 W (YD 25.750) S&W DNKNY CROSS SAND DUNE

MOVING IN NORTHWIND. TM FOLLOWED, PAINTED MORTAR.

1 OF 2 PAGES

327-D

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
072400' TR AN (XD284752) SPOTTED 2 WAVYC AT (ID272753)
VIEW SW. END ACTION.

7. OTHER INFO: IN MOVE DOWN TO CBS CORANVIEK AT NIGHT.
BELIEVE IN IMPOL BETWEEN HILL 34 AND CORAN VIEW OF AT
(ID250750)

CP-4

CP-327-D

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY: Time 1400 Dec 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBED REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CLASSIFIED BONE (7 MEN) OPO 223.4.43
2. DATE INFIL/EXTRACTED: 0900H/091600H (10 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD240405) TO (YD245481) TO (YD247477) TO (YD247482) TO (YD24859) U1 2549 IB 2546

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SHORT GRASSY GRASS, SMALL HILLS, RATE OF MOVEMENT FL DISORIENTATION, COVER AND OBSTRUCTION

POOR, OP SITE AT (YD247477) OBS 150 SOUTH.

5. HILS: 1 AT (YD245481) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (5) CH-46'S

SITE IS HILL TOP TERRAIN PREVIES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360

6. HENNY NOSE

7. OTHER INFO: 091500H AF (YD237465) FM SUE, SMOKE RISING, CALLED 4 FIRE OR GUN RIGS, GOOD COVERAGE UNT RIGS.

OP-4

OPO

CONFIDENTIAL

OFO 825 RSEASED BY TIME 0130H DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DISCREPANCY REPORT (U)

SCOPE REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT:

RECON THAN: BEACH BOX 102 (6 MIN) OPO 358-D 68

UL 9733 LB 9934
091219A 6° X966910 W/E BENT INSERTED WHEN TM SAW THAN

ME. IN BAKI WITH YELLOW PATCH ON LEFT SHOULDER. TM
LANDED IN EZ. TM INITIATED SAF, SAW APPROX TWO -

THREE MUZZLE FLASHES. TM LANED ON CULTIVATED FIELDS IN
CLARED AREA IN EZ. TM MOVED NW SW OUT OF TREE LINE

HOWARD KHIO. MAN ABANDONED.

358-D 68

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 358-D 68

358-D 68
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM BOOK LEAF (5 MEN) OPO 340-D
2. DATE INSPECTED/STAFFED: 051000/091800 (101 HOURS).

3. ROUTE: FM: (YD02424) TO (YD021420) TO (YD024423) TO (YD019449) TO (YD01425) UL 0143 LR 0341.

4. TERRAIN: HIGH STEEP HILLS, DEEP VALLEYS- BRAY VIOLENT ELEPHANT GRASS OR MOLL, SINGLE CANOPY.

TO 75FT. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. RATE OF MOVEMENT 100 METERS PER HR. OF SITES (YD019449) OBS EAST, WEST.

NOTES: (YD016432) OBS 360. (YD024423) OBS ALL BUT SW.
5. EL18'S AT (YD024425) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE 2 CH-46'S.

SITE IS FLAT, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH FROM NW. APPROACH OBSTACLES 600M. SITE AT (YD024423).

SITE WILL ACCOMODATE 1 CH-46 SITE IS FLAT.

TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH.

OBSTACLES NONE. SITE AT (YD016432) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE 1 CH-46 SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRA IN FEATURES FLAT.
6. ARM: None
7. OTHER INFO: OBS TOOK AT XDC16432 TM FOUND PREVIOUSLY
BEARFOOT PRINTS IN OLD FONGOLE COMPLEX. TWO P/H'S
LOOKED TO HAVE BEEN SLASH IN THE Forest PRIOR TO TM'S
FIND. TM LOSS TRACKS ON OVERGROWN TRAIL. TRACKS
FOUND ON EAST AND SOUTH SIDES OF HILL.

CP-4
CP-340-D

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 823 RELEASED BY TIMFORD, DEC 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: II RECON 4-3 (5 LN) 0203D-68
2. DATE INITIATED/DEBRIEFED: 051300 H/100830 H (120 HRS)
3. ROUTE: Boiler mission was radio relay UL 0248 LR 0347
4. TERRAIN: Step hills, heavy vegetation, rocky pt., canopy, good

COVER AND CONCEALMENT, CP. SITES AT (YD 026479) OBSERVE SEEDS.
5. HLS'S AT (YD 026479) SITE WILL ACCOMMATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS A

HILL TOP, TERRAIN FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS FROM NORTH TO SOUTH,
APPROACH OBSR TP OLES, STAIRS.

6. ENEMY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

OP-4

CON 917 Released by 11/7/68, 12:07 H DCS 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFLICT

DIRECTLY/ROUTINE 121009 Z DEC 68

FI: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BD, FIFTH INF DIV (MAR 1)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
MAC THREE MINS
SL, PROVINCE ADVISOR VIETNAM
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD F ROE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON SCOUTING REPORT

1. RECON TEAM: BLACKBIRD 2-2 (6 MHS) OPO-22A4-68
2. DATE IN SIGHT/OR CONTAINED: 030000/101230 H (244 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM MISSION WAS TO SET UP ADVISE IN AHRI
UL 2869 LR 3066

4. TERRAIN: FLAT RICE PADDIES AND SAND, HEAVY VEGETATION AND
LOW CANOPY IN AREA AT YD 300678, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, NO
OP SITES.
5. HLS 41 (YD 297673) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FIFTH CH-46'S,
SITE IS FLAT WITH RICE PADDIES, BEST APPROACH, 360. APPROACH

OBSTACLES, NONE
6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: NONE

OPO-4
CONFIDENTIAL

RECEIVED BY GARD
TINSLEY 28TH DEC 68
C-2 2204

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECEMBER/ROUTINE 12/01/63

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XIV CORPS FEB

FROM: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (NEG)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MA RINES
FOURTH MA RINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MA THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR MANK TAH PROVIDE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CANDY TUFF 2-5 (4 MEN) OPO 2216
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 061330H/111445H (120 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: PROJ (TD197498) TO TD209490 TO (TD217475) TO (TD207476) TO (TD204488) UL4950 IR 2247.

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS ELEPHANT GRASS 3-5 FT HIGH
GOOD OP SITE AT (TD204488) AND IN (TD197498) BOTH PROVIDE
CBS OF ENTIRE EZ. POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT EXCEPT TO RIVER. FRESH FRUIT AVAILABLE ALONG RIVER.

5. ELZ'S: THROUGHOUT AREA W/NO OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: THE PATROL CONDUCTED A SPECIAL SEARCH ALONG THE RIVER W/HEX RESULTS, NO FOOT PRINTS; FRESH TRAILS
NO EVIDENCE OF EN WAS FOUND ALONG THE PATROL ROUTE.

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2216
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CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TA SK FORCE Hq
FIRST BUI FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINERS MA HINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MA HINES
MC THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR 9TH INF DIV
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: INTERHUB 482 (6 MEM) CPO 2215
2. DA TB INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 0900H/1310H (90 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: PH (YD 20590) TO (YD 23053) TO (YD 237539) TO
(YD 237534) TO (YD 225525) TO 2554 LS 2452

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, LOW 4-6 FT SCARP. COVER AND
CONCEALMENT FA IR, OP SITE AT (YD 225524) C68 360 AT (YD
237533) OBS WEST, SOUTH, AND EAST.

5. ALZIS: NONE
6. USAG: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: 110500H AT (YD 23053) GRID EY FOUND THREE
TRAILLS MOVING, PARALLEL TO TRAIL ON MAP. EST 6-8

NVA/Vc TRAIL NOT OVER TWO DAYS OLD, MOVED TO NORTH.
AT (YD 237532) FOUND TWO DAY OLD CA MP FIRE, AT (YD 237534)

FOUND THREE FIRE PLAS APPROX 5-4 DA TS OLD. FOOTPRINTS
OF NVA TROOPS SHOw A ROUND CA MP FIRES AND ALONG TRAIL.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 140503 2 DEC 69

FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS Hq

INFOR: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE HULCC
FIRST BDE FIRST INT DIV (MECH)
TWELTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MA'G THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR (J&A) NG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCES RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL - REGION DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)
REGION TEAM: PATTY 302 (7 MEN) OPCO 2221
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 080915Z/13100HR: (122 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD184511) TO (YD183515) TO (YD162511) TO
(YD187513) TO (YD174516) UL 1552 LR 1850.

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, ELEV 3-5 FT 12 FF CROPPED IN
STREAM BEDS, AND UP SAND HILLS. STEEP SLOPES ON CRESTS.
COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD IN CRESTS, POOR ON HILLS OF SITE
NONE.

5. HLZ'S: AT (YD170510) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE THE CH-46'S
SITE IS LILL TOPS, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360

A PROACH: OBSTACLES NONE.
6. EVENT: 081015Z TH RD ARTIMENT AT (YD163515), TRIED TO
CALL. ARMY OUT OF RZ DENIED.
111530Z A T (YD162511) FOUND 13 BINNERS 8X5 IN GOOD SHAPE.
REIN, HAD LARGE DECK, SHELVES INSIDE, TABLES AND
BENCHES, LOOK TO HAVE ABANDONED APPROX 8 WKS, HAD THREE

PAGE ONE OF TWO PAGES

2221

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
KITCHENS. FOUND ONE CAN "C" RATIONS, AMERICAN PARACHUTE, CAP IN MANY FIELDS. BUNKERS WELL POLICED, FOUND ONE PAIR OLD

LOW CUT TENNIS SHOES ONE CAN-OP CHOW WITH CHINESE MARKINGS.

NEW ACTION (YD163513) TH FOUND TWO WELL BUILT FIGHTING

BUNKERS, WITH TWO M-79 CASINGS. FOUND SMALL HUNKERS AND FIGHTING HOLES FM (YD167513) TO (YD17451) A LONG STEEL BED

A LL APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN ABANDONED APPROX 8 WKS. SHOWED NO ACTIVITY IN AREA EXCEPT A FEW FOOTPRINTS. AT LA ST OOGED

FOUND THREE ROUNDS APPROX 26-28" LONG GRENADE WITH 2 IN YELLOW STRIP ON ROUND, HAD M16 CASING WITH SEAM ON SIDES, RED STRIP ON REAR, ROUND APPROX 5" IN DIA METER.

7. OTHER INFO: CHECK STREAMS AND BUNKERS IN A LINE TAKING DISCO

AVA
KITS. USE LAST DAY. GIVE USE N AND S OF E2 FOR INSTRUCTION.

GP-4

CPO 2221

CONFIDENTIAL

COM 1149, RELEASED BY

PAGE TWO OF TWO
TIME OF MISSION: 120430 12 DEC 68

THIRD MA II DIV
TO: XXIV CORPS H.Q.

INFO: CG 134 ZENG 136 AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE H.Q.
FIRST BATTALION 136 DIV (135 DIV)
SECOND BATTALION
THIRD BATTALION
FOREST HILLS
FIRE LINES
MAP THRU NORTHERN SR. ANTIGON HANG TRB PROVINCES
ENGINE REPL 3343
THIRD FORCE 136

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEPLOYING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TO 1610 HILL AT YD 170546 (6 HOURS) OR 2233
2. DATE AND TIME EXTRACTED: 100000/100000 (121 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: FN (YD 105570) TO (YD 178559) TO (YD 175555)
   TO (YD 175544) TO (YD 185570) UL 1656 LR 1955
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, ELICIT GRASS AND SCRUB
   BRUSH THICK TO THICK, COVER AND CONCEALMENT POOR, CP SITE
   AT (YD 185570) OBSERVE 360, (YD 178546) OBSERVE 240 TO SOUTH
   NUMEROS TRAILS AND TRAFFIC
5. ELICIT (YD 175546) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FOUR CH-46
   SITE IS HILLY, NO OBSTACLES, BEST APPROACH 360.
6. ENEMY: NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACT
7. OTHER INFO: 151000 CH 511 WOOD FIRES AT (YD 172558)
   CALLED FIRE MISSION, GOOD COVERAGE, NEG RESULTS.
   OR 2233

CONFIDENTIAL

RC 1372 REACED BY

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

1. RECON 1: DEERFIELD (7 MII) 0.0 2238
2. DATE IN T/O/EFECT 16 13000H/151500H

3. ROUTE: (YD 312429) TO (YD 312434) UL 3242 LR 3242
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SINGLE CANOPY TO SIX FT.

LIGHT UNOBSERVED. RATE OF MOVEMENT 150 METERS PER HOUR. GOOD COVER 600 FLYING FEET. NP SITE (YD 312434)

OBSERVE 360 DEGREES. FRUIT AND CHICKENS IN AREA.
5. BLZES: AT (YD 312434) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46.

SITE IS HILLING, BEST APPROACH 360 APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE
6. MIS Y 10000 AT (YD 312426) TO SAW THE NV NV
ATT HILLS, NO MOVEMENT OR PROBS. SHOT INTO BRUSH.

THE CALLED ARMY HELICOPTER WITH ARMY HELICOPTER, 141600H
AT (YD 314426) TO MOVING DOWN TRAIL, SHOT INTO ARMY
ATTACK. APPEARS THIS WAS ENEMY, THAD ONE MAN,
SHOT BACK INTO A DEFENSIVE POSITION. TM LEADER
ESTHAP IS ONLY A HINDA MAN, DUE TO THE FACT ONLY
ONLY FIRED A FEW ROUNDS, HAD NOT SURE OF TN POSITION.

TM ONLY REMAINED AT HILLS HILL, MOVING INTO DEFENSIVE
POSITION AT DEFENSIVE POSITION TH MIXED M-60 AND M-9

TM ADDED, ESPECIALLY IS GING OVER HILL TO SEE THE
CALL TO ARM SHERMAN. REACTIONS FORCE CAME TO A REA.

REQUEST E REASONS: ON HELICOPTER OF REACTIONS FORCES
HELICOPTER TAKEN.

7. CALL R INFOR HELICO
GP-4

OF 1371 RNS
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 170227 2 DEC 68

FM: 0-1 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 0-0 XXIV CORPS PUB

INFO: 0-6 ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
0-0 TASK FORCE HENRY
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (REIN)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MA RINES
TWELFTH MA RINES
MA G THREE NINE
MR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: F. M. ZULU (2 MRR) OPD 2235
2. DTA TE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 120700/150630H (73 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (TD422375) TO (TD392357) TO (TD399366) TO
(TD412384) UL 3837 DZ 4035

4. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, WITH OCCASIONAL CLIFFS, THICK
UNDERSHRUB. TRAFFIC ABILITY POOR FOR VEHICLES. POOR

COVER AND CONCEALMENT: ON HILL. OP SITE AT (TD399366), CBS
ALL DIRECTIONS EXCEPT NORTH AREA, HAD BEEN BURNED OUT

ALL SECOND GROWTH, CTA TER THROUGHOUT AREA.
5. HILL'S AT (TD399364) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (3) CH-46'S

SITE IS HILTOP, BEST APPROACH 360, APPROACH ON OBSTACLES
NONE. AT (TD392357) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (2) CH-46'S

SITE IS RIDGE LINE, BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTHEAST.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
6. **Enemy:** 131400H TM AT (YD392366) saw 6 NVA TO MOVING N TO S AT (YD375364). NVA CARRYING PACKS AND HELMETS.

**WN3.** NVA WALKED PA AT TWO BUNKERS, HOWEVER, DID NOT GO IN. F/H CALLED RED RES.

7. **Other Info:** TM FOUND BUNKERS AT (YD392357) AROUND KILL 22. AMERICAN MADE, WITH CLEAR D IZ. BUNKERS SAND BAGGED.

**140900H** TM FOUND TRAIL RUNNING E TO W WITH FRESH FOOTPRINTS GOING IN EASTERN DIRECTION. FOOTPRINTS VERY SMALL AND APPEAR RED TO BE NVA TERRIS SHOE PRINTS.

**121000H** A T (YD414375) TM FOUND 7 HOLES DUG INTO STREAM BANK. HOLES APPROX 2X3X4, NOT NEAT.

GP-4 **OP0 2235**

HT

OCH 1374 RELEASED BY [Signature]

TIME/2MAB DECEMBER 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: XXIV CORPS RIB
INFO: CG ONE ZERO THE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE: HOUND
TASK FORCE: BRAVO
FIRST AID FIFTH INF DIV (MLCH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAUL HILL
ST, ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD R CON MW
THIRD FOG, RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OPERATIONS RE-OP (U)

1. RECON TASK: SPONGY TACKLE (8 MEN) OPO P-2260
2. DATE ENTERED/EXTRACTED: 141100Z/171230Z (70 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 115702) TO (YD 134732) TO (YD 130733) TO (YD 115702) UL 1274 LR 1573

4. TERRAIN: GROUND, LOW HILLS, VEGETATION GETS THICK TO NORTH, SOME BARRIERS IN CENTER POSITION OF RE, GOOD COVER

5. CONCLUSION: NO OCEAN

6. EYES: NO SIGHTINGS OR CON TAPS
7. OTHER INFO: 151430H AT (YD 134732) IN FOUN TRIPLE BUNKERS

WITH FOUR GUNNERS, GAS MASK, AK-47 RDS, TWO BUNKERS CHAP "A" FRAME,
ONE BOX, APPROX EIGHT FT SQUARE BY THREE AT HIGH.

DECLASSIFIED
APPROX FIVE FIGHTING HOLES IN 360 AROUND BUNKERS 161830H
ST (TD 125735) FOUND FROM TRAIL RUNNING NORTH TO SOUTH.

APPROX TWO FT WIDE WELT USED, ESTIMATED LAST USED TWO
DA ys BEFORE. TRAIL NOT ON MAP, CANNOT BE SEEN FROM AIR.

NUMEROUS SMALL FOOTPRINTS SIGHTED AROUND BOMB CRATERS.
GP-4

RT CON 1455 RELEASED BY AFFORDS CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
IMPROVING TROTTING 160203 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HIB

UNFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
      CG TASK FORCE HILF
      FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (HLCN)
      THIRD MARINES
      FOURTH MARINES
      NINTH MARINES
      TWELFTH MARINES
      M3 THREE MINE
      SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
      THIRD RECON BN
      THIRD FORCES RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LINE OF PATROL REPORT.
RECON TEAM M: BAREWOD (6 MIN) OPO-2247-68

171330 H, AT (YD 163426) TEAM ON INCEPTION, DEBARRED HELO, ON OLD
FRIENDLY POSITION, WHICH WAS ENCLOSED BY WIRE. TEAM MOVED SOUTHWEST.

TO MOVE THROUGH THE WIRE, AS POINT MAN MOVED THROUGH A HOLE IN THE WIRE
A LARGE EXPLOSION OCCURRED, RESULTING IN TWO MARINE WIA'S. BOoby TRAP.

WAS OF AN UNKNOWN TYPE: TEAM CALLED FOR MED-INAQ, AND TEAM WAS EXTRACTED.

GP-4
HT

OCC 1456 RELEASED BY 2300 12 Dec 68

C2 2347 CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 180305 2 D CO 68

FB: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG ASYN CORPS HUB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HUB
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BATTALION FIFTH MAR DIV (MARINE)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MR THREE NINE
SR ADVISER QUING THI PROVINCE
THIRD REGIMENT
THIRD CORPS RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RE COND FORGIE REPORT (U)

1. RECON SITE: DUNBAR COUNTY (8 MI) OPO 2245
2. DATE INCREASED/EXTRACTED: 140000/170000 (72 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: EN (YD 103643) TO (YD 103646) TO (YD 115644)
   TO (YD 115647) UL 0966 IR 1163

4. TERRAIN: CULLED ROLLING HILLS, THICK SCRUB BRUSH AND SALTWATER GRASS TO FIVE IT, COVER AND CONCEALMENT POOR,
   RATE OF MOVEMENT 500 METERS PER HOUR, NO OP SITES,
   SMALL SINKHOLE AT (YD 103646) RUNNING EASE TO WEST, SEASONAL

5. HLZ'S: SQUARE GRID SQUARED (YD 1065). GRID SQUARE IS
   CULLED SLOPES AND HILLS. BEST APPROACH 360, APPROACH
   OBSTACLES NONE

6. RETIME: NONE

3d Recon BN S/C No. 61665-68

Copy 3 of 3

2245
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CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
7. OTHER INFO: 151400H AT (YD 103646) TM FOUND POSSIBLE PLATOON SIZE BASE CAMP. TWO BOMB CRATER S WITH TWO COLD CAMP FIRES. ONE SMALL GRENADE FOUND IN SPIDER HOLE. OLD FOOD CANS IN AREA. SMALL STREAM SOUTH OF BASE CAMP AT FIFTY YD RS. OLD MA IN TRAIL LED TO STREAM. NUMEROUS SMALL TRAILS IN AREA OF BOMB CRATER S. NOE USED IN APPROX ONE WEEK.

161600 AT (YD 115644) TM. SMOKES COMING FROM OLD TANK. NEGATIVE ACTION.

CP-4
BY
OPO 2245
CONFIDENTIAL

08011457 RELEASED BY C. H. Perry TIME 12000H DEC 68
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/Routine 180207 Z DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ZER0 AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAE THREE MINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD K CON BR.
THIRD FORCE RECON CO.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. Recon Team: Cosmic Wave (6) Men 0900H-1800H
2. Date Inserted/Extracted: 1200H-1700H (126 HOURS)

3. Route FM (YD284366) to (YD284369) to (YD285369) to (YD283361) to (YD284366) UL 2388 LR 3356.


Snd Concealment Rate of Movement 4000 Hr. of Site (YD284366) Obs North-Northeast St.

5. Hill 91 A T (YD284366) Site Will Accommodate (1) Huey, Site is Saddle, Terra In Features Flat, Best Approach FM North, Approach Obstacles Stumps 2-3 FT High Trees to 40 FT.


DECLASSIFIED
1700, 2000 ft (yd 284, 366) THOUGHT PLANE BOUND FOR SOUTHEAST. THOUGHT THREE TO FIVE MV IN NW, CALLED WALLY, THE JOB HERE NOT MINT LEAVING TO THE SOUTH. GAVE GUN SHOT ALONGside AIRCRAFT
7. OTHER THOUGHT AT (YD 284, 366) HUNCH STAY FOR APPROX THREE PEOPLE. THOUGHT GREEN LIGHT POSSIBLY USED IN HUNTING. AT (YD 284, 369) TO FOUND THREAT APPROX 150 FT TO LONG TRAIL, TEN TO THIRTY METERS IN. BUMPED
KNOCKED OFF FOR SELECTING VALVE. FOUND OLD LEG HITS, HALF PUNCH, NOT USED FOR APPROX GAME OR SK.

*4*

O.O 2259
CONFIDENTIAL

CCN L458 RELEASED BY TIME/20 DEC 60
IMIEDIATE ROUTINE 180209 2 DEC 68

F1: 2D THIRD MAR DIV
To: XXIV CORPS HUB

INFO: CG QRT 2D RO ONE ARMY DIV
CG TASK FORCE NORT
TASK FORCE BAND
FIRST BUS EIGHT LIT DIV (US OR)
MICH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE NINE
AR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD ROK DIV
THIRD FORC RECON 2C

CONFIDENTIAL
REPORT INTEGRITY REG (U)

1. ROK TOWN SETTLEMENT (5 HU) OPD 2223
2. DUGS INLD 26/EXTRACTED 001042/161832E

3. ROUTE FI (XD 004356) TO (XD 783358) TO (XD 794359)
TO (XD 794359) UL 7836 IN 0154

4. TERRA FRM HIGH HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH, SCAT AND
CANOPY, RATE OF MOVEMENT 150 MTR 28 PER HOUR. COVER AND
CONCEALMENT GOOD. DIRT IN AREA. CP SITE AT (XD 004356)
OBS 360, (XD 783358) OBS 360, (XD 794359) OBS 360.

WELL USED TRAIL AT (XD 790354) MINS FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.
APPROACH ONE MILE HARD TRAIL.

5. HLT 36 (XD 004350) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TEN CH-46
SITE IS HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH IS 360, OBSTACLES NONE.

Page 1 of 2

CONFIDENTIAL
(KD 804356) SAW UML ACCOMPLISHED ONE OH-6, SETS IS HILLSOP
APPROACH OBSTACLES NOTE, BEST APPROACH FROM WEST. (KD 794360)

SETS IS HILLSOP, APPROACH OBS OBSTACLES NOTE, BEST APPROACH 360.
6. EVENT: 221400HR AT (KD 774337) TM SAW FOUR HV/VC CLIMB

INTO TWO ROGUES AND MOVE NORTH UP RIVER INTO LAOS. MIENT
WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, WEAPONS UNOBSERVED, NO RE shorts.

7. OTHER INFO: 141300HR AT (KD 794359) TM FOUND TWO SETS
HV/VC TANK TANK PRINTS, PRINTS HEADING NORTH AT 0406 ROUTE NAME TM

HAD BEEN OVER AREA DAY BEFORE AND SAW NO PRINTS. NIGHT OF EIGHT
TM HEARD TELEPHONIC KEY WORKING ALL NIGHT TO INTERCEPT COULD

MAKE OUT LEFT, BUT NO WORDS. INVESTIGATED AREA NEXT DAY NO REJIS.
121145HR AT (KD 784358) TM FOUND OLD U.S. POSITION WITH

340 60MM ROUNDS IN CASES, FOUR BOXES 56-60 AMMO, 25000 ROUNDS
50 CALIBER AMMO (651), 54 4.2 HIGHER ROUNDS AND ONE 4.2

MORE AT THREE O'CLOCK TM, FIVE CASES 57MM RECKLESS ROUNDS,
ONE CASE 11-14 AMMO, ONE BAND, THREE BOXES 50 CAL AMMO,

SEVEN 81MM ROUNDS, ONE 106 RECKLESS RIFLE AND RIFLE,
30 BLOCKS THE NUMEROUS COLORED SMOKE GRENADES. TWO

106MM ROUNDS, TM RECKLESS REACTIONARY FORCE, BUT DID NOT
COME, NEGATIVE ACTION. 121500HR AT (KD 794360) TM FOUND APPROX

SIX OLD TUBE IS TWO FT, SEEN, UNOBSERVED. ALSO FOUND
MINE R WITH TURNED LAD, CONTAINING EIGHT CASES 57MM RECKLESS

RIFLE ROUNDS, THREE CASES 60MM RDS, ONE CASE 60MM ILLUMINATION,
TWO 60MM CASE PLACES, 34 81MM HE RDS, 17 106MM HE RDS, ONE

3.5 ROCKET LAWNL, FIVE 90MM HE AT ROUNDS. NO RECENT
ACTIVITY, NEGATIVE ACTION.

GP-4

GPO 2223

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 1459 RELEASED BY HUNT, TIME 1200 8 DEC 60
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFTED BY: MREBD
SEU 8-2 IN TD ROOM 2
C/O:

INTELLIGENCE 020828 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAJ. DIV
TO: XXIV CORPS HQ

INFO: CG ONE ZERO THREE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HUbu
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH LIF DIV (HEL)
SECOND BDE FIFTH LIF DIV
THIRD BDE FIFTH LIF DIV
FOURTH BDE FIFTH LIF DIV
FIFTH BDE FIFTH LIF DIV
MG SHERMAN
SGL ADVANCE (GUARD TRAIL)
THIRD RCT BN
THIRD FORCE BN CO.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEPLOYMENT REPORT (U)

1. W/CO: TANK GRASSHOPPER (17 MEN) CPO 2172
2. D/E: SITE IDENTIFIED/EXTENDED: 011324H/171045H (384 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: (YD 097777) RADIO RELAY ON HILL 819.
4. TERRAIN: DOUBLE CANOPY TO 40-50 FT, SECONDARY CANOPY

10-20 FT. THICK UNDERGROWTH, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

HAT OF MOV: HLT 100 M.P.H. PER HORA. OP FROM HILL 819.

5. HLT'S: (YD 097777) SIT WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46.
SITE IS HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH E/T TO VISIT, NO OBSTACLES.

6. SIGHTLY: 051000 TO 060000 TH HAD HEAVY A MERRY MOVEMENT
AND LINE PROBING, SEEN CONTROLLED JUL. NEXT MORNING TH FOUND

W/B DRAG TRAILS PLUS BLOOD ON DRAG TRAILS. DRAG TRAILS
SEPARATE FROM FOOT TRAILS. C/O MAN APPEARED TO BE CARRYING

STITCHED CHANCE. FOR AT NIGHT LIMITED OBS. TO APPROX THIRTY FT.
TH BARE MAN BARE MAN WAS A THIN MAN PUT PASSING THROUGH RL.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PGS

DECLASSIFIED
DENY TRIPPED NUMEROUS TRIP PLANTS. RESULTS SEEN CONFIRM.
061900H TM OBS TWO RV/VC SOUTH OF THEIR POSITION. AT SAME
TIME TM HAD PROBES FROM ALL DIRECTIONS AT THE FIRE. ESTIMATED
TIME RV/VC PROBING. TM CALLED ILLUMINATION, NEGATIVE RESULTS.

071000H TO 073000H TM HAD MOVEMENT, NO ACTION. 081600H TM HAD
PROBE, OBS RV/VC LIGHT TO 3M IN VALLEY. FIVE
BLINKS AT 0800H, SAW RV/VC LIGHT BLINK ABOUT FIVE MINUTES
INTO DS. LIGHT SECURED AT 0824H. 092225H TM HAD MOVEMENT TO
SAY, TM DISSIPATED RV/VC, TH HARD HONING, MOVEMENT CALLED NO
RESULTS. 102000H TM SAW LIGHTS AGAIN. 112000H SAID FLASHLIGHT
TO FIRE, FIRED RV/VC AT LIGHT. LIGHT FLED INTO AIR, HEARD BRUSH
BREAKING, RISE OF NIGHT NO MOVEMENT. NO RESULTS. 112000H

SAW LIGHTS AGAIN TO 3M. THIS LIGHT ANSWERED LIGHT TO 3M WITH
FIVE FLASHES. 121830H TM HAD PROBE, TOOK FEW ROUNDS FROM

NO, CALLED ILLUMINATION, PROBE CALLED. NEXT MORNING FOUND BOAT
PRINTS APPROX 75 METERS IN ALL DIRECTIONS OF TM ON FINGERS

OF HILL. 131230H TM SPOTTED SMOKE FROM CAMP FIRE IN VALLEY TO
SOUTH OF FIVE METERS. FIRED 60MM MG4, FIRE WENT OUT, NO more

SMOKE. 141900H TM HAD MOVEMENT RV/VC WEST AND SOUTHWEST. TM
OBS RV/VC LIGHTS TO SOUTHWEST, CALLED ARMY, TM OBS FLASHLIGHT

SPIN THROUGH A IR, MOVEMENT CALLED, NEGATIVE RESULTS. 151945H
TM HEARD THREE GROUPS MOVING FROM WEST ALONG TRAIL TO NORTH.

SAY THAT FOUR TO FIVE IN EACH GROUP. TM CALLED RV/VC, MOVEMENT
CAME CLOSER, CALLED RV/VC AND JP, ENEMY RETURNED FIRE OLD

BROKE CONTACT, NEGATIVE RESULTS.
70 MM MG4 SPOTTED BASE OUT TO 3M IN VALLEY.

GP-4
GP-2172
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

CCN 15/69 REL. BY MI. ENGLAND TIME 1200H DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE/ROUTE

F: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXV CORPS HIB

D: CG QG ZERO ONE (AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE MILIT
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (RECON)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QG XXV PROVINC
THIRD RECON
THIRD FORC. RECON CO

RECON DEBRISPLING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BADMINTON (5 MIN) QFO 2250
2. DATE INSERT/EXTRACTED: 17/1170/17/1270 (7 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 114700) T (YD 1270) TO (YD 114700) UL 1387 25-474
4. TERRAIN: GENTLY ROLLING HILLS, THICK BRUSHES AROUND HIDE

PADDLES, ABUNDANT GRASS TWO TO THREE FT HIGH, TREES 20 FT AND
IN AREA SOUTH OF RZ. COVER AND CONCEALMENT FAIR, MAPS OF
MOVEMENT UP TO THE LOCATIONS NO OP SITES.
5. HLZ's: NONE

6. WEAP: NO CONTACT OR SHITENING.
7. OTHER INFO: 17/124H AT (YD 125771) TM OBS TWO GRASS HUTS

APPROX THREE FT HIGH APPROX THREE FT HIGH IN AREA 25 FT OLD.
HEX ACTION
17/1345H AT (YD 129710) TM FOUND NUMEROUS BUNKERS IN AREA.

FOUND ONE SHI-TALK HIDE AT ENTRANCE TO ONE BUNKER. BUNKERS
OLD, MINE IN GOOD SHAPE. 250 POUND BOMB IN AREA OF BUNKERS.

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

ALSO TRENCH LINES THROUGHOUT AREA. NEGATIVE ACTION. 1714 HST AT (YD 12574) TH OBS AIR OBSERVER HIDS AIR STRIKES, RESULTING

IN TWO SECONDARIES. TH WAS INFORMED BY AO THAT HE WOULD RUN MORE AIR STRIKES, CH MOVED CLOSER AND OBS ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE

FM (YD 123742), (YD 125748), (YD 125742), (YD 115748), (YD 114758) (YD 105735), (YD 123742).

CP-4

BT

CGN 1556 RELEASED BY ANGRY TIME 1855 H DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HQ

INFO: CG ON 5 ZERO GO AIRBORNE DIV
      CG TASK FORCE HOLL
      TASK FORCE BRAVO
      FIRST DIV FIFTH INF DIV (MAIL)
      NINTH MARINES
      THIRD MARINES
      FOURTH MARINES
      TWELFTH MARINES
      MOB THREE MILL
      SR. ADVISOR QUI THI PROVINC
      THIRD R.O.C. IN
      THIRD BATTALION RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TACT FOOTBALL STAR (5 MIN) OP 2227
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED 1200/1800 (144 HOURS)

3. DATE FM (YD 367310) TO (YD 362303) TO (YD 364311) TO
   (YD 366318) TO (YD 367312) TO (YD 367310) TO (YD 368310)

UL 3532 LR 3730
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, DOUBLE CANOPY TO THIRTY FT, SECONDARY
   CANOPY TO FIFTY FT, THICK UNDERGROWTH, RATE OF MOVEMENT
   200 MTERS PER HOUR. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT
   (YD 364311) OBS 360, (YD 367312) OBS NORTH, EAST AND SOUTH.
   NATIVE AC14C PLACED IN AREA.

5. HILLS: (YD 367310) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46, SITE IS
   HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH EAST TO WEST, OBSTACLED NONE.

6. ENEMY: 161113H AT (YD 366311) TM SA: TWO AV'/V'S WEARING
   GREEN JACKETS AND TAI TROUSERS, ON: HAD PACK AND CARRYING BAG.

BOTH CARRIED EXPLOSIVES AT SAME TIME TM HEARD MORE ENEMY TALKING.

CONFIDENTIAL
FM (YD 367307), her action 141200H at (YD 362303) TH HIRD
SAFE OF SINGLES SHOTS THEN DH FIRE. TH HIRD FIRING FOR APPROX
TEN MINUTES, NO ACTION.
7. OTHER INFO NONE.

OP C 4
BF

CON 1557

OPC 2227
CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY C.H. Perry
TIME 2.45PM HR DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
TO: CG XXIV CORPS MD

INFO: CG ONE 25.0 ONE AIRBORNE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDR FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELVE MARINES
NAG THIRTEEN

SR. ADVISOR (VANG TRI PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON B
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DOCKLEAF (7MEN) OPO 2240
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 141300H/161445H (97 HOURS)

3. NOTES: UL 3133, LR 3331
4. TERRAIN: DEEP HILLS, DOUBLE CANYON (25'-30'), SECONDARY
CANYON (10'-15'), HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD.
5. HILLS: YD(316321) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, AND IS
A SLOPED FLINGER, SOUTH TO NORTH APPROACH AND NO OBSTACLES.
YD(336517) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, AND IS A FLAT

HILLTOP, NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST APPROACH AND NO OBSTACLES.
6. ANEM. NONE

7. OTHER INFO: 171400H AT YD316326 TEAM FOUND COMPANY 3145
BUNKER COMPLEX WITH FOUR BUNKERS APPROX 20' BY 20' AND 10' DEEP

TEAM EST. BUNKERS VACANT APPROX ONE MONTH.

GP-4
ST
CONFIDENTIAL

GIN 1558 RELEASED BY A.M. PERRY TIME 2045 DTD 68

2 24 0

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/Routine 90225 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PUB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TA ST FORCEN HOTEL
FIRST BB: FIFTH INF DIV (MARCH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MA HUNTS
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
THIRTEENTH MARINES
MC THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (D)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL
RECON TEAM DRIVING TEST (5 MEn) OPO 2254

PRIOR TO INSTRUCTION RUN A/S WITH 6 HUMS, TRANSPORTS WENT
INTO LZ TO DEBRIEF TM. AS TM LDR STARTED OFF HELO MEn

FOOT SAW ONE NVA/VN IN THREE, TM INITIATED SAF, MEn
ABORTED. A/S BURN. TM SAF RESULTED IN THREE KIA (c)

HELLO TOOK SAF A ND B FOR MILE IN LZ. TM EST APPROX 2D
IN IN LZ. TRAILS IN AREA INDICATE POSSIBLE BASE CAMP IN
AREA. EN WEARING DARK CLOTHING WITH WEB GEAR.

GP-4

2254

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTE: 200205 2 DEC 68

FM: CG XXIV CORPS HUB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HUB

INFO:
CG 1/3 AS 1/3 1ST ARDCOR DIV
CG TASK FORCE HILL
FIRST BCT FIFTH INF DIV (Marl)
THIRD MARINE
FOURTH MARINE
FIFTH MARINE
MG THRES HILL
SOUTH VIET NAM THI PROVINCE
THIRD ROUGE IM
THIRD FORC RECQ CC

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (U)

1. CONTACT TEAM: BIG SHOT (7 MLRS) DF 2228
2. DATE INCREAS/EXTR VLD: 121500/191800 (147 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 360-269) TO (YD 350-272) TO (YD 347-269) TO (YD 353-260) TO (YD 360-269) UL 3426 LR 3626

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, DOUBLE GALLERY TO FIFTY FT, SECONDARY GALLERY TO TWENTY FT, THICK UPLANDS, NO MOVEMENT 200 MTS.

PER HOUR: CCR AND CCHE LIMIT GOOD. NO OPP SIGHTINGS. WEATHER GOOD IN LR. LANDING IN GRID SQUARE 3462 TO 3473 TRAIL FM

(YD 341-274) RUNS IN TO SE. APPROX ONE FOOT DIRT, HARD PACKED DIRT, NOT USEABLE.

5. HQTS: (YD 360-269) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. BEST APPROACH SE TO NW. APPROACH OBSTACLES NOTED

6. ENEMY: NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS.
7. OTHER INFO: FM THRU 1204 THROUGH 1601 TM HARD SPANDI

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES 2 2228 CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CABIN'S GUN MAN T. CONN. AT 13TH AND 15TH TO HEARD TWO
TO THREE GUNS OF A FIRE IN THE DISTANCE TO NORTH. TM HEARD
THIS GUN ACTING PERIODICALLY MOVING IN THE NORTH. TM ESTIMATES
APPROX TWENTY IV/VC MOVING THROUGH AREA DAILY IN GROUPS OF
TWO TO FOUR. TM ALSO HEARD SPORADIC MOTOR NORTH OF R2 ON
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY FROM 1900 TO 2100. TM OBS LIGHTS ON
NIGHTS OF 12TH AND 13TH. LIGHTS WOULD BLINK ON AND OFF ALL
NIGHT. TM OBS ARE THE DAY TO BE QUIET AT (YD 55272). TM
ALSO OBS SOE LIGHT TO MOVE DOWN HILL TO AIRPORT.
OPD 4
CONFIDENTIAL
CABIN 2651 RELEASED BY CONFIDENTIAL TIME 2000 DEC 68
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DEP: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PUB

INFO: CG ONE PER ONE AIRCRAFT DIV
CG TACT FORCE OTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
T AND H AINES
TOWING HARDEN
DEP IN MARINE
MAC TASK FORCE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISER GUANG TAI
THIRD FORCE
TRED FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DISABLING REPORT (II)

SPOC REPORT MADE IN LIII OF PATTERN REPORT.
RECON TEAM WINDOW 2 (4 PER) OPO-3960-68

191715 H, TEAM WAS INFLICTED AT (4D 771502) ABOUT 20 MINUTES LATER,
TEAM RECEIVED ABOUT FOUR ROUNDS OF SMALL FIRE, ONE TEAMMEMBER SIGNED

ON VC POSTS, ABOUT FIFTY METERS AWAY, HARRING GUNNERS UTILITIES, AND
CALLING AN UNKNOW TYPE OF WEAPON. EXTRACTION HELICOPTER CAME ON STAY

AND EXTRACTED THE TEAM. UPON EXTRACT, H, TEAM OBSERVED SEVERAL MORTAR
GUNNERS, AND A 50 CAL. FIRING FROM (4D 771503) DURING THIS H

THE II TEAM HAD A GUN, COVER IT AN NOT "SCANTTTY"

CP-4 OPO-3970-68
BY

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

INT1,0\200209 Dec 68

FROM: GG (E) TID 04 MAR DIV
TO: CC (E) NCOG 04 MAR DIV

NOTE: CC (E) NCOG 04 MAR DIV
CC TASK FORC-I HOTEL TASK FORCE TRAU
TWO MARINES
TWO MARINES
TWENTY TALES
TWELVE MARINES
MR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG T I
TWO RECON BN
TWO RECON BN CO

CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFTING REPORT

1. TACTIC TEAM: JACKSONVILLE 2 \ 3 \ 1 (6 TNI) 0 0-2220-68
2. DATE & LGA ENTERED/EXTRACTED: 131545 II/191740 H (144 IRS)

3. ROUTE: IN (XD 603464) TO (XD 602455) TO (XD 602464)
UL 6747 I R 6945

4. TERRAIN: HIGH ST: HILLS, RIGHT TO TN FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, TRENCH-LIKE WITH FRUIT CANOPY, AND BANANAS PLANTS. OP. SITE AT (XD 677457)

5. SDL: AT (XD 691456) SITE WILL AS QUAD 045 AND 046, SITE 0

6. TACTIC: SIT

7. OTHER INFO: 161700 H, AT (XD 676450) found a large complex, consisting of six bunkers, six to eight feet high, four ft. (1.2 M), "N" shaped, they were connected by a trench line, and the wall constructed with logs and dirt, with steps leading to and from trench.

IN TRENCH'S THERE WEREb ULL GUNPLACED, AND THE AREA WAS IN GOOD ORDER.
A (XD 602450) team found an area that had been used by at least a company of men. They were unable to ascertain when the area had been used last. 141700 N. Threat posed sporadically small arms fire, setting them to area of TIL 966, (XD 673447)

CP-4
BP

CCN 16498 D/ASD/IA

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFTED BY: MRB:RD
S3G S-2 PH 3D RECON 2
3dReconBr S/C No. 6517-4A
Copy 3 of 3

INTELLIGENCE DATE 2002-11 2 DEC 68

TG: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TG: CG XXIV CORPS Hq

PAP: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORC. Hq
1ST BDE 5TH INF DIV (MECH)
9TH MARINES
3RD MARINES
4TH MARINES
9TH MARINES
M'B THIRD M'NBD
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
3RD Bn 3RD MAR
3RD FORC. RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
SPOT REPORT IN LIRD OF PATROL

RECON TEAM: MARSHALL HALL (7 MN) QPO 373-D-68
L LE 9954ER 0132

191130H AT (TD 011335) GUNSHIPS ON APPROACHING HLT RECEIVED SAF, MISSION ABORTED. TN WILLS FLYING OVER AREA OBS MAN LOOKED
LIKE HARBOR SITES AT (TD 99836), (TD 00733) AND (TD 00632). ALL SITES LOOKED TO BE PET SIZE. TN ALSO OBS GROUP OF FIVE
RUN INTO TREES AS TN APPROACHED HLT. GUNSHIPS REPORTED RECEIVING SAF FROM APPROX TWELVE ENEMY PACKS BUT OBS WERE HARD, NO
HAZARDS. TN OBS. MANY WELL USED TRAILS IN RZ, MANY LEADING TOWARDS THE RIVER.

GP 4
RT

CONFIDENTIAL
QPO 373-D-466
CONFIDENTIAL

CON 1648 RELEASED BY TIM 143101 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 200213 Z DEC 68

FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XXIV CORPS RKB

INFO: CO O3 DIV TO CO XXIV CORPS
CO TASK FORCE HEEH
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE, THIRD INF DIV
FIRST MAR 
THIRD MAR
FOURTH MAR
FIFTH MAR
MACV AIR DIV
SR. ADVISOR VIET NAM THE PROVINCE
THIRD R CO IN
THIRD FORC. RKB: CO

CONFIDENTIAL
REDUCED FILING COPY (U)

1. RECON T/L: CHIEF PaO (7 HRS) OCP 2248
2. DATE INSERTED/DAT RED: 171500/181830H (27 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: FM (YD 237381) TO (YD 235382) TO (YD 229388) TO
(YD 237381) UL 2240 L: 2430
4. TERRAIN: STEEP DOUBLE CONCL TO FIFTY FT SECONDARY CONCL
FIFTEEN TO TWENTY FT.. THICK UNDERGROWTH. RATE OF MOVEMENT 100 M
5. OPEN, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP Site: AT (YD 229386)
OBS, FAST AND NORTH. POOR COVER IN MI. AS SHOWN AT (YD 237384)
6. SITE IS A VALLEY. FLAT TERRAIN. BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO
7. SITE IS A VALLEY. FLAT TERRAIN. BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO
8. SITE IS A VALLEY. FLAT TERRAIN. BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

7. OTHER EXPOS TM CBS LIGHT AT (XD 239573) AT 11:30PM TM
CBS LIGHT APPROX FIFTEEN MINUTES THAN LIGHT WENT OUT. NEGATIVE
ACTION:
GP-4

RF 1647 RELEASED BY CONFIDENTIAL TIME 22:45 D2068
IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 200215 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
TASK FORCE BRAVO
NINTH MARINES
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
M&G THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QA NG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIPTION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: ALBA THOMS 1-2 (6 MEN) OFO 368-D.
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 131605H/191725T (72 HOURS).

3. ROUTE: FM (XU/17551) TO (XU/770570) TO (XU/766560) TO (XU/755560) TO (XU/755576) U1 7655 LR 7956.

4. TERRA IN: STEEP HILL, HEAVY VEGETATION, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT; OP SITE AT (XU/766560) OB 9-B-S. AT (XU/770570) OBS V TO S.

5. HIZ: AT (XU/75560) TO (XU/74575) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TEN OH-46'S. SITE IS OPEN VALLEY A REA, TERRAIN OBSTACLES NONE, AT (XU/771551) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE OH-46', SITE IS OPEN A REA, TERRAIN FEATURE NONE, BEST APPROACH S TO N. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE.
7. OTHER INFO: 171100H TM CALLED F/M ON BUNKERS AND TRAIL AT (XU/766562) 18 RDS

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

CONFIDENTIAL
1615Z I found A 52m posted at (X)765741. It looked as if one or two weeks old.

CP-4

OPD 3684D

ET

CONFIDENTIAL

CCN 1646 RELEASED BY A. H. Perry TIME ____________ R DEC 68
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

INTELLIGENCE ROUTINE 2002-17 DEC 69

1. OGC THIRD WAR DIV
2. OGC HQ IV CORPS PUB

IPAO: OGC OPR ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
1. TASK FORCES TROJAN
2. TASK FORCES WISCONSIN
3. TASK FORCES GEORGIA
4. TASK FORCES OKLAHOMA
5. TASK FORCES TENNESSEE

SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QANG TRI

THIRD RECON BOD
CONFIDENTIAL
RECON D BUILDING REPORT (1)

1. RECON TEAM: BAZAAR 2-3 (5 MEN) OPO-369D-69
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 131545 H/191720 H (144 HRS)

3. ROUTE: IN (XD 729531) TO (XD 740652) TO (XD 723754) TO (XD 729534)
UL 7255 LR 7453

4. TERRAIN: STEEP TILLS, WITH THICK VEGETATION, LOW ROLLING HILLS,
WITH LOW ELEPHANT TRAITS. OP SITES AT (XD 735539) OBSERV. 360°
AT (XD 729531) OBSERVE 360°

5. "12'S: AT (XD 729534) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE SIX CH-46'S, SITE IN
A LOV TILL, BUT APPROACH IN 360, A 'ROACH OBSTACLES, WOODED
6. LATT: ROAD

7. OTHER INFO: NOKS
OPO-369D-69

GT 1645

CONFIDENTIAL

369-D

DECLASSIFIED
FM: 03 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 03 XXIV CORJS RIB

INFO: 03 QHE 2 RO 2C AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORC. HQ BL
TASK FORC. BR TO
FIRST B 349TH INF DIV
THIRD MAR DIV
THIRD MAR DIV
FOURTH MAR DIV
THIRD MAR DIV
THIRD MAR DIV
MR. WIJOS OTC TR PROVINO
THIRD MAR DIV
THIRD MAR DIV

CONFIDENTIAL
RQ: DEBRIEF FLG REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM CLEAVE BRICK (6 M.F) OPO - 348-D-68
2. DATES LOST/EXTRACTED: 1213/08/1817/08 (148 HHC'S)

3. ROUTE 61 (YD 15827) TO (YD 16120) TO (YD 16220) TO
(YD 15920) TO (YD 15620) TO (YD 15520) UL 1521 IR 1719

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, DOUBLE CANOPY TO THICK PT, SECONDARY
TO THICK MT, THICK UND CANOPY. RATE OF MOVEMENT 100 METERS PER

5. HOURS GOOD COVER AND CANOPY. CLIPS AT (YD 16120)
OBS EAST, (YD 15920) OBS NORTH, (YD 15820) OBS NORTHWEST

6. JOINT: FAIR CANOPY, HAD TO USE SHIP AT ALL TIMES. THICKLE FOG
HELPING RUNNING NC. ONE AT RADIO, NOT USUALLY, COMIN

7. SITES: (YD 15827) SITE STILL ACCOMODATE ONE B-46, SITE

IS SHIP, B-46 APPROACH FM SE, APPROACH CAPS CLASS TAMES 15 PT.
8. STATUS: 131000 AT (YD 16120) TM OBS SIX NV/VC AT (YD 179198)

DECLASSIFIED
MOVING UP STG OR FILL INTO THE F LANE. TM CALLED ARMY WITH RED SIGNALS. ENEMY WEARING LIGHT CLOTHING. WEAPONS PACKS

WEAR UNOBSERVED. ENEMY APPEARED TO BE ALERT. LAST MAN WATCHFUL TO REAR AS NEAR SILENTLY.

1. OTHER INFO: 132015H-140130H AT (YD 161204) TM SAW LIGHTS COMING FROM ALL DIRECTIONS TO (YD 157208) WHERE A FIRE WAS BURNING.

APPROX 14-16 LIGHTS SAW TO CONVERGE ON THE FIRE. TM OBS OBSERVER AT SAME LOCATION NEXT MORNING WITH NO ACTIVITY.

141700H AT (YD 159205) TM FOUND THREE, FOUR MAN HUNTERS, WITH NUMEROUS FIRING HOLES. ONE OF HUNTER FIFTY MTS AS ME ALSO FOUND, FOX HOLES WERE RUNNING ALONG RIDGE TO NJ. NOT USED WITHIN LAST MONTH. HUNTER SITES AT (YD 162205), (YD 158201)

APPROX SQUAD SIZE. NOT USED RECENTLY.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 701057 Z DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HQ

GIF: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINE S
FOURTH MARINES
TWO NINTH MARINES
FOUR THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR (VIET NAM PROVINCE
THIRD RECON
THIRD RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BOLIVIAN (8 MIN) CPO 2241

2. DATE DISRUPTED/EXTRACTED: 151200/191835H (144 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 174510) TO (YD 162510) TO (YD 155530) TO
(YD 174510) UL 1552 IR 1850

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, ELEPHANT GRASS TWO TO FIVE FT
HIGH, THICK SCRUB BRUSH TO SEVEN FT ALONG STREAMS. RAIN OF
MOVEMENT UP TO TR LEADER. POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, OP SITE
AT (YD 155530) OBS 360° SEASONS STREAMS BETWEEN ALL HILLS.

TRAIL AT (YD 162510) RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH DOWN FM HILL TO LOW
GROUND. HARD PICKED, APPROX 20 FT WIDE. FOUND WATER BUFFALO

PRINTS ON TRAIL. AT SAME GRID TRAIL RUNS WEST TO LOW GROUND.
5. HILLS: (YD 1550) WHOLE GRID SQUARE. SITE IS TWO LOW ROLLING
HILLS. BEST APPROACH IS 360°. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

G-2 2241 CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
6. ENEMY: NO SIGHTINGS OR CONTACTS
7. OTHER INFO: 15 DEC TM DESTROYED THIRTEEN BUNKERS, ONE
  lotte and Table. Bunkers had been previously reported. (162511)
   2241
   CPO 4

CEN 1697 RELEASED BY A.H. Berry TIME H DEC 66

CONmIENDIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/Routine 210223

FROM: 03 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 03 XXIV CORPS HIB

INFO: 03 ONE ZERO ZERO AIRBORNE DIV
03 TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MEC)
SECOND MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE H html
BR DIV ISIIJO PROVINCE
THIRD RECON ON
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: OAK TREE 142 (6 MAN) OP 2232.
2. DATE INSETED/EXTRACTED: 160000/201100H (102 HOURS).

3. NOTES: PM (YD24039) TO (YD24946) TO (YD25646) TO
(YD2346) TO (YD24346) UL 2347 LR 2545.

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILL WITH OCCASIONAL CLIFFS.
THICK UNDERGROWTH AND LUSH VT GRASS 4-9 FT HIGH, TREE TO
ZOOT IN CLUMPS HUSTLY ALONG STREAMS AND ON SLOPE HILL.
COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD, OP SITE AT (YD23646) OBS 360.

5. HILL'S: SITE 36 (YD23646) WILL ACCOMODATE (1) OH-46
SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360
APPROACH OBSILLS NONE.

6. T (YD23465) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE (20) OH-46'S SITE IS
EASY, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360,
APPROACH OBSILLS ONE.

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
6. Enemy: 2000CH at (YD249486) extraction trucks Obs 4
NVA/V/C at (YD249479) moving in SW dir., truck cmdr called TM

For arty, approx 1000CH TM was contacted by trucks. Arty
called with good coverage, trucks fired M-79 and 50 cal

While trying to contact TM, NVA/res. Green utilities with
rush cover on, helmets faces Obs, possible carrying to far
to identify.

161600H TM at (YD25476) saw three NVA/V/C at (YD253477)
moving in NE direction. En hearing green utilities, two
were carrying long heavy obj. appeared to be tube. Gunship
made run with NVA/res.

7. Other info: helicopter position at (YD256466) w/fighting

holes,

CP-4

OFO 2252

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

Cor. 1222 released by: Dr. Perry

Time: 8 Dec 68

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: GO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BCO FIFTH INF DIV (H.O.R)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
HAG THIEU
SR. ADVISOR (JUNG TRI PROVINCE)
THIRD RDO EN
THIRD FORC: RICH CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOC REPORT IN LINE OF PATROL
7. RECON TEAM: COSMIC WAVES (6 MEN) OPO 2258

211530H TM BELIEVE TO BE ENG INJECTED INTO HUM AT (TD 260279) TM
LEADER AND POINT GOR OFF HELO. TM LEADER REVISED ONE ROUND
FIRE AT HIM FROM THE SR. GUNNER AND TM OPENED FIRE ON NVA/VC.
THE NVA/VC WE ARE WEARING GREEN UTILITIES.

TM LEADER AND POINT GOR BACK ON HELO TO AND HE LO RECEIVED
FIRE ON EXTRACTION. TM OBS THREE MUZZLE FLASHES ON THE LEFT
SIDE OF HELO ALSO. TM SAW ONE HOOK TO THE NORTH ALSO A
FENCE TO THE NORTH. TM BELIEVED THERE WERE ABOUT EIGHT NVA/VC

IN AREA
GP=4

GTM
CON 1729 RELEASED BY TIME H DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 220537 DEC 68

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS

REPC: CG CCR ZIBRO ONE AIRCRAFT DIV
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
SIXTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAC FIVE NINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TIN
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON BRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT.
RECON DATE: HUNGARIAN 1 D 2 (6 PM) (7 HRS) OFO-402D-68

211200 H, TEAM WAS INSERTED AT (YD 231291) MOVED TO (YD 230292) HAD NEGATIVE CON. TEAM FOLLOWED A TRAIL UP A HILL TO TOP, WHERE THEY FOUND A BOMB CRATER, WITH UREST FOOTTPRINTS ALL AROUND IT. TEAM WAS EXTRACTED AT 1930 H, DUE TO NO CON.

GT 402D
CONFIDENTIAL

CC 1853 RELEASED BY TIME 2120 21 21 DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

220539 2 Dec 68

From: CG Third Mar Div
To: CG XXVIII Corps Fld

INFO: CG 165th ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TFSKE FORCE L
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST DEG FIFTH DIF DIV (KCON)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
3D TIR D MINE
SR. ADVISOR (QUANG TRI PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON 60

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON REPORT DESCRIBING (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BEACH BOY (9 MEN) CPO 2251
2. DATE INSPECTED/EXTRACTED: 160315H/210930H (120) HOURS

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 185537) TO (YD 205354) TO (YD 197540) TO
   (YD 201556) TO (YD 209599) UL 1955 IR 2152

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, TWO TO THREE FT ELEPHANT GRASS,
   SCATTERED GUNPOY TO TEN FT. POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, OP SITE
   AT (YD 207534) OBS WEST AND NORTHEAST OP SITE AT (YD 198545)
   OBS SOUTHEAST.

5. HIZ: (YD 206534) SITE IS HILLTOP, SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE
   ONE CH-46, BEST APPROACH IS 360. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

CPO 2251
CONFIDENTIAL
2251

OIC 1852
RECEIVED BY
TIME 8 DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

1. Recon Team - Black Bud 2-1 UPU: 2246

CBX: ENSLIED

2. Date Inserted 140000H at XD 683545

Date Extracted 211500H at XD 690542

175 hours of Recon resulted in no sightings or contacts.

3. Route Ul 6755 LN 6955 583546-677543-677547-671547-672542-671542-674537-675545-687540-677537-678533-678544-

0207092 DEC 68


5. H.E. at XD 663546 one CH-46 Grass & Felt Tall. 360 degree approach. XD 690542 one CH-46 with Grass &

Feet Tall. Southern approach best. Enemy heard hammering at XD 670549. Hammering lasted approximately one hour.

6. Other Information: None

GP-4

2246

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

INTENDOR/ROUTE: 30 JAN 69 DBC 68

FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO XIV CORPS HUB

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE BRAVO
TWO BATTALIONS OF THE DIV (MECH)
NORTH BANGLADESH
NORTH VIETNAM
WEST VIETNAM
NORTH VIETNAM
SR ADVISOR DUONG THI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FROSTWING (6 MEN) OPO 2253
2. DATE BETWEEN DEPARTED: 191000/211800 (54 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: FM (YD 354321) TO (YD 353322) TO (YD 352327) TO (YD 347326) UL3434 LR3632

4. TERRAIN: LOW STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH, DOBLE AND TROPICAL CANOPY TO 30° WITH SECONDARY CANOPY TO 21°

5. VEGETATION: (YD 353502) SITE IS FLAT KNOLLS, WILD

ACCOMPANY TIGER CHE-46, BEST APPROACH SOUTHEAST WITH NO OBSTACLES.

6. WEATHER: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

GP-4

COnfidential

CON 1910 RELEASED BY B. L. Perry TIME 1100 2253

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

CONDUCTED BRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CLEMSON SONG 231 (8 MLN) CPO 40146
2. DATE DISCOVERED/EXTRACTED: 211410H/231600H (5 HOURS)
3. ROUTE: FM (YD177258) TO (YD177257) TO UL 1726 TO 1924
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK VEGETATION, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. CP, SITE AT (YD176257) OBSERVES NORTH TO SOUTHEAST. AT (YD176256) OBSERVES WEST TO SOUTH.
5. HILLS AT (YD176257) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS HILL 672, BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTH TO EAST, A APPROACH
6. OBSTACLES NONE.

ENEMY: 231004H TEAM AT (YD177256) HEARD TIN CANS RATTLE TO THEIR WEST, FIVE TO TEN MINUTES LATER, HEARD GUNFIRE TO THEIR SOUTH, NEGATIVE RESULTS ON MOVEMENT. 231515H AT

(YD177257) TEAM HEARD VOICES, MOVING IN A NORTH DIRECTION, TEAM THEN OBSERVED THREE VC/NVA, ENEMY THEN TURNED AND WALKED

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
Toward the team, team 1 initiated contact resulting in two enemy KIA. The team recovered one of the body and wounded by fire.

A called fire mission, and booted to (YD77257) at this location. The team had movement at 360. Gunships came on station and worked out. Extraction helos came on station and extracted the team. Upon extraction, helos received five rounds of small arms fire. The dead enemy was wearing a black pith helmet, apparently new, black shirt, and khaki trousers, Ho-Chi Minh sandals, a hammock, an improvised pack and 40 PPs. The others two enemy were wearing khaki's and unobserved weapons, the team.

Obs that the enemy that was killed, had a fresh haircut, clean trimmed finger nails, no callouses on hands, was clean shaven, appeared to be well fed, in good physical condition. His clothes were dry, although it had been raining in the past 24 hours.

A rice bowl was found and had rice that looked only a few hrs old and other info: none.

CP-4

OFO 401-D

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

INTELLIGENCE 27021324 DEC 68

FROM: CP THIRD CAR DIV
TO: QC MWG GOCJ MIB

INFO: CC G112 ZERO ONE AIRCRACS DIV
CC TASK FORCE BRAVO
US ARMY BNE 1ST L F DIV (HIGH)
FORCORS MARINES
STRIKE FORCES
TWO MARINES
G 1ST MARINES
UN ADVISOR VIETNAM PROVINCE
THIRD RECON 69
THIRD FORCE 1969 00

CONFIDENTIAL

ROUGH DRAFTING REPORT (V)

1. N 27°11'45" E 102°46'36" (6 KMS) OPO 2255

2. ROUGH DRAFTING ON 160/2458/230/80000 (120 HOURS)

3. ROUGH DRAFT ON 1951 OR 2043

4. FORM IN LOW ROLLING HILLS, ELEMENT GRASS 80% TO 20%

5. POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT OF SITES AT (YD194493) OBS NORTHERN, OR SITE AT (YD194591) OBS NORTHERN.

6. HLD AT (XK197500) SITE WILL ACOODATE 4 CH-46'S SITE
   IS FLAT TOP, TERRAIN FLAT FLAT, BEST APPROACH 350, APPROACH
   CONTROLS NONE

7. O'CO 231000CH T (XK245498) TM OBS 6 SET OF FOOTPRINTS
   AT 231000, APPROACH ONE HR OLD, LEADING EASTERN DIR. TM FOLLOWED

FOOTPRINTS UNTIL LOST APPROX ZOOM FROM STREETS

GP 4

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2255

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTING: 2402157 2 DEC 68

FM: XIII DIV
TO: XVIII CORPS PEB

INFO: CG XII DIV
CG XII CORPS.
XIII MARINES
1ST BDE 4TH INF DIV (MCH)
4TH MARINES
6TH MARINER
24TH MARINES
NAG CHAMISES
3R DONSON QUANG THI
THIRD BRIG DIV
THIRD CORPS COMD CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESIGNATED AIRPORT (U)

1. RECON TAKEN AT BA MILLER 103 (6 MILES) 0900-1100
2. POC INSERTED DEDUCTED: 201200H/230030H 61 MILES.
3. ROUTE FM (X0774556) TO (X0773547) TO (X0774546)
UL 7655 LR 7755

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILL, VERY HEAVY UNDERGROWTH AND LIGHT GRASS, TO 7-OFF: SCATTERED CANOPY IN VALLEY, THICK ON HILLS

20-30 FT. COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD, DP SITE AT (X0773547)
OBS N AND S IN VALLEY AND E AND W IN VALLEY (X0795555) OBS

N 3 AND 4 (X080741) OBS 360.
5. HILLS: A T (X077547) SITE HILL A COMMODATE ONE CH-46

SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES DOME, BEST APPROACH FOR
SB APPROACH Obs HILLS NONE.

6. ENEMY 202000 H AT (X0773547) TM HAD MOVEMENT TO WEST 20H
AND TO NORTH 300M. TM CALLED ANY MEN ON BOTH. MOVEMENT MOVED

390-D
CONFIDENTIAL

OFF. A KY MFR GEARED, MOVED AGAIN MOVED IN TOWARD TM.

COILED REP M SNE TO ANY MFR, MOVED OFF AND GEARED. NG

MOURNT

RES.

211000H TM NOTIFIED BY A O THAT, 30 CAL FIRE AT 0W-10 AT

(XD782563) NEG ACTION.

211000H AT (XD781548) TM CBS WHAT APPEARED TO BE SOME TYPE

EN POI. CALLED A/S WITH NAPALM WITH RED RES. CALLED FIRE MFR

WITH TWO SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS.

221600H DEC 68 TM PSN (XD773547) (XD733548) TM SAW TWO NVA/VC

SITTING ON HILL TOP. CALLED FIRE MFR A ND AIR STRIKES. NVA/VC

MOVED OVER HILL TO NORTH AFTER FIRST ROUND IMPACTED. TM HEARD

ONE MAN SCREAM FM A IN SPINE.

212300H AT (XD773547) TM HAD MOVEMENT FM NORTH, WEST, 30 AM

AND SOUTH. CALLED A KYF MOVEMENT CONTINUED UNTIL 220000H RES.

220600H AT (XD773547) HAD MOVEMENT TO WEST AND NORTH. AO ON

STATION REPORTED NUMEROUS TRAMES TO RESIN. CALLED F/M AS

MOVEMENT CONTINUED THROUGHOUT THE DAY. HAS RES.

221900H TM AT (XD774546) SEATING IN HARBOUR SITE. TIGER AT 1

SEEN MFR AND STARED DRAWING HIM OFF. TM KILLED TIGER

TM CALLED FOR MED IN 30. TM EXTRACTED.

201500H TM SKEPTIC ON CRAWL MINE AT (XD773547). SEARCH ON

A REA FAILED TO REVEAL ANY MORE.

7. SPED INFO: NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UNIFORMS W/ NATURAL

KALFAGE. NO PACK ON HELMET, VINES UNBO.

OP-6

QPO 39O-D

CONFIDENTIAL

ON 26 DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (C)

SPOT REPORT NA DE IN LIEU OF PATROL 2292
RECON TEAM: STEIN SSGT 262 (8 MAN)
UL 2052 LR 2250
TEAM WAS INSERTED AT LE PEDRO, 231000 E, STAYED AT PEDRO THAT NIGHT, 240300 E MOVED TO (TD222483), THEN MOVED TO (TD221486), AT THIS LOCATION TEAM WAS CROSSING THE RIVER, AND THE SNIPER CURRENT CAUGHT THE RADIO MAN, CAUSING HIM TO LOSE THE RADIO, TEAM HAD NO COMM, NO AC OAMS ON STATION, AFTER SEVEN HOURS OF NO COMM, TEAM WALKED BACK TO Q.T.C.B. ON THEIR WAY BACK TEAM FOUND A FRESH TRAIL AT (TD230495), WHICH LEAD TO NO COM DUC.

CONFIDENTIAL

OP 2292

C252 RELEASED BY: 2 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 260533 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MAG)
THIRD MA RINES
FOURTH MA RINES
NINTH MA RINES
TWELFTH MA RINES
MA THREE HUNDRED
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEREFEEING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LINE OF PATROL
RECON TEAM: SPONGY TACKLE (1M) (5 MEN) OPO-2287-68

UL 3144 LR 3342
241002 HZ (ID308632) TM INSERTED IN LZ, TM LUR AND ONE
MAN DEBARRED RECO, SAW TWO DIV/VO AND TM FIRED SIMUL-
TANEOUSLY, TM SAW ONE EN FALL A 3 OTHER DISAPPEARED IN
BRUSH, EN WEARING GREEN UNIFORMS WITH NO TYPE UTILITY
COVERS, EN CARRYING EITHER AK OR SKS, TM REC'D SIMIL-
AR AUTOMATIC FIRE TH BOARDED UH-50, MSN ABORTED.

2287
OPO-2287-68

CONFIDENTIAL

OCC-2151 RELEASED BY A. M. FAY TIME 2 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

Desde T/Routing: 260557 2 Dec 68

To: O O Third Mar Div

From: O O One Zero One Airborne Div

INFO: O O Task Force Hotel

TA SK FORCE BRAVO

FIRST Bnk Fifth Inf Div (Mech)

Third Marines

Fourth Marines

Ninth Marines

Twelfth Marines

Third Marine Co.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CONSTITUTION 1B3 (6 Men) OPQ 381-D

2. DATE INSERTED EXTRA OPQ: 191400 H/241700 H (122 Hours)

3. ROUTE: FM (XD805286) TO (XD804286) TO (XD807275) TO (XD805274)

UL 8029 LA 8227.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, HEAVY UNDERGROWTH WITH ELEPHANT GRASS

TO 15 FT. COVER AND CONCEAL MANT GOOD. OP SITE AT (XD807275)

OBS NORTH AND WEST.

5. HILLS' At (XD807275) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OH-46, SIT

IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH FM NORTH

APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE.

7. OTHER INFO: ON INSERTION TM OBS TWO BUNKERS AND ONE AN POSITION

TM INSERTED AFTER A/S MADE LZ, MANY BUNKERS DESTROYED BY A/S.

191600 H/AT (XD804286) TM FOUND ZP TRA II RUNNING N TO S WITH

Copy 3 of 3

3d RECON Bn S/C No. 66-46-16
TM 0 RECENT MP FIRES. ALSO FOUND EMPTY AK CARTRIDGES.
221600H AT (AD605274) HEARD ARTY FIRING TO NORTH, APPROX
4-5000M.

GP-4

CPO 351-D

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

CHN 2157 RELEASED BY H. H. Remy TIME 16 DEC 68

G-2

Page Two of Two Pages
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

FM: 3R THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 3R XXIV CORPS FSB

INFO: 3R ZERO ONE ONE AIRBORNE DIV
3R TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MA RINES
NINTH MA RINES
TWELFTH MA RINES
MAG THREE NINE
3R A DIVISION QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1: RECON TRK: CRYSTAL STAR 1E1 (6 MEN) QPO 383-D
2: DATE INSERTED/EXTRA CIDED: 19/08/24/17 08 (114 HOURS)

3: ROUTE: FM (X0762383) TO (X0764384) TO (X0765379) TO (X0774374)
TO (X0773381) U17639 L8 7637.

4: TERRAIN: STEEP HILL, HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, ELEPHANT GRASS, 5-15FT
SINGLE CANOPY TO 20FT, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. NO OF SITE
HILL TOPS ELEPHANT GRASS.
5: HLG'S: AT (X0768388) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE SIX CH-46'S SITE IS
HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360, APPRAOCH
OBSTACLES NONE. SITE AT (X0763385) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FIVE CH-46'S
SITE IS HILL TOP, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH 360
APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE. SITE AT (X0763379) WILL ACCOMODATE TWO
CH-46'S, SITE IS KNOLL, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
FM & OR W. APPROACH OBSTACLES HILL TO NORTH. SITE AT (XU761399) WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS ENOLL, TERRAIN FEATURES

PLA T: BEST APPROACH FM EAST, APPROACH OBSTACLES HILL.

6. ENEMY: 192015H TM PEN AT (XU762385) AT (XU749360) TM 8AM THREE PAIR HEADLIGHTS, WITH ASSOCIATED NOISE TO SOUND LIKE TRACK VEHICLES.

7. OTHER INFO: 201515H AT (XU773381) TM FOUND 15 SMALL BUNKERS ONE CA MINE BENT, PICK AND RPD MACH, DRUM FILLED, AMMO OLD, DRUM BUSY.

211325H AT (XU770381) TM FOUND 15 LG BUNKERS WITH TWO POUNDS TOT ONE MEDICINE CASE, ONE CAN PRIMERS FOR 82MM MORTARS, 2 CAS FUSES FOR 82MM.

221300H AT (XU774374) TM FOUND 6 HUTS AND ONE BUNKER, BUNKER HAD 30KG SACK UNDER GROUND ALONG WITH FIREPLACE.

23400H AT (XU763388) TM FOUND COMPANY SIZE BASE CAMP, ONE 50CAL POSITIONS AND TWO MORTAR PITS, 10-15 BUNKERS IN GOOD CONDITION.

TWO AMMO BUNKERS ; 2 CS UNLINKED 50 CAL RDS, 100 LOOSE. 2 BIG RDS, 35-82MM MORTAR RDS, 20-60MM MORTARS, 5 CS FUSES, COMM WIRE

(NVA), ONE TREE HOUSE, ONE AK MAG IN LINE OF SIGHT OF LG M81 ARE IN GOOD OP OF ENTIRE AREA. A LL WELL CONCEALED.

GP-4

OPD 385-D

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 2149 RELEASED BY A. H. DOY TIME 24 DEC 68

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE R260401 2 DEC 68

FROM: GO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: GO XXIV CORPS HUB

INFO: GO ONE ZERO E A IRBORNE DIV
GO TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDR FIFTH INF DIV (MCH)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR A SINCE QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: OLD COLONEL (6 MEN) "GPO 385-D"
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 200930H/241640H (97 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (XD813630) TO (XD817657) TO (XD810638) TO (XD808634)
   TO (XD809641) TO (XD813650) UL 7964 LR 8253.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILL, WITH CLIFFS, HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, CANNOT TO
   40FT GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. CP SITE AT (XD808634) OBS H TO N.

5. HLC'S: SITE AT (XD813652) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE
   IS VALLEY, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT ELEPHANT GRASS TO 15', BEST
   APPROACH FM NE, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NW HAS DEAD TREES TO 40FT. SITE
   AT (XD813652) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS VALLEY,
   TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH FM NORTH TO WEST, APPROACH
   OBSTACLES NONE. SITE AT (XD810638) TO (XD813657) WILL ACCOMODATE
   2-3 CH-46'S. SITE IS A VALLEY, TERRAIN FEATURES FLAT, BEST APPROACH
   FM E TO SE, A APPROACH OBSTACLES SOFT TREES.

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES 385-D
6. ENEMY: 241400H AT (XD806634) TM HEARD APPROX THREE VOICES TO NORTH. EN MOVED OUT OF HEARING RANGE TO SE. NO ACTION.

TM HEARD A/mods HEAVY LOUD BANG AS ON THE GRENADE WOULD MAKE, SHORTLY AFTER VOICES. ON EXTRACTION TM HEARD RD 30 CAL TO NE.

221400H TM PSW AT (XD806634) KIS SAW TWO NVA CARRYING AK-47, RHAKIS. HOCH MINHS AN CA TRANCE BELTS, PACES, 40-50M NORTH

ON SIDE OF MOUNTAIN. TM HEARD THEM TALKING. APPROX. 45MIN PRIOR TO SIGHT, TM HEA RD TWO SHOTS FROM (609641) NO ACTION.

201600H TM HEA RD HEAVY A UCMA TIC WIN APPROX 1500M EAST. AMP WAS ONLY THREE BURST.

201700H TM HEARD DCG RA BARKING NORTHWEST 300-500M.

231115H TM HEARD HMG TO NORTH APPROX 3000M.

231115H TM HEARD SAF TO NE APPROX 2500M.

231115H TM HEARD DCG BARKING HIS APPROX 6-700M AS INSIDE BIRD DROPPED TM, HELO TOOK SA FM (XD817647).

7. OTHER INFO: A LOT OF INEMY ACTIVITY IN VALLEY - POSSIBLE BAE

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTING: 260603 ZTC 68

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG III/IV CORP PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
        CG TASK FORCES NORTH
        THIRD MARINES
        FOURTH MARINES
        NINTH MARINES
        THIRD MARINES
        NAG THREE NINE
        SR. PROVOST ADVISOR QUANG T I
        THIRD R CON DIV
        THIRD FORG T COY CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BLACK WID 2-2 (6 MAN) 0 0-2290-68
2. DATE: INSET/EXTRACTED: 231700 H/251800 H (38 TBS)

3. ROUTE FLY (YD 414307 TO (YD 405371) TO (YD 389352) TO (YD 403335)
   UL 3037 LR 4035

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, WITH SIX FT TO 10-20 FT. LEAFY GRASS,
   HEAVY UNDER GROWTH, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SIT. AT (YD 383368)

OBSERVE 360.
5. HEL.Z: AT (YD 399367) SITES WILL COMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SIT: IS HILLY-
   TOP, BEST APPROACH IS 360, A PROACH OBSTACLES, NONE
6. LITR: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: 241900 H, AT (YD 383361) TEAM HEARD TWO MORTAR VOICE;
   THAT LAST D ABOUT TWO MINUTES, THAT TURN TOWARD TICKLE. NEGATIVE ACTION.

CE-4

BT

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 260605 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAJ DIV
TO: CG XXIV CONG FD

INFO: CG ONI AIO ONI AIRDROME DIV
CG TPSD FORCES II OXEL
TASK FORCES BRAVO
NTH MARINES
FOURTH MARINS
NINTH MARINES
TWENTY-NINTH MARINES
MAC TROO DIV
SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON VDN
THIRD FORC VDN RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON PRP FTNC REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: RINGL/ 3-C-3 9-245 
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 101530 21/241700 II (144 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FD (XD 754446) X (XD 745442) TO (XD 753426) TO (XD 744434)
UL 7445 (7445)

4. TERRAIN: HIGH ROLLING HILLS, SIX FT. 7 TEN FT. UNEVEN ART GRASS, LIGHT VUGSATION, GOOD COVER AND CTLMENT.

5. HILL AT (XD 745453) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE 2O CH-46'S, SITE IS FLAT AREA, BEST APPROACH 360, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. ENTRY (120000) II AT XD 745442) TEAM IN HURGER FIST, PAD CLEAR, OP ABOUT THREE VC/HVA, AT FIRST LIGHT, TEAM CTCLED CLAYMORES, AND FOUND
THAT THE BLASTING CAP FROM ONE WAS PINGING.

7. OTHER INFO: FD (XD 743429) AND (XD 745432) TEAM FOUND INTERE VCTORS,
AND FIGHTING HULLS. AT (XD 746434) TEAM FOUND A LIVE 250 POUND BOMBD.

CO 300-68

INT 2146 RELEASED BY ART HAY RW

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 260607 2 DEC 68

FM: CU THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHQ

INFO: CU CH 2800 CHS AIRBORNE DIV
CU TASK FORCE HOTEL
TA SK FORCE BRAVO
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THIRTEEN NINE
SR. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT MADE IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT.
RECON TEAM: BARENO 3 D 2 (5 MEN) CPO-2286-68

241545 H., AT (TD241545) AS TM LDR AND POINT DEPARTED HELO, POINT SAW ONE INVA VC JUM TO NW. HE INITIATED CONTACT AND WITHDRAW

TO HELO, NEW ABOARD, UNIFORMS/HNS UNCRS. HELO CREW REPORTED INVA TO COME OUT OF BUNKERS IN 360 AROUND HELO. HELO'S TOOK

FIRE ON INFRACTION. 8/8 HN. UNCRS REB. HILL 385 OLD PR POSITION. TM OBS THREE HN. COMPLEX APPEARS TO BE COMPANY SIZE WITH APPROX

6-7 HOSTS A R PETS IN AREA.

22860

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
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DECLASSIFIED
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IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 26 Dec 68

FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV

TO: CO XXIV CORPS MIL

INFO: CO COUSE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWENTIETH MARINES
MAR THREE NINE
MR. ADVISE QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CHUCKY TUFF (4 MEN) OPO 3780
2. DATE INSET/EXTRACT ED: 181600H/241100H (159)HOURS
3. ROUTE: UL 7438 LR 7636
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH 6-12 PERT ELEPHANT
5. COVER AND CONCEALMENT GOOD, OP SITE AT (YD 78276) OBS NORTH TO EAST
6. BLIZZARD SITE AT YD74574 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, AND IS A FLAT SADDLE, WITH THE BEST APPROACH FROM SOUTH TO NORTH WITH
7. OTHER INFO: AT (YD 749361) TEAM FOUND 15-20 BUNKERS 6'-23'-3'
REINFORCED WITH FOUR INCH LONG BOX CONSTRUCTION, NO SIGNS OF

RECON ACTIVITY IN AREA: OPO-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 3780 378 D-68

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE TL ROUTINE 26061

FM: CG THIRD MAN DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS Hq

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE A INBORE DIV
CG TA 3K FORCE HOTEL
TA 3K FORCE BRAVO
FIRST RDS FIFTH INF DIV (MEC)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MA DIVES
NINTH MA DIVES
TWELFTH MARINES
MA C THREE MARINE
SR. A DIVISOR 5TH AR TR PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SETTLEMENT 1D2 (99 HOURS) (4 MEN)
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 20JUL88/241 TRANS 08-1D8-D

3. ROUTE: FM (XD846628) TO (XD840638) TO (XD856628)
UL 8364 LA 6565.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDEVELOPMENT CANOPY 10-20 FT
GOOD COVER A ND CONCEALMENT. OP SITES NONE.

5. HILS: SITE AT (XD846628) WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE HUN'T, SITE
IS SADDLE, TERRAIN FEATURES SLOPED, BEST APPROACH SW TO NE.

APP OACH OBSTACLES NONE.
6. ENEMY: 23150CH TM PSH AT (XD840638) TM SET IN OP ALONG SIDE

TRAIL WHEN TM OBV EST 40 NV A COME ALONG TRAIL FM NE TO SW.
TRAIL THREE FT WIDE WELL USED. SM WEARING BLACK UNIFORM AND

GREEN UTILITIES. 5-6 HAD PACKS, AK-47S WFS. 60MM MTR WITH 15
RDS. INC, RG-7 LA USHER W/10 RDS. HEAD WEAR PITH HELMETS.

CLOTHS, JUNGLE COVERS. SM WEARING PITH HELMETS HAD PISTOLS,
APPEAR RED OLDER. SM WEAR 50-75M PA CT TM, STOPPED AND HAD

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
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CONFERENCE. EN ALSE CBS CARRYING BANANA STICKS. NO MORAL, TALKING LOUD. HIGH MORA L, LOOSE DISCIPLINE. EN CLEAN NEW

UNIFORMS WORE TENNIS SHOES, HO CHI MINHS. A ND BARE FOODET. ONE MAN CARRIED WHAT APPEARED TO BE MEDICAL BOX. (BOTTLES,

BAG WITH RED CROSS, ETC). TM HEARD VOICES ALONG TRAIL PRIOR TO SETTIN G OP.

7. OTHER INFO: TM HEARD SPORADIC FIRE FIRE ENTIRE PERIOD IN RX.

HELICO TOOK SAF ON EXTRACTION.

CP-4

CPO 300-D

BY

CONFIDENTIAL

COM 2144 RELEASED BY: A. L. SHON, TIME 8 DEC 68
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CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 270141 2 DEC 68

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXV CORPS HUB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD NA RINGS
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES S
SR ADVISOR QUANG TAI PROVINCIAL
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DISABLING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL
RECON TEAM: WITTY ORDINAL (6 MEN) OPO 2265 203

TM WHILE BEING INSERTED APPROX TWENTYFIVE FT OFF THE LZ AWAY
INITIATED AK FIRE. TM RETURNED FIRE KILLING ONE NV/VC. ENEMY WAS

THIRTY METERS EAST OF HELICOPTERING GROUND UTILITIES. TM ESTIMATED
AT LEAST TWENTY ENEMY FIRING FROM EAST. MISSION ABORTED. GUNSHIPS

AND FIXED GUN RAIL STRIKES WITH UNIFORM RESULTS. 260930H (ID 096449).
THE RE IS AN ELZ SITE AT (ID 096449). SITE IS SMALL, GRASS THICK.

TO FOUR FT HIGH SURROUNDED BY TREES TWENTY FT HIGH AND HEAVY BRUSH.
OB3 TREES ON 360. LZ NOT RECOMMENDED DUE TO COVER PROVIDED BY

FROM ADJACENT TREES FIFTEEN TO THIRTY METERS AWAY.
GP-4

QOP 2265

BY 2198 RELEASED BY 27 DEC 68

DECASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

3dReconBn S/C No. 6667-G
Copy 3 of 3

IMMEDIATE ROUTE: 270145 2 DEC 65

FM: CG THIRD MRR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HEAD

INFO: CO ONG 2D ROE ONE AIRMEN DIV
CG TASK FORCE KOROL
TASK FORCE BASTO
FIRST BUS PITCH INF DIV (MCH)
NORTH MARIAN
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAR THREE NAIC
SR. ADVISOR CO 3D PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OBSERVATION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM BOOK LEAF (6 HRS) OFC 404-D 6B 3 E 2
2. DATE LIE ENDED/EXTRACTED: 211300/214700H (7 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 166314) TO (YD 168315) TO (YD 166314)
UL 1632 LA 1530

4. TERRAIN: HIGH STEEP HILLS, FOUR FT. SCRUB BUSH, DOUBLE CANOPY
TO 25 FT, SECONDARY TIM TO 2 LINE FT. RATE OF MOVEMENT 1,000

MET EJ PER HOUR, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT (YD 166314)
OBS NORTHEAST AND SOUTH. TRAIL RUNS EAST TO WEST APPROX

THROUGH BUNKER COMPLEXES (YD 166314). TRAIL APPROX THREE FT. WIDE,
WELL USED, NOT VISIBLE FROM THE AIR, NOT ON MAP.

5. HQ 3d: (YD 166314) SITE IS A FENCE. SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE
ONE CH-46. HELI APPROACH IS FROM SOUTH TO NORTH. APPROACH

6. ENEMY: NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
7. OTHER THINGS: AT (TD 166314) TH FOUND ONE LARGE BUNKER WITH FIVE
EMPTY SCRUM BOTTLES, EIGHT CASES OF EMPTY 82MM, THREE STEEL HELMETS,
WATER CANS, AND SMALL ARMS ALSO CASES, ROCKET CASES, TWO BUNDLES
OF GRASS AND BAMBOO (FRESHLY CUT), ALSO NUMEROUS BOXES WITH 120
AND CHINESE WRITING ON THE N. TH FOUND TWO PORT HATCHES, ONE IN A
TENNIS COURT THE OTHER NO OIL MESH SADDLES, APPROX THREE DAYS
OLD, ALSO FOUND ONE PRIMER FOR 120MM, MORTAR, MINE ACTION. ALSO
AT THIS GRID TH FOUND ONE PIT SIZE BUNKER 0.5M CAMPFIRE ROOF
BUILT OVER IT, ALSO FOUND SIX ROCKET CASES, MINE ACTION.
AT (TD 166315) TH FOUND THREE PIT SIZE BUNKERS, ALSO FOUND 24
TWO-MAN HUTS, THREE EMPTY 82MM MORTAR CASES, ONE EMPTY 60MM MORTAR
CASE, SIX EMPTY SCRUM BOTTLES, APPROX TWO WEEKS SINCE LAST USE.

NEGATIVE ACTION.
CP-4

GD 404-D 68

2199 released by confidential
2613/16 Dec 68

CONFIDENTIAL
IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 270147 2 DEC 68

PM: 00 THIRD M&AR DIV
TO: 00 XXIV CORPS MB

INFO: 00 ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
00 TASK FORCE HOLO
TASK FORC8 BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MCCH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINE S
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
M&O THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DERRI\FING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: MARSHALL HALL (6 MEN) OPO 2262 1A.3
2. DATE INSETED/EXTRACTED: 210500H/260500H (120 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: PM (TD 240485) TO (TD 231486) TO (TD 234488) TO (TD 230485)
TO (TD 240485) UL 2250 LR 2448

4. TERRAIN: GENTLE ROLLING HILLS, ELEPHANT GRASS TWO TO FOUR FT,
TREES WITH PRED'S TO FIFTEEN FT TALL. RATE OF MOVEMENT UP TO

TM LEADER, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT OF SITE AT (TD 234488),
OBS 360 DEGREES. THERE ARE TANK TRAILS THROUGHOUT THE AREA.

5. HEL'S: GRID 3 SQUARE 2249. SITE IS GENTLE ROLLING HILLS, TERRAIN
FEATURES ARE SLIGHT SLOPES. BEST PARACH.or IS 360. APPROACH OBS NORT

6. ENEMY: 239000H AT (TD 231486) TM OBS FIVE RV/AC ENTER TERENCE
ALONG RIVER FROM EAST, APPROX FIFTY TO SEVENTY-FIVE METERS AWAY.

ENEMY WEARING BLACK SUITS WITH PACKS AND UNKNOWEN WEAPONS. NO ACTION.
7. OTHER INFO: AT (TD 250485) LR PEDRO, TM FOUND RECO DOCUMENTS, BEAK
BOARDS. ALSO FOUND MARINE'S GIFTS. RECO THAT WE BE NOT THERE ON DAY OF
INCEPTION.

GP-4
6T
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DELCASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 270149 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HDB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO OLD AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TA 74 FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MED)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINE B
MG TWIN NINE
SR. ADVISOR (ANG NTRY PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON SQ

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BLED 3B2 (6 MEN) QFO 2293
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 220930H/250630H (72 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 185565) TO (YD 201545) TO (YD 205544) TO
(YD 207543) UL 1956 ER 2153

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SCRUB BRUSH THREE TO FIVE FT HIGH.
RATE OF MOVEMENT 12TM L/H ARE R. FAIR TO POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

OP SITE AT (YD 205544) OBS SOUTH, OP SITE AT (YD 201545) OBS 360.
NURSES SMALL TRAILS THROUGH OUT THE AREA.

5. HILLS GRID SQUARE 1956. SITE IS LOW HILLS, BEST APPROACH IS 360.
APPROACH OBSCURANCE NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: AT (YD 206544) TM FOUND OLD SQUARE TRENCH ON
HILL
OP
GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OCC 2201 RELEASED 220930H TIME 220930H 2 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

PH: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PWB
INFO: CG ONE ZERO COR: ATTN: MAR DIV CG TASK FORCE TOMAL TASK FORCE BRAVO TMC D HUANUS FOURTH MARINES HUERTA HUANUS TWENTY MARINES MAG THREE NINE SR. PROV OC: ADVISOR MANG TUI THIRD II CON INT THIRD THIRD FORCE TOOK CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON BRIEFING REPORT

THIS REPORT MADE IN LIES OF PATROL REPORT.
RECON TAC: FIELD STAR 4-2 (5 IN.1 CPO-2272-69 261400 H, TAC WAS ENLITET AT (YD 770570) AND MOVED SOUTH TO (YD 771569) AND SET UP AT OP. SITE. ABOUT FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER, TAC HAD TWO WC/NVA, WALK INTO TAC AREA, TAC INITIATED CONTACT, WITH SMALL ARMS FIRE, AND THEY HAND CONTINUES, TAC HAD CONTACT. AO, CALL OF SPECIFIC, AND CALLED REFUSAL OF (YD 771570) THIS AREA HAD BATHERS, AND A POSSIBLE 50 CAL.

POITION. THEN MOVED SOUTH 100m. TAC FLY HAD HEAVY GUN UP, UNTIL THEY LEFT ENLITET AT ABOUT 1030 H. TO FLY FLY "WHAM " GOING GUESS FLY

HE февраля, GREN BULLETINS, FIELD PACKS, ONE HAD AN AC-47, THE OTHER " ARMS USED UFP FOR V/D."

CPO-2272-69

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 2262 REF D 31 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
271001 2 Dec 68

FM: GO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: GO XXIV CORPS HNB

INFO: GO GZD ZERO QWE AIRBORNE DIV
GO TAC FORC: HOTEL
TAC FORC: BRAVO
FIFTH DIP DIV (HICK)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
NOS THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RANCH BUNK
THIRD FORC: BRAVO CO

CONFIDENTIAL

BEGIN DOCUMENT HS POST (5)

1. RECON TEAM SHOWCASE (5 MAN) 0500 2254 123
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 250000/270000 (07 HOURS)

3. ROUTE IN (TD 15544) TO (TD 15944) TO (TD 14945) TO
   (TD 10934) TO (TD 02540) TO (TD 10544) UE 1454 1752

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, WIND FOUTH TO FIVE FT HIGH, HILLS
   60-90 FT TO TOP OF HILL 100-125 FT HIGH. RISE OF HILLS UP TO 20 FTches.

FAIR COVER AND CONCEALMENT: 0290 TO (TD 13239) CBS ALL
DIRECTIONS BUT EAST. (TD 145230) CBS 360.

5. HEL. CRD SQDRN 1552. SITE IS CENTER HILLS. BEST APPROACH
   TD 360. APPROACH OBSTACLES N/E.

6. RECON 131700H TO (TD 157320) TM CBS TWELVE IN N/V G MOVING NORTH
   WEST APPROX THIRTY METERS. EVERY EXISTING MARKS, USUALLY LARGE

CAMOUFLAGE, AE-47'S, RGR'S, ONE LIGHT MACHINEGUN. REST MOVED IN
NORTHWEST. AT 151700H TM CBS TWELVE MORE BV N/V G MOVE FROM
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DECLASSIFIED
SOUTHEAST AND JOIN THE FIRST TWENTY. DRESSED THE SAME, ALSO CARRYING PACKS AND M-47 'S. NONE WORE COVERS, ALL HAD LONG HAIR.

APPEARED DIRTIER. EVERYONE CARELESS OF MOVING, DID NOT OBS FOR ANY ACTIVITY. AT (ID 14533) TO OBS FIVE TO TEN IN A TO MOVE INTO

TENTH TO NORTHEAST. ALL SEEM DRESSED AS FIRST TWO GROUPS. SAME TIME FRAME. MIGHT BE MORTAR OR HATCHET.

7. OTHER INFO: 262200H TO 262200H AT (ID 13533) TO OBS TWO TO THREE
NORTHWEST. APPROX 1000 TO OBS TWO LARGE SMOKE EXPLOSIONS

WENT SOUTH TO TWO SMALL SMOKE EXPLOSIONS. 6P-4

GP 2294

CONFIDENTIAL

GP 2242 REIGNED BY A. P. R. P. FEBRUARY 23 69
IMMEDIATE ROUTINE
300937
3 DEC 68

FROM: OG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: OG XXIV CORPS HEQ

INFO: OG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
OG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BUI FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SGT. ADVANCE BASE TIENT PROVINC
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON OBSERVING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT IN LMI OF PATROL
RECON TEAM EARMINT (1-3) (SMN) OPO 2309

300937 ET (TD 194493) TM INSERTED HA D NEGATIVE CONTACT AS REEVE
HELICOPTER WAS COMING BACK TO LZ TM OBS ONE LVN/TV WARTING MOUN TB

NO SIGN, UNRECOGNIZABLE, PAIR OF BINOCULARS, ENEMY 100 METERS TO
SOUTHWEST. ON BEING ENGAGED, DECEDED HELICOPTER TOOK AIM.

GP-4
BY
CON 2507 RELEASED BY: 2309

DECLASSIFIED
IMMEDIATE/HURGICE 300239 2 Dec 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS FIB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO OUI ALMAINE DIV
CG T.F. FORCE HOTEL
TAS: FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BUE EIGHTH INF DIV (KDOH)
NINN HARRIES
THIRD MARINES
FOUTH MARINES
T.J.LFTH MARINES
HAG THREE MILE
SR. ADVISOR (U.S. ARMY VI PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

SPOT REPORT IN AREA OF PATROL
RECON TEAM: BELLONT TONES (6M8M) OPO 2306

290900H AT (YD 162512) TM WAS UNSETTLED. TM MOVED TO
(YD 161511) FOR OP AREA. OBS ONE NVA/VC MOVE FROM TREE LINE

FROM NORTH.SR. ENEMY WAS WEARING BROWN UTILITIES, LARGE
PACK. HEARD F-47. TM CALLED AO OF STATION. AO CALLED ANY
ON MEA. AO OBS HUMMERS AND RECEIVED ONE SECONDARY EXPLOSION.
AO OBS HUMMERS TO TM'S SOUTH. TM MOVED AND AO RAN FIXED

WING. AT 291500H TM SET IN HARBOUR SITE AND OBS THREE NVA/VC
COM FROM TREE LINE (YD 161519). AO RAN THREE FLIGHTS OF

KG-6

FIXED WING. RESULTS THREE KIA. TM EXTRACTED AT 292000.
EXTRACT HELD SAFE, CHASE HELLO OPE 50 CAL. POSITION. AO TOOK SAF

THROUGHOUT AREA.

CONFIDENTIAL

GT

GCH 2506 RELEASED BY j.j.m. 2 Dec 68

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HQ

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
       CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
       TASK FORCE BRAVO
       FIFTH MARINES
       THIRD MARINES
       FOURTH MARINES
       TWELFTH MARINES
       MAG THREE NIN.
       TAI ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
       THIRD RECON BN
       THIRD MORAL RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT

1. RECON TEAM: COLORADO (TD) (7 MEM) OPO 2295
2. DATE INSTRUCTED/RECEIVED: 260966/300966 (72 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (TD 256255) TO (TD 234795) TO (TD 223484) TO
   (TD 264125) UL 2250 IN 1248

4. TERRAIN: LO: ROLLING HILLS, TO: PINE & SHRUB
   BUSH AND ELEPHANT GRASS. RATE OF MOVEMENT: LIMITED DISCRETION.

   POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT OF SITE AT (TD 234795) OBS 360.
   TRAILS APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN USED WITHIN LAST TWO WEEKS.

   NUMEROUS TANK TRAILS COMING FROM LA FAYETTE.
5. HILLS: GRID SQUARE 2249 SITE IN GENTLE HILLS, SLOPES.

   BEST APPROACH 260, APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.
6. EIGHTY 260040 AT (TD 223484) TM NO MOVEMENT FROM NORTHEAST
   TO SOUTH-SOUTH-WEST APPROX. 100 MET. TO TA'S SOUTH-EAST
   ESTIMATED THREE TO FIVE MILES. TM CALLED ARTY, NO RESIST.

7. OTHER INFO: N/A

GP-4

OPO 2295

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

MDEMIARE/ROUTINE 300941 3 DMG 68

FROM: GC THIRD MAR DIV
TO: GC XXIV CORPS AEB

IMPO: GC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV.
    GC TASK FORCE HPEL
    TASK FORCE ENCO
    FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH)
    NINTH MARINES
    THIRD MARINES
    FOURTH MARINES
    TWELFTH MARINES
    MAC THREE HIB
    SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
    THIRD RECON BN
    THIRD FORCN RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

SPOC REPORT IN 2000 OF PARDEAL
RECON TEAM: DESERT SAND AND DRER FORN 3A3 3A3 (20 MN)

UL 0930 IN 1037 HILL 919 RADIO RELAY
EVENTS THAT OCCURED ON HILL 919

ABOUT 200900 TWO MARINES WORKING AS SECURITY FOR THE RADIO RELAY,
WEAR COLLECTING LOGS IN ORDER TO FORCIFT BUNKERS, WHILE TWO OTHER
MARINES WERE PROVIDING SECURITY FOR THEM AT A DISTANCE OF ABOUT
750. WHEN THE TWO PROVIDING SECURITY HEARD AN EXPLOSION, AN INVEST-
IGATION AT THE SCENE OF THE EXPLOSION DETERMINED THAT APART FROM
THE TWO MARINES COLLECTING LOGS, HAD TRIPPED AN MINI KEDA TRAP.

RESULTING IN TWO MAC RIME KIA'S. ABOUT TWO MINUTES LATER AND AS
HELICOPTERS WERE ON THE SCENE, THERE WAS A LIVE FIRE RECEIVED BY

THE KIA's.
2029 OOH RELAY BEGUN TO RESEARCH RANI MOVEMENT AROUND THEIR POSI-
TION IN A 360, TEAM BEGAN FIRING THEIR 60MM, FOR ILLUMINATION AND
CALLED FIRE MISSION, WHICH TOOK 15 MINUTES AND CONTINUED SEVERAL
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RADIO RELAY

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
30 MINUTES THE REST OF THE NIGHT, TEAM RECEIVED CHI-COM'S AND SAP FROM 2100H TO 2300H, RESULTING IN TWO MARINES KIA's (MINOR)

230900H, TEAM CHECKED OUT AREA, WHERE THE HEAVIEST VOLUME OF FIRE WAS COMING FROM, AND FOUND BLOOD STAINS ON THE LG, AND ALSO THAT THE BARBED WIRE, HAD BEEN CUT IN SEVERAL PLACES. TEAM CHECKED OUT HELO PAD, AND RETURNED TO HELI.

291530H, ONE TEAM MEMBER OBSERVED ONE VC/NVA WEARING GREEN UNIFORM, AND NO WEAPONS OBSERVED AT THIS TIME THE TEAM HAD ATTEMPTED TO TALK TO THE ENEMY IN ORDER TO HAVE HIM CHIEN HOLE, WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS AT THIS TIME TEAM OBSERVED ANOTHER ENEMY, IN THE SAME AREA WITH THE FIRST ENEMY, KIA'S, AGAIN TRIED TO TALK TO THE ENEMY WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS, AT THIS TIME TEAM FIXED THEIR GUNM, RESULTING IN TWO ENEMY KIA's.

TEAM WAS THEN ADVISED MED EVAC HELOS, WHERE COMING GUNSHIPS CAME ON STATION, AND WORKED OUT OVER THE AREA, UNTIL THE MED WAS ARRIVED. UPON EXTRICATION OF CASUALTIES, HELO'S RECEIVED SAP.

AN ESTIMATED LOCATION HAS BEEN PROVIDING THIS AREA, FOR THE PAST SEVERAL WEEKS. TEAM FOR THE PAST SEVERAL DAYS HAS HEARD WOOD CHOPPING AND TREES FALLING, 291315H, TEAM OBSERVED TWO VC/NVA AT (GRID 99177), negative action. THIS IS THE SAME AREA WHERE THE TWO VC/NVA WERE KILLED.

GP-4

By

GCC 2505 RELEASED BY TPLM 13-00-68
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DECLASSIFIED
FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV  
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PUB  
INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV:  
CG TASK FORCE BRAVO  
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MAR)  
NORTH MARINES  
THIRD MARINES  
FOURTH MARINES  
TENTH MARINES  
26TH TANK BN  
S&R ADVISOR (JUNG TR PROVINCE)  
THIRD RECON BN  
THIRD FORC REC BN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEPRISING REPORT (U)

1. RECON THRU MT. AIR POLICY: (301) (5 PIXEL) OFO 2296  
2. DATE OF RECON/EXTRACTED: 260998/30909 (96 HOURS)  

3. ROUTE: FM (ID 248483) TO (ID 258478) TO (TD 263475) TO  
(ID 248483) (ID 258478) (ID 2747)  

4. LOW ROLLING HILLS, SHRUB AND ELKHORN GRASS TERRAIN TO FIVE FT. HILLS; SITES OF MOVEMENT TM LEADERS DISCRETION. FAIR COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT (ID 258478) OBS 350, (ID 263475)  
OBS EAST. NO RECENT USE OF TRAILS IN AREA.  

5. HILLS; (ID 258478) SITES WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46's. SITE IS  
HILTOP, BEST APPROACH 350. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE. (ID 263475)  
SITES WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS HILTOP, BEST APPROACH  
350, APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.  

6. AMEND: NONE  
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

OP-4  
ST 2504  
OFO 2296  
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 310113 Z DEC 68

FM: 42 THIRD MAR DIV
TO: 42 XXIV CORPS MIB

INFO: 42 ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
42 TASK FORCE HAZO
FIRST HEX FIFTH INF Div (RECR)
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAC THIRDS NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUAD TR PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIPTION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CERTIFIED 2B3 (6 MGR) OPO 2290
2. DATE INSPECTED/EXTRACTED: 2709OCH/2619OCH (34 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM (XD91273) TO (XD91427) TO (XD90628) TO (XD90628) TO (XD90628) TO (XD90627) TO (XD90627) TO (XD90627) 9028 IX 9226.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, WITH HILAMT GRASS UP TO 6FT HIGH. COVER AND CONCEALMENT WAS POOR TO FAIR. OP SITES AT (XD90927) OBS 360,

AT (XD90627) OBS 360.
5. HLS'S AT (XD90627) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS

OPEN AREA. BEST APPROACH IS ITO W. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.
6. WEATHER: 260931OCH WHILE MOVING OUT OF HARBOR SITE AT (XD906-

273) RECO'D FIRE FM (XD90927). THERE WERE 8 TO 12 VQ/TV. THEY
WERE WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, NIN HELMETS, NIN GEAR, UNKNOW TYPE
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CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
OF WPNs. THEY QUIT FIRING WHEN THE AO GAVE CHANGO. THE AO RAN A/S FOR THE TEAM.

281605H AT (X906276) TM WHILE MOVING IN HILL RAN INTO 2 VQ/WIA WEARING ORANGE UTILITIES, WAS GCM, ONE HAD A COVER ON HIS HEAD

THE OTHER DIDN'T. ONE ALSO CARRIED A AK-47; THE HAD SOME KIND OF WACHING. TM FIRED SAP AND THEN WENT BACK UP THE HILL. TM

CALLED A 0 IN AGAIN. THE AO RAN A/S FM (X906274) TO (X906289). TM STAYED ON HILL 515 UNTIL RETRACTED AT 281900H.

7. OTHER INFO: NONE.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/Routing 310611 3 DEC 68

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CO AIV CORPS MB

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE 1CB AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BUS FIFTH INF DIV (MOH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAC THREE NINE
3d ADVISER (WANG THI PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORC: RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
M-CON DEBRIEFING REPORT (I)

1. RECON TEAM CRYSTAL SHARK (1-1) (8 MEN) CP-2298
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 270900H/300900H (72 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (ID 165560) TO (ID 175550) TO (ID 175549) TO
(ID 170556) TO (ID 160530) TO (ID 185545) UL 1556 IN 1953

4. TERRAIN: LO: ROLLING HILLS, ONE TO FOUR FT SHURB AND ELEPHANT
GRASS, THICK ALONG STREAMS, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT. RAIN OF
MOVEMENT TO LEADERS DISCRETION. CP SITES AT (ID 175549) CBS
EAST, SOUTH, AND WEST. (ID 170556) CBS 350. NO COWN AREA AT
(ID 160530). NUMEROUS TRAILS IN AREA. THREE TO FOUR DAY OLD
SNAKE PRINTS AT (ID 175534) MOVING IN SOUTHEAST DIRECTION.

5. HEL'S: (ID 175549) SITE WILL ACCOMODATE THE CH-46. SIT IN
HILLTOP. BEST APPROACH 360 APPROACH OBS TALES NONE. (ID 170556)

SITE WILL ACCOMODATE SIX CH-46. SIT IN HILL, BEST APPROACH 360.
APPROACH OBS TALES NONE.
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DECLASSIFIED
6. EVENT: none

7. OTHER INFO: 272200H AT (YD 170550) TM HEARD DUGGING ON STREAM SOUTH-SOUTHEAST AT (YD 170549). CALLED ARTY, NO RESULT. TM CHECKED AREA NEXT DAY, FOUND HOLES ONE FT DEEP, THREE FT LONG, ONE FOOT WIDE. 290900H AT (YD 160526) TM HEARD METAL NOISES, DRUM BREAKING. APPROX 100 METERS SOUTH OF TM, CUT OF THEIR RZ. NO ACTION.

OF 2545  RELEASED BY TIME 20 DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 3/06/13 2 DEG 69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HQ

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HUKIL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
NORTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
T.: LIVE MARINES
MAG TRED HILL
SR. ADVISE (LANG TRI PROVINCE)
THIRD R.J.C.H.
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: JACKSONVILLE (281) (10 MILES) OPO 2270
2. DATE DISRUPTED/EXTRACTED: 251445H/201130H (93 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FD (XD 687514) TO (XD 685524) TO (XD 685524) TO
(XD 685523) TO (XD 675519) TO (XD 687513) UL 6753 IN 6951

4. TERRAIN: SHEEP RIDGELINES, SINGLE CANOPY 20 FT HIGH.
TALL GRASS IN ALL BUT EASTERN PART OF RZ. HEAVY BRUSH IN
EASTERN PART OF RZ. RATE OF MOVEMENT 150-500 METERS. GOOD
COVER AND CONCEALMENT EXCEPT ON HILL 764. OP SITES AT (XD 672519)

OBS SOUTHWEST AND NORTH-NORTHEAST (XD 685523) OBS NORTHWEST.
Poor Comm. At (XD 675526) TRAILS LEAD IN ALL DIRECTIONS. MAIN

TRAIL RUNNING A LONG RIDGELINE. TWO FT WIDE, NO RECENT USE.
VINES GROWING OVER TRAILS. (XD 677524) LEMON TREES

5. HZ270: (XD 677512) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FOUR OR-46. SITE
IS HILLTOP. BEST APPROACH 360. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.
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(XD 685524) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS HILLTOP.
BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTH TO NORTH. APPROACH OBSTACLES TREES.

TO THE WEST - (XD 687513) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46.
SITE IS FLAT, BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTHEAST. APPROACH
OBSTACLES TWENTY FT TREES.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: (XD 677515) TM FOUND ONE FIGHTING HOLE. NO ACTION.
(XD 684525) TM FOUND TEN FIGHTING HOLES (OLD) NO SIGN OF HUMAN

USE: NO ACTION. (XD 686513) TM FOUND TWELVE FRESHLY DUG
FIGHTING HOLES, APPEARED TO BE FOUR TO FIVE DAYS OLD. ALSO

FIFTEEN FOOT TRENCH LINE, OLD NOT USED RECENTLY. AREA WELL
POLICED, NO ACTION. 500 Yard (XD 689513) TM HEARD SHOT FROM
NORTH EAST AT 1500 METERS.

OS-4

RE: CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV
To: CO XXIV CORPS MB

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE: AIRBORNE DIV
CO TASK FORCE BRAVO
THIRD MA RINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
NO THREE MINE
SH. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (J)

1. RECON TEAM SPOKEN TACTIC 2D 1 (6 PM) OPO-2267-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 260815 H/301 545 H (103 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM (YD 312436) TO (YD 322423) UL 3144 IR 3342
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, 15 FT. CANOPY, VIBES

NO CPs, SITES.
5. HLSs: AT (YD 312430) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS HILL-TOP, BEST APPROACH EAST TO WEST; APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.
   AT (YD 312445) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS HILL TOP, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, APPROACH OBSTACLES, NONE.

6. EARTH: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: NUMEROUS TRAILS THROUGHOUT THE RZ., HOWEVER NO NEW ACTIVITY, ON THE TREES LINING MOST OF THE TRAILS. BLAZE MARKS COULD BE FOUND, THESE MARKS WERE ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE TRAILS.
   OPO-2267-68

BY 2552 RELEASED BY TRAVEL DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HCB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BATT FIFTH INF DIV (MEK)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MC THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR (VNA) TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SALINAS (302) (3 MEN) GOP 2259
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 270000/301200H (76 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (ID 163476) TO (ID 164486) TO (ID 165053)
UL 1449 ID 1749

4. TERRAIN: low rolling hills, with one sharp ridge line.
Elephant grass six to eight ft high. Cover and concealment

GOOD: RATES OF MOVEMENT 600-700 METERS PER HOUR. NO OP SITES
NO TRAIL IN AREA.

5. HILLS: (ID 163476) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46. SITE IS
RIDGE LINE. BEST APPROACH FROM WEST. APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

6. ENEMY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

GP-4
BT

OGM 2550 RELEASED BY [Signature] TIME 2137H 2 DEC 68

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 310619 2 DEC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE Hotel
TASK FORCE BRAVO
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (NECH)
NINTH MARINES
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MG THREE HME
SR. ADVISOR (NAVY TRP PROVINCE)
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORCE RECON CO

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM COSMIK WAVE (132) (6 MEM) OPO 410-5
2. DATE INSPECTED/EXTRACTED: 251600H/291345H (93 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: FM (XD 733415) TO (XD 732416) TO (XD 730420) TO
(XD 725423) TO (XD 732415) TO (XD 730420) UL 7345 IN 7341

4. TERRAIN: KHEJERT PEAKS GOVERN TO RIGHT VI SCATTERED CANOPY.
   RATE OF MOVEMENT TM LEADERS DISCRETION. FAIR COVER A HD CONCEALMENT.

CP SIT at (XD 732416) OBS NORTHWEST, (XD 730420) OBS ALL BUT SOUTH,
(XD 725423) OBS SOUTHEAST. HA BY HAND PACKED TRAILS IN AREA.

5. HLS'S: (XD 733415) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS HILL
   TOP. BEST APPROACH IS FROM SOUTH. APPROACH OBS NONE. (XD 730420)

   SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46. SITE IS HILTON TOP. BEST APPROACH
   IS FROM SOUTH. APPROACH OBS NONE.

6. ENEMY: 2814HR AT (XD 742428) TM SAW SIX NV/VC MOVING ALONG
   STREAM BED EAST TO WEST. TM CALLED FIRE MISSION BUT COULDN'T GUE
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BATTERY TO FIRE DUE TO USE OF DAMAGED BATTERY, ENEMY WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, TWO PACKS, WEAPONS UNKNOWN, AND PROBABLY NOT IN TRENCH.

7. OTHER INFO: AT (XD 730420) TO FIND SIX BUNKERS ON RIDELINE:
APPROX 2ND WEEK OLD. RIDELINE RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH. NORTH
OF 25 AND 26, TM HEARD ARTY FIRED FROM SOUTHEAST OF (XD 732416)
TO IMPACT EAST OF TEAM. APPROX THIRTEEN ROUNDS EACH NIGHT. ON
28TH TM HEARD ONE LOUD EXPLOSION IN SAME AREA THEY HAD HEARD
ARTY IMPACT.

OP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

OCP 2548 RELEASED AT 2100
TIME 2130
DAY 60
CONFIDENTIAL

DATE/ROUTING 31 OOC 68

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL
T/O FORCE BRAVO
THIRD MARISS
FOURTH MARISS
NINTH MARISS
TWELFTH MARISS
MAN THREE NINE
MR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FORC E: REGION CO

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: WISDOM JACKET 2 D 1 (7 PM)
   QPO-2284-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 281400 H/301500 H
   (97 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM(YD 038412) TC (YD 057451) UL 0343 IR 0541
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK VEGETATION, 50 FT. OF NOPT, THIN UNDER-
   GROWTH, UNDER THE TREES, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. NO GP. SITES.
5. HILLS: NONE

6. ENEMY: NONE
7. OTHER INFO: 2811 00 H, AT (YD 057414) TEAM HAD MOVEMENT, 100M, TO
   BASE, CALLED FIRE MISSION, NEGATIVE RESULTS.

GP-4

ET 0547 RELEASED BY 21 DEC 68

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

1. RECON TEA NO BEACH BOY 1 C 2 (5 MEN) CPO-2299-68
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 270930 H/202030 H (20 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FNs (XO 744379) TO (XO 744376) TO (XO 753364) TO (XO 747360)
   UL 7438 IN 7636
4. TERRAIN: ROLLING HILLS, WITH FIFTEEN FT. BUSHAN GRAasses, THICK CANOPY,
   GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITE AT (XO 747360) OBSERVE NORTH NORTH-
   EAST, AND SOUTH.
5. H/Ls at (XO 747360) SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS HILLTOP,
   WITH TENSION CORDS 15, BEST APPROACH IS 360, APPROACH OB PLAGUE, MORE.
6. EMERG: 271100H, AT (XO 755362) TEAM OBSERVED THREE CAMP FIRES, 40 CANS
   ON STATION, BUT WAS UNABLE TO LOCATE FIRESPOTS. 271930 H, AT (XO 744376) TEAM
   IN NA H/10 SITE, HAD MOVEMENT AROUND FIFTEEN METERS AWAY, POSSIBLY FIRE,
   VC/WVA HAD SET UP A HARBOR SITE. 268040 H, TEAM CHECKED OUT HARBOR SITE,
   AND FOUND, FOOD CONTAINERS, SIMILAR TO US THE LONG RATIONS, WITH FOREIGN
   WRITING ON 3A BOX, (NOT ORIENTAL) CONTAINER WAS GREEN WITH PURPLE INKING.
   282020 H, AT (XO 747366) TEAM HEARD A POSSIBLE 106 RECOILLESS RIFLE, FIRE
   TWO ROUNDS, INTO THE AREA OF THEIR OLD HARBOR SITE, FIRE CAME FROM THE
   NORTHWEST. TEAM CONTACTED FORCITO T, WHO STATED THAT THERE WERE NO FRIENDBY
   FIRING IN THE AREA.

2299-68
1. The Team observed a mortar round fired from CO LOC XD, and also observed two lights, similar to search lights.

On Co loc XD, these lights were seen every night at about 2200 H. 301730 H, the team was moving to their harbor site, when Point man saw one

VQ/NVA, at a about 25m, then the enemy saw the team, and ran in an east direction. Team checked area, and found, four M-16 grenades, an Ass

Pack, a K-Bar, with a day night flare attached, two "D" RINGS WITH repelling ropes, two M-16 magazines, a medical pouch, an air panel, one

Pair of bush gloves, a poncho liner, five cartriges, one os Grenade, and an "H" Harness. All of the above gear was new, and was U.S. about fifteen ft. From this area, the team found, a poncho liner, an Ass pack with the name "R.W. Brum" on same, four M-16, and one os Grenade, a rain jacker,

"D" Ring with repelling rope, ten M-16 magazines, an "H" Harness, and four cartriges. All of the above gear was U.S. the team could not return

Due with the C.B, Brum to being in contact as they were boarding the Helo's. 301730, the team had set up a 360, when M-79 man saw movement, at about five meters, as he checked out the area, he saw one VQ/NVA, run from a bunker, as the enemy ran, he fired several shots at the team, with an M-16, the

Team returned fire, resulting in one enemy KIA. About fifteen minutes, later the team still in a 360, had one enemy, move to within three ft. of them.

TSA 1 Leader fired, resulting in one enemy KIA. About fifteen minutes, later, the team had heavy movement around them, the M-79 man stood up

In order to check out the area, when the team heard an explosion, that sounded like a Grenade, and the M-79 man stated that he was hit, again an enemy

Moved to within three ft. of the team and the radio man fired, resulting in one enemy KIA. As the gunsips, worked out around the area, the team

came in contact with another enemy, resulting in one enemy KIA. As the team was boarding the extract Helo's, one marine received shrapnel, in

his left leg. Upon extraction, the Helo's, received a heavy volume of small arms fire. All of the above Enemy were wearing Grenade Utilites, cartriges

Breits, and several were carrying M-16's. One Enemy was observed wearing a yellow shoulder type patch, on his left shoulder. The patch had black

lettering on same.
7. Other Info: 291600 H, 41 (XO 747363) Team found a bunker complex, consisting of numerous fighting holes, and tunnels. One bunker appeared to be a passageway area, and one was a man apparent aid station, containing empty morphine bottles, and other miscellaneous medical gear.
R-0101257, DEC 68

TO: 3rd MARDIV
INFO: 3rd RECON BN
BT

UNCLASSIFIED
SEARCH FOR LOST GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
1. REQUEST SEARCH BE CONDUCTED FOR ONE (1) DOUGH DIVIDER ROLL,
SER NO. 9136

2. IF LOCATED REQUEST REPORT TO THIS HQ (SC-21) / /

FILE COPY

DECLASSIFIED
FILE COPY
REQUEST RELEASE

FROM: CC THIRD MAR DIV
TO: LCPL GARY G. HEFFINGTON 2386904/0311, USMC (FOR PERSONAL DELIVERY)

601 SKYLITE STREET, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
INFO: CGM
THIRD RECON BN (MAIL)

UNCLASSIFIED

1. FIFTEEN DAY EXT OF EMER LV APPROVED. UPON COMPL. OF EMER LV COMPLY
   WITH YOUR BASIC ORDERS.

2. YOU ARE ADVISED THIS IS YOUR LAST POSSIBLE EXT. AND THAT IF YOUR
   PROBLEM IS NOT SOLVED YOU SHOULD CONTACT NEAREST HUMANITARIAN
   TRANSFER.

3. ATTACH A COPY OF THIS MSG TO YOUR BASIC EMER LV ORDERS.

RELEASED BY

DIV RELEASE 1930 TIME 1530

FILE COPY

DECLASSIFIED
PM CG THIRD F'ARDIV
MC CG NSCA PHILA CONS
INFO: THIRD RECON BN
UT
UNCLASSIFIED
NLSTIPL PRODUCTIONS FOLLOw-UPS
1. AT1/MPE: '/0502-05/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/6103/6103/1953/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 WASHER, MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 85 MAR-VEL DIVING
SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
2. AT1/MPE: '/0502-04/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/6103/6103/1950/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 CAP, MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 85 MAR-VEL DIVING
SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
3. AT1/MPE: '/0502-22/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/1946/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 STEM, MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 85 MAR-VEL DIVING
SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
4. AT1/MPE: '/0517-05/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/1967/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 BUCKET RESERV., AIR TANK PAGE 84 MAR-VEL DIVING
SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
5. AT1/MPE: '/0502-27/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/1947/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 PIN & PLUNG'R, MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 85
MAR-VEL DIVING SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
6. AT1/MPE: '/0502-27/EA/09106/1/13706/6103/1946/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/
BLNK/BLNK/8D0/111D1100 PIN & PLUNG'R, AIR TANK PAGE 84 MAR-VEL DIVING
SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

RELEASED BY: 

FILE COPY

0501272
FM: CG THIRD MARDIV
TO: CG FORLOGCOMD DNG RVN
INFO: THIRD RRCON BN
BT
UNCLASSIFIED
FROM 13000 FOR MCI-5-RJI INFO 13700
A. CG PSG FORLOGCOMD 291118Z
MILSTRIP CANCELLATION
1. AC1/MCI/7/8510-161-6206/EA/00251/M/13700/8310/1903/r/HLNK/C/HLNK/HLNK/892/17/
   BLNK/9D80X2110830/PAT CLAMPS CO.L BLK

RELEASED BY

FILE COPY

DECLASSIFIED
FM:  CG THIRD HARDIV
TO:   CG THIRD FORSVENG
INFO: THIRD RECON BN
BT
UNCLASSIFIED
FROM 100TH FOR 810 INFO 137TH
RECONCILIATION RESPONSE
A. YOUR 250857ZNOV68
      BLNK/2N/329/344
      BLNK/2N/329/344
      BLNK/2N/329/344
      BLNK/2N/329/344
   5. APL/ML1/M/1220-776-791.5/EA/88/197/88/137/1944/1.966/BLNK/BLNK/C/BLNK/892/45/
      BLNK/2N/329/344

382

RELEASED BY  [Signature]

FILE COPY

[Stamp: Sup Reg]

[Stamp: Classified]

DECLASSIFIED
PM:  CG THIRD MARDIV
TO:   CG THIRD PACWORTH
INFO:  THIRD XREP BN
BT

UNCLASSIFIED

MILSTRIP FOLLOWS

1. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/137106/1976/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING
   SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

2. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/137106/1976/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING
   SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

3. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/137106/1961/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING
   SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

4. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/1962/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING
   SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

5. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/1966/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING
   SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.

6. ATR/TRL/76/15/22/01/05/04/M/13/016/8216/1956/R/BLN/O/BLN/O/BLN/O/82/65/
   BLN/BLN/8D/0D/11/0D/R/WASHER MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 65 MAR-VEL DIVING SPECIALTIES MARINE SUPPLY CO.
FM: CG THIRD FARDIV
TO: CG MISA PHILA CONUS
INFO: THIRD RECON BN
DT
UNCLAS EFTO
NLRIP CANCELLATIONS

RELEASED BY

RECEIVED BY

FILE COPY

DECLASSIFIED
R: CC THIRD HABDIV
T: CC THIRD FORSCGN'T
I: THIRD RECON BN
B: UNCLASSIFIED

H: STRIP PULLOVERS
1. ATL/VR1/W/5502-20/EA/680559/W/13760/8103/1957/R/BLK/C/BLK/BLK/892/05/BLK/BLK/8D/0111111000 SPARING MANIFOLD ASSY. PAGE 85 MAR-VEL DIVING SPECIALTIES INC MARINE SUPPLY CO.

RELEASED BY

DECLASSIFIED
ROUTINE 160139 168368

F/S: CS THIRD AR DIV
TO: OIC USMCOS RM 110 F.O. BLDG 2D & SPRING ST, LITTLE ROCK ARK
INFO: MB NS TD SPRAN
THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASS

PFC FRANCIS R. COLLING 1862226/0141 USMC (LV ADD BOX 269, BAYANT, ARK)

1. SUBJ: MAN DEP THIS CORP ON 15 DAS ENRG LV 27 OCT 68. UA (AOL) SINCE
13 NOV 68. REQ YOU INVEST AND ADVISE RE STATUS

RELEASED BY

[Signature]
CCN

RELEASED BY

[Signature]
CCN 160830 H

CCN 1364

FILE COPY

160139 Z

DECLASSIFIED
ROUTINE L724112 20DEC68

TO: CG THIRD NARDIV
FROM: CG MAGA PHILA COMUS
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

MULTIPLEX CANCELLATIONS

1. AGL/IFB/T/2331-835-8633/BE/1003/10/137/88/8185/8012/R/BLNK/B/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/892/82/BLNK/BLNK/80/011/10/10/10 TRAILER TANK WATER
2. AGL/IFP/T/7518-634-9930/BE/1003/10/137/88/7293/8013/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/82/82/BLNK/BLNK/80/011/10/10/10 ENVELOPING PLATES

RELEASED BY: William L. Robinson 1439 SUPRE

FILE COPY 1760412

DECLASSIFIED
FM:  CG THIRD MARDIV
TO:  CG 3D FORTVCOREGT
INFO:  THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

MILSTRIP CANCELLATIONS

   BLNK/BLNK/80/04/11N/6999  SHOTGUN 12 GAUGE

   BLNK/BLNK/80/04/11N/6999  TENTATIVE SET MILITARY SYMBOLS

RELEASED BY  W. CLYDE, GEN.  1438

FILE COPY  1 7 1 4 4 5 2

DECLASSIFIED
TO: CG 3d FORSCREGT
INFO: THIRD RECON BN
ET.

UNCLAS 

MULTRIP FOLLOW-UPS
1. AT1/H11/T/5246-558-2536/EA/9999/M/13706/8261/B156/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/12/BLNK/BLNK/9D/012110/10C/EXTENSION CORD F/1A3
2. AT1/H11/T/6136-976-1163/EA/9999/M/13706/8282/1282/R/BLNK/B/BLNK/BLNK/892/05/BLNK/BLNK/9D/0111010/10C/BATTERY CHARGER PP-4567
3. AT1/H11/T/5936-752-3659/EA/9999/M/13706/8282/1282/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/892/12/BLNK/BLNK/9D/012110/10C/SWITCH TOGGLE F/HID-44

RELEASED BY

DIV RELEASED BY

CCN

2337

TIME: 22:32

FILE COPY

2901332
ROUTINE 290147 2 DEC 68

FM: CO THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV
INFO: THIRD RECON BN
UNCLASSIFIED
MODIFICATION OF RADIO SET AN/PRC-47
ATTN: SC-10

A. CG 3D MAR DIV 140414Z DEC 68
B. M1-03817A-35/6A

1. 3D RECON BN 29 AN/PRC-47 UNDER CONTRACT NR 72362
2. 3D FORCE RECON CO 6 AN/PRC-47 UNDER CONTRACT NR 72362

RELEASED BY

FILE COPY

DECLASSIFIED
ROUTINE 30/11/52 2 DEC 68

FROM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARINL

//REQUEST RELEASE/

FROM: CG THIRD MARINL
TO: CO, SHIPS REPAIR FACILITY, SUBIC BAY, P.I.

//UNCLAS/

SCUBA SCHOOL

1. ON 16 DECEMBER 68, MSG WAS RECEIVED CANCELLING ORDERS FOR:
   FALVEY, D.J. CPL 2195084 AND CONEOY, R.T. PFC 2443331. PERSONNEL HAD
   DEPARTED THIS UNIT.

2. IHD CPL FALVEY AND PFC CONEOY START SCUBA SCHOOL ON 20 DECEMBER 68, IF
   NOT, REQUEST RETURN OF SUBJECT PERSONNEL TO THEIR PARENT UNIT.

ET

CCN 14300X RELEASED BY TIME 20 1400 H DEC 68

30/11/52 DEC 68 3 [July]
ROUTINE 30/11/72 Z DEC68

FROM: CG 3DRECONN
TO: CG 3DMARDIV

REQUEST RELEASE

FROM: CG 3DMARDIV
TO: CO, SHIPS REPAIR FAC, USNB, SUBIC BAY, RP

UNCAS E F T O

REQ FOR INFO REGARDING EMERG LV STATUS SGT JOHNKEY A. DICKERSON, 2055205, USMC

A. SUBJ MAN SENT TAD TO YOUR COMD AS STUD SCUBA SCOL APPROX 17NOV68

B. UNDERSTAND SUBJ MAN WAS SENT ON EMERG LV FR YOUR COMD PRIOR TO COMPL OF SCUBA SCOL. WE REQ ALL PERTINENT DATA CONCERNING SAME BE FWD THIS COMD ASAP.

CGN _______ RELEASED BY _______________ TIME _______________

CGN _______ RELEASED BY _______________ TIME _______________

30/11/72 Z Dec 68 1 (only)
SECRET


date

FM: CC THIRD MAN DIV
TO: CC NMCY CORPS HUB

SUBJECT: RECON DECLASSIFIED REPORT (G)

1. RECON FROM Soldinge 1300 (UTC) to 2015 (UTC)

2. DATE BEGUN/END: 6 NOV 68/7 NOV 68 (23 HOURS)

3. ROUTE: 6K (T0 1028) VIA WARGES TO (T0 0947) BY 0947

IN [175].

4. TACTICAL: LOW RIDING ON 6K VSR WITH INF FRONT LINES, VERY GOOD CONCEAL

5. OBLIQUE: (20 HOURS) SEE WORLD ORANGE IN 6K VSR ANDE A BUL

6. RECON GAVE VG/FLY ONE OF WHICH WAS A SCREW, HITTING SOFT... ADDITIONAL FIVE METERS FROM THIS POSITION, I HIT ABOUT 6K AND THERE I RECOVERED

FROM A MANDAR CYRENT, 1000 M FROM 6K, ANG. AT 0947 WITH HG ALL

ENDS TO THE WEST. FREINDLY COMPANY WITH THE LGS ON TOP WAS WOUNDED TO LG HT moreover, THE COMPANY OF TON & SMALL LEAGUE, BOTH GIVING AGENTS, INTO 6K AS RECOGNIZED TO BE AGA

OF A PLANTER LIME TO OLD 6016, 2000 METERS AND STAND IN FRONT AND ANG

WAS THE SIZE OF A PLANTER LIME TO OLD 6016, 2000 METERS AND STAND IN FRONT AND ANG

O1025

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

SECRET

7. OTHER INFO WORTHY OF RECORDING IN CLEARED FILE.

GP-4

Z-22161-79

SIGMA

CONF...
DECLASSIFIED

SECRET

ROUTINE: 0-205-72 2 DEC 68

FRO: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD LADDY

INFO: THIRD RECON BN
THIRD FO CE RECON CO

DT
SECRET

MENT: AS OF S. G. 3

CONF: 041 AS OF 014002, DEC 68

THIRD FORCE RECON CO

PART I

CONDE 1STLt HARDEN R.K.

PART II

COMMENTS: CHANGE OF COMMAND EFFECTIVE 01 DECEMBER 1968.

SECRET

020527

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

RECONNAISSANCE PATROL DESEL FOR PERIOD 2-14 DECEMBER 1969 (U)

1. MISSION: CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OF ASSIGNED AREA TO DETECT ENEMY MATERNATION AND/OR POSSIBLE ENEMY ACTS.

Camps or Staging Areas. Plot Water Sources, Traffic, and Areas Surrounding Poor Areas. Enemy Staging Areas, or Attractive Targets.

Be especially watchful for signs that might indicate targets for enemy may use this area for rocket/mortar positions.

2. PATROL PLAN:

A. THIRD MARINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UL 0563</th>
<th>IR 0761</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0452</td>
<td>0650</td>
<td>8-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0750</td>
<td>0948</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0465</td>
<td>0663</td>
<td>11-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1048</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>12-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0748</td>
<td>0946</td>
<td>12-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. FOURTH MARINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6755</th>
<th>6953</th>
<th>7-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6753</td>
<td>6951</td>
<td>7-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7049</td>
<td>7247</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6747</td>
<td>6945</td>
<td>7-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DECLASSIFIED
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6843</td>
<td>7041</td>
<td>11-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7341</td>
<td>7539</td>
<td>11-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD1044</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346</td>
<td>1644</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1239</td>
<td>7-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0129</td>
<td>0327</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0151</td>
<td>0348</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2356</td>
<td>2534</td>
<td>7-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD9739</td>
<td>9936</td>
<td>6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9733</td>
<td>9931</td>
<td>7-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9651</td>
<td>9849</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>2153</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2247</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2455</td>
<td>2652</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2551</td>
<td>2949</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DECLASSIFIED

ROUTINE 180159 2 DEC 68
FM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

//SECRET//
ATTN: AG OF S, G-3

OPSTAT 042 AS OF 180835Z DEC 68
THIRD RECON BN

PART I

CONDR  LTCOL PERRY, A.H. (131700Z DEC 68)

GT
GP-4

CGN 02/18 RELEASED BY

DECLASSIFIED